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Abstract

Internet traffic has been experiencing an enormous growth in the past few decades.

This growth will continue with the increasing demand for and popularity of new

services such as cloud computing. In particular, cloud service providers (CSP), such

as Google and Facebook, transport and replicate their data between geographically

distributed datacenters using inter-datacenter wide area networks. How to improve

the network throughput in order to sustain growth has emerged as an important

research problem.

The traditional Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) optical networks

may not provide a viable solution since their frequency-grid follows the ITU-T

standards and is therefore coarse and fixed, leading to inflexibility in spectrum

resource allocation and low spectrum efficiency. For example, it is a waste of

spectrum to allocate 50-GHz bandwidth to a 10-Gb/s connection. To mitigate these

drawbacks, Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) have been proposed finer granularity

and to allow for partial spectrum overlapping. EONs have many advantages, e.g.,

the support of high speed transmissions beyond 100 Gb/s, and new features, e.g.,

distance-adaptive transmission. These features make it a promising candidate for

next-generation optical transport networks. This thesis focuses on efficient designs

of EONs for multicast services, as could be, required by the aforementioned data

replication.

Three technologies, namely, lightpath, light-tree, and light-trail, can be utilized

for the provision of multicast services. As the latter two are inherent to support



optical multicasting, a multicast can be provisioned either by a single light-tree/light-

trail or multiple light-trees/light-trails, each connecting the source to a subset of

the destinations, while for the lightpath technology, a multicast is provisioned by

lightpaths, each connecting the source to a destination. We made a comprehensive

comparison among these five schemes in the context of EONs taking into account

their distance-adaptive transmission capability. Numerical results illustrate their

performances for a range of cases.

We then adopt the light-tree scheme as is simple but efficient, and address the

problem of accommodating multiple multicast demands in EONs. For this problem,

we provide a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation for the small-

size problems. We also propose an efficient heuristic algorithm for large instances,

and compare it to existing approaches. Moreover, since heuristics accommodate

demands in a sequence order and different sequences yield varied performances, we

investigated the impact of sequences on the heuristic performance by proposing a

couple of ordering strategies for good solutions. Numerical results show that the

proposed algorithm achieves better performance than the existing ones in the various

cases, and approaches the optimum obtained by the MILP algorithm.

We also consider protection in the EON design in the event of single-link failures.

We provision each multicast demand by a light-tree, and protect these light-trees

against any single-link failure. Given an EON and a set of multicast demands,

the objective is to minimize the bandwidth requirement under the condition that

all the demands are accommodated by distance-adaptive spectrum allocation. For

the static traffic model, we provide a MILP formulation and propose an efficient

heuristic algorithm for the protection scheme. We also consider a dynamic traffic

model where a Markov-chain simulation is used to evaluate the performance of the

proposed algorithm. Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

Internet traffic has experienced enormous growth in the past few decades. This

growth is continuing unabated due to the increasing demand and popularity of new

services. These services include ultrahigh-definition TV and cloud computing, and

typically require large bandwidth. Cisco predicted that the annual global IP traffic

will be over one Zettabyte in 2016 [1] and will reach 2.3 Zettabytes by 2020 at a

compound annual growth rate of 22 percent as shown in Fig. 1.1.

Besides this rapid growth, future traffic will become much more dynamic over

time. Within a day, the traffic pattern in the daytime is different from that in the

evening. In the daytime, the traffic is believed to be very high due to the very large

number of users, while in the evening, the traffic is anticipated to be low as there

are far fewer users involved [9]. Such traffic variations should be considered for

efficiently designing future networks.

As content and cloud service providers compete in the service market, traffic type

will also become more diverse. To provide cloud services, resources in datacenters,

e.g., computing capabilities, are virtualized to support millions of users. Users are

usually allocated to certain virtual machines. The users can operate their virtual
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machines to perform various functionalities. They can install different applications

and use the virtual machines as storage for all kinds of data, e.g., photos and videos.

These various services have a wide range of bandwidth requirements. As noted by

Cisco, the annual global datacenter traffic reached 4.7 Zettabytes in 2015, and will

grow three-fold over the next 5 years reaching 15.3 Zettabytes in 2020 [10]. The

operations of datacenter networks do not need to be placed outside the operators’

network, and can be part of it to provide services by, for example, network function

virtualization [11].

Traffic patterns have changed due to the newly emerging services, some of them

will require larger bandwidth than current services. Future traffic is expected to reach

Tb/s class [12]. Also, the traffic will become more dynamic over time and will have

a higher percentage of multicast, e.g., live Internet video was predicted by Cisco to

increase from 3% in 2016 to 13% in 2021 [13]. How to enhance the network in order

to sustain such traffic patterns has become an important research problem.

To better support emerging traffic patterns, EONs have been proposed to provide

cost-effective solutions. Compared to traditional WDM optical networks, EONs

provide better flexibility by allocating elastic bandwidth adaptively to connections

rather than a fixed amount of bandwidth in WDM networks. This flexibility is well

suited to the future demands that have diverse requirements and time varying of data

rates. EONs have been shown to be advantageous over WDM optical networks for

both unicast and multicast traffic [14, 15].

In this thesis, we consider performing multicast operations at the optical layer,

instead of at the network layer as in today’s Internet, since optical layer multicasting

of large volume traffic assumed in this thesis is more cost-effective. Multicasting at

the optical layer does not require router operations and Optical-Electrical-Optical

(OEO) conversion in intermediate nodes while these are required at the network

layer. Thus, the associated buffer and OEO converters are saved which are expensive.

Also, without the need of frequently going through OEO conversion, multicasting at
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Fig. 1.1 Global IP Traffic, 2015–2020 [1].

the optical layer significantly reduces power consumption. Moreover, multicasting

at the optical layer can provide better real-time and delay-sensitive services, e.g.,

multiplayer video gaming and live video streaming, since it eliminates the store-

and-forward processing of packet-switched technology that introduces significant

delay. There is extensive literature on provisioning multicast services in WDM

optical networks [16–18]. However, the algorithms and schemes proposed in that

context cannot be directly applied to EONs since EONs bring additional flexibility

and introduce unique constraints [19]. Thus, the algorithms proposed for the WDM

optical networks need to be re-evaluated for EONs.

1.2 Organization

This thesis focuses on the provision of multicast services in EONs. The outline of

the thesis is as follows.

Prior to the introduction of our work we present the background in Chapter 2.

We start by pointing out the known drawbacks of traditional WDM optical networks.

We then move on to EONs and introduce degrees of flexibility that deal with the
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drawbacks existing in the WDM networks. After that, we provide the node architec-

tures of EONs based on which we introduce one of the key problems in EONs—RSA

where traffic between two end nodes is routed via an optical channel with appropriate

bandwidth—which is a fundamental problem of the work to be presented in this

thesis. Finally, based on the RSA, we briefly survey the techniques that can enhance

EONs.

Chapter 3 compares the performance of various schemes based on the three

technologies, namely, lightpath, light-tree, and light-trial, that can be applied to the

provision of multicast services in EONs. We first provide a survey of studies on the

provisioning schemes of multicast services. Then, we present MILP formulations

for the problems of minimizing resource usage by these multicast approaches in

EONs. We make a comprehensive performance comparison of these schemes through

various test cases. Numerical results demonstrate their efficiency in EONs.

In Chapter 4, we study the problem of provisioning multiple multicast demands

by the light-tree technology in EONs. We provide a MILP formulation; due to its

intractability, we also propose an efficient heuristic algorithm that is polynomial-time

and compare it to state-of-the-art approaches. Numerical results demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Chapter 5 further considers protection for light-trees used for provisioning multi-

cast in EONs. First, we review the state-of-the-art on this topic. Then, we propose

and address the optimization problem associated with designing EONs with the

minimum bandwidth requirement. For this problem, we provide a MILP formulation

and propose an efficient heuristic algorithm. Numerical results demonstrate the

performance of the algorithm.

Chapter 6 closes the thesis with a summary of the results and a discussion of

potential directions for future work.
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1.3 Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis are now outlined.

• We derive a MILP formulation for multicast provisioning using light-trail tech-

nology in EONs with distance-adaptive transmission. This MILP is applicable

for cases where a multicast demand is provisioned by a single light-trail or by

multiple light-trails (Section 3.5.3).

• For the provision of a single multicast, we make a comprehensive compari-

son among various schemes supported by the existing technologies, namely,

lightpath, light-tree, and light-trail. We also evaluate, in EONs, the benefit of

having distance-adaptive transmission for these schemes (Chapter 3).

• We propose a heuristic algorithm for the restricted shortest path problem that

applies to the routing of both unicast and anycast traffic (Section 4.3.1).

• For the provision of multiple multicast demands, we provide a MILP based on

a node-arc formulation, which, compared to other such existing formulations,

has the additional flexibility to allow the provision of a multicast by multiple

light-trees. Also, we propose a polynomial-time heuristic algorithm without the

requirement that trees be precomputed for the provision of multicast demands,

and compare it to the optimal MILP and existing approaches (Chapter 4).

• We consider the problem of protecting light-trees for multicast services in

EONs with distance-adaptive transmission. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first work on the problem of provisioning light-trees with protection in

EONs involving distance-adaptive transmission. For this problem, we derived

a MILP formulation and proposed a heuristic algorithm. We study network

cases with static traffic, where demands are known a priori, and dynamic

traffic, where connection demands arrive sequentially (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 2

Background

Optical fibers have been widely adopted as a transmission medium due to their vari-

ous merits, in particular, low loss and huge capacity. To exploit the huge bandwidth

potential, WDM technology, which is essentially the same as Frequency-Division

Multiplexing (FDM) in radio communications, has been proposed for high capacity

networks.

2.1 Traditional WDM Optical network

In traditional WDM optical networks [20], the spectrum resource of an optical

fiber is carved up into multiple non-interfering wavelength bands. Each of these

wavelength bands can provide a wavelength channel operating at a desired rate.

Current backbone networks are based on the WDM technology, where multiple

wavelengths are multiplexed onto a single fiber and transmitted in parallel through

the same fiber. Figure 2.1 shows an example of WDM optical networks consisting of

four Wavelength Cross-Connect (WXC) nodes and four fiber links interconnecting

the WXCs. The WXC routes signals from an input port to an output port based on

the wavelength [21]. Each WXC connects its client node via transponders, which

work as an interface between the client and the network. It converts a client signal
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Fig. 2.1 An example WDM optical network.

into a signal that can be transmitted in the network and also converts a signal from

the network into a signal that is suitable for the client. When a client node wants

to send data to another node in the network, the transponder at the transmitter side

first launches the designate data onto an optical signal; then the optical signal is

transmitted to the destination node via a lightpath; and finally when the signal

reaches its destination, the transponder at the receiver side converts it for the client.

A lightpath is an optical channel from a source node to a destination node, and may

span multiple physical links. For example, in Fig. 2.1, the communication between

node A and node C is provisioned via lightpath 1 traversing links (A,B) and (B,C).

Similarly, the data transmission from node B to node C is supported by lightpath 2.

Traditional WDM optical networks [20] follow the fixed frequency grid defined

by the International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Standardization

Sector (ITU-T) [22], e.g., 50 GHz as shown in Fig. 2.2. The coarse and rigid grid

granularity of WDM networks leads to inflexible spectrum allocation and therefore

to low spectrum utilization. This is because a wavelength is assigned to a connection
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even when the requested data rate is significantly lower than the capacity of the

wavelength channel leading to bandwidth waste, and also a large portion of the

wavelength bandwidth is wasted to reduce inter-channel interference. An example is

the allocation of wavelength w1 as shown in Fig. 2.3. Such rigid spectrum allocations

are not suitable for the future demands that have diverse data rate requirements.

Considerable efforts were made to enhance WDM networks in the past decades.

Most of today’s WDM systems deployed in optical backbone networks support

transmissions at 40 Gb/s. Moreover, 100-Gb/s interfaces are now commercially

available and are expected to be deployed in a few years. However, future optical

networks are expected to support transmissions of Tb/s [12]. The traditional WDM

technology is not an efficient solution for long distance transmissions at high data

rates although a high-speed transmission may be supported by breaking it into

multiple flows, each carried via its own wavelength. For example, as shown in

Fig. 2.3, a 300-Gb/s transmission necessitates three wavelengths, namely, w2, w3,

and w4, each of which provides a capacity of 100 Gb/s. However, it consumes an

excessively large spectral bandwidth. This is because traditional WDM transponders

operate at a fixed bit rate and the spectral bandwidth of a wavelength cannot be larger

than the channel spacing defined by ITU-T. Furthermore, considering the channel

limitations, e.g., dispersion and nonlinearities, the channel spacing is set more than

twice the spectral bandwidth of the wavelength channel so that the signal can be

successfully filtered [23]. In this regard, WDM optical networks are not suitable for

large-bandwidth requirements. All these are obstacles of WDM optical networks on

the road to become a candidate for next generation optical transport networks.

2.2 EONs

In conventional WDM optical networks, demands are accommodated in the same

manner—the channel spacing is fixed, the bit rate that the transponder operates is
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fixed, the maximum transmission distance that the signal can reach, the so-called

transparent reach, is fixed. This inflexibility leads to the various aforementioned

drawbacks, leading to low throughput of the traditional WDM optical networks. To

enhance network throughput, future optical networks are expected to go beyond the

limitations of the fixed assignment and to have additional desirable features, e.g., flex-

ible resource allocation, low energy consumption, reduced cost, and high scalability.

Recent advances in transmission technologies such as Coherent Optical Orthogonal

Frequency-Division Multiplexing (CO-OFDM) [24] and Nyquist WDM [25] push

forward the network evolution to build a new generation of optical networks, i.e.,

EONs [2, 14], where the usage of network resources are more flexible than the

network in force. Thus, EONs are more spectrum efficient than the traditional WDM

networks. More than 30% spectrum saving has been demonstrated in real network

topologies [15, 26]. Please note that in the literature, the terms “flexible,” “flex-grid,”

“flexi-grid,” “tunable,” “gridless,” and “elastic” are used interchangeably to denote

the systems that do not follow the ITU-T fixed frequency grid [27].

2.2.1 Enabling Transmission Technologies

As coherent detection technologies are getting mature, higher-level MSs, e.g., 16-

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), are used to increase the spectrum effi-

ciency but at the cost of shorter transmission distances for higher Optical Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (OSNR) required. Alternatively, reducing the channel spacing also can

achieve higher spectral efficiency. Among all the transmission technologies, Nyquist

WDM and OFDM are two potentials that attract the most attention [28]. Nyquist

WDM aims to minimize the spectrum usage of each channel by maximally reducing

the spectrum used as guard bands between adjacent channels, while for the OFDM

scheme, subcarriers adjacent to each other partially overlap in the frequency domain

without introducing interference, and require no guard bands between them.
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Nyquist WDM

In theory, the signal using the Nyquist WDM technology has a sinc pulse shape in

the time domain and a rectangle spectrum in the frequency domain. For Nyquist

WDM, signals are spectrally shaped so that they occupy a bandwidth equal to

the symbol rate. However, setting the channel spacing equal to the symbol rate

leads to significant power penalties. To obtain desired performance, forward error

correction is required, resulting in a tradeoff between spectrum efficiency and inter-

carrier interference [14]. In practical implementations, the channel bandwidth is

allowed to increase slightly. To avoid inter-carrier interference, filters are also

required at the transmitter side. Optical Nyquist WDM and digital Nyquist WDM

are the two techniques that implement the spectrum shaping optically and digitally,

respectively [29]. Long distance transmissions were demonstrated for both optical

and digital Nyquist WDM technologies [30, 31].

For the optical Nyquist WDM, an optical filter is utilized to band-limit the signal

from transmitters. Multiple wavelengths of Nyquist signals can then be multiplexed

to generate a superchannel where the subchannels are closely packed. To achieve

high spectral efficiency, the analog filters require to be steep enough so that it

does not introduce crosstalk between adjacent subchannels. The performance of

optical Nyquist WDM is limited by the development of photonic integrated circuit.

The optical Nyquist WDM has been demonstrated to achieve 96×112-Gb/s with

Polarization-Division Multiplexing (PDM)-Quadrature Phase-Shit Keying (QPSK)

at spectrum efficiency of 3 b/s/Hz over a transmission of 10,610 km [30].

For the digital Nyquist WDM, the spectrum shaping is performed in the digital

domain. To obtain a near-rectangle spectrum, Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs)

are required to have very high sampling speed and resolution. The higher the

sampling speed is, the higher symbol rate can it achieve. Also, the resolution of the

DAC limits the maximum number of bits per symbol that can be supported. The
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…

Fig. 2.4 OFDM subcarriers in an optical fiber.

main drawback of the digital Nyquist WDM is the requirements of costly devices,

e.g., high speed Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and DACs, for a good spectral

shape. With the help of digital Nyquist WDM, a transmission of 21.2 Tb/s over

10,290 km was achieved [31].

OFDM

OFDM technology was first introduced in wireless communications and has been

extensively applied in wireless (e.g., WiFi) and wired (e.g., digital subscriber loop)

environments. For the great success, it has recently been introduced to optical trans-

missions [32, 33]. The OFDM technology belongs to the multicarrier modulation

scheme, where a high-speed data stream is sliced into multiple low-speed ones and

these low-speed streams are transmitted over separate subcarriers. These OFDM

subcarriers are spaced at the symbol rate and are orthogonal to each other. Although

they partially overlap, in theory, no cross-talk is introduced. Figure 2.4 shows OFDM

subcarriers in an optical fiber.

Optical OFDM has the enhanced scalability and flexibility in supporting ap-

plications with various requirements of data rates, e.g., sub-wavelength and super-

wavelength. Since OFDM is a multicarrier modulation scheme, various bandwidth

can be achieved by simply changing the number of subcarriers. Figure 2.5 shows an

example OFDM-based EON, where flexible elements, e.g., BVTs and BV-OXCs, are
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Fig. 2.5 An example OFDM-based EON.

used to provide various degrees of flexibility. In this EON, two lightpaths are assigned

different numbers of FSs to efficiently support different data-rate requirements.

The major advantages of using OFDM are that it precisely tailors signals to

the channel characteristics, e.g., by using high-level MSs on subcarriers with good

channel conditions [33], and that OFDM subcarriers, though required to be frequency-

locked, can be seamlessly multiplexed to form a superchannel. The main disadvan-

tage is the high peak-to-average power ratio due to the symbol synthesis of multiple

parallel subcarriers causing signal distortion [24]. A transmission of 3×485 Gb/s

using the CO-OFDM technology was demonstrated to achieve 4-b/s/Hz spectrum

efficiency over a distance of 4,800 km [34].

Nyquist WDM and OFDM have their own pros and cons, and comparisons have

been made between them [35], however, no clear tendency is visible [36]. Building

on these two spectrally efficient transmission technologies, several EON architectures

were proposed, e.g., SLICE [2], flexible WDM [37], data-rate elastic [38], and digital

subcarrier optical networks [39]. The last one is for opaque networks where optical
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signals are converted to digital signals in intermediate nodes, while the former

three have additional applications in all-optical networks where lightpaths do not

experience OEO conversion in intermediate nodes. This thesis mainly focuses

on all-optical networks, in the following, we only discuss the all-optical network

architectures.

2.2.2 EON Architectures

SLICE

Based on OFDM technology, Jinno et al. [2] proposed an EON architecture named

SLICE with the following desirable features that traditional WDM optical networks

cannot offer.

Bandwidth Segmentation: Traditional WDM optical networks assign a wave-

length channel to a connection even when the requested bandwidth is a small fraction

of the capacity, which leads to spectrum waste. To increase efficiency, SLICE

can support low data-rate connections in a spectrally efficient way. It allocates a

just-enough amount of spectrum to a demand according to the requested data rate.

The allocated spectrum varies by adjusting the number of subcarriers for different

data rates. This flexible spectrum allocation in SLICE presents a significant benefit

over WDM networks. For example, to provision a 40-Gb/s connection, the required

bandwidth could be 25 GHz for the EON with a granularity of 12.5 GHz rather than

50-GHz for the WDM network with a channel spacing of 50 GHz. For a 100-Gb/s

connection, SLICE may only need to allocate a spectrum of 37.5 GHz.

Bandwidth Aggregation: The flexible spectrum allocation capability also gives

rise to efficient accommodation of demands with diverse bandwidth requirements.

In particular, SLICE can support superchannels. The superchannels are flows re-

quiring data rates beyond the capacity of a single wavelength and are generated

and transported in the optical domain as a single entity. For legacy WDM optical
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Fig. 2.6 Comparison between traditional WDM and SLICE optical networks [2].

networks, a high-capacity transmission is supported by multiple separate wavelength

channels where a large guard-band exists between two neighboring channels to avoid

inter-channel interference when the channels are cross connected in the intermediate

nodes along their routing paths. However, in SLICE, guard-bands are not necessary

since the transmission is supported via a single channel, and within the channel,

subcarriers adjacent to each other are orthogonal. Compared to the WDM network,

SLICE is spectrally more efficient to support high-speed transmissions. For exam-

ple, Figure 2.6 shows a comparison between traditional WDM and SLICE optical

networks. A 300-Gb/s channel is supported via three wavelength channels each at

100 Gb/s in the WDM network; while in SLICE, it is provisioned by a superchannel

at 300 Gb/s.

Multiple Data Rates: SLICE is based on OFDM technology which allows its

subcarriers to be modulated by different schemes, allowing channels of diverse rates

to coexist.
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Distance-Adaptive Spectrum Allocation [40]: SLICE is able to support distance-

adaptive spectrum allocation which further increases the spectrum utilization. In

distance-adaptive spectrum allocation, a minimum amount of spectrum is allocated

to an optical channel according to its physical condition. Signals with different

transmission distances may be modulated by different schemes since they may have

varied channel conditions. This is an enhanced characteristic that further reduces

spectrum use when compared to the fixed spectrum allocation of conventional WDM

networks.

Energy Savings: SLICE is energy-efficient in that it can turn off subcarriers that

are not in use to reduce power consumption since the OFDM subcarriers can be

individually operated.

Network Virtualization [41]: Network virtualization can be supported by allowing

the network visualizing OFDM subcarriers as virtual links.

These degrees of flexibility brought by the SLICE present significant advantages

over traditional WDM optical networks with fixed spectrum allocation, and require

enhanced features that are beyond the reach of node architectures in traditional WDM

optical networks. Advanced node architectures, e.g., data-rate/bandwidth-variable

transponders and BV-OXCs, should be deployed accordingly for the flexibility.

Flexible WDM Optical Network

Patel et al. [37] proposed the FWDM architecture to support dynamic traffic whose

data rate changes over time by changing the line rate or adjusting the allocated

spectral bandwidth. Thus, spectrum can be shared between two neighboring flexible

channels in time domain thereby achieving enhanced spectrum efficiency. Similar

to the SLICE, FWDM also breaks the fixed grid limitation, and supports flexible

resource allocation. The difference is that FWDM supports both single-carrier

modulation and OFDM-based multi-carrier modulation scheme, and represents an
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enhanced evolution of the WDM optical network architecture. The transponders

required by FWDM are different from those by the SLICE. Current node architectures

for WDM-based optical networks cannot be applied to the FWDM optical networks,

and should be replaced by flexible nodes, e.g., by BVTs and BV-OXCs.

Data-Rate Elastic Optical Network

Traditional WDM networks are usually equipped with transceivers of the same type,

which operate at a fixed data rate, e.g., 10 Gb/s. With such an equipment setting, the

network cannot efficiently handle heterogeneous traffic with various requirements

leading to underutilized network resources. Alternatively, networks with a mix of

transceiver types can achieve better performance. However, accurate forecast of

traffic evolutions is required since once the transceivers are deployed, there is little

space allowing for reconfiguration due to the inflexible data rates. To deal with

this situation, Rival and Morea [38] proposed a data-rate-elastic optical network

architecture. It employs a type of data-rate tunable transponder that can operate at

various data rates with the support of versatile modulation formats. The advantage of

this architecture is that it is fully compatible with the existing WDM optical networks

and can provide increased flexibility. However, it is a single-carrier transmission,

and operates at fixed-frequency grids, thereby suffering the low spectrum utilization

due to inflexible spectrum allocation.

Fig. 2.7 shows the scope of the three EON architectures. FWDM supports

both single- and multi-carrier transmission schemes, SLICE is based on the multi-

carrier modulation, i.e., OFDM, while the data-rate elastic optical network uses the

single-carrier modulation. The flexibility brought by the data-rate elastic optical

network lies in its ability to vary the data rate of the optical channel. The other two

architectures further support flexible spectrum allocation which has many merits

such as the support of superchannels.
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Fig. 2.7 Scope of SLICE, FWDM and data-rate elastic optical networks.

2.3 Enabling Elements of EONs

In this section, we introduce the EON architectures [2, 42] that are different from

those of the nodes currently deployed in the WDM networks due to they lack of the

flexibility.

2.3.1 BVT and SBVT

BVTs constitute an enhanced architecture over the transponders in traditional WDM

optical networks [19]; it supports differentiated data rates by adjusting the assigned

spectral bandwidth and can therefore meet the diverse bandwidth requirement of

future demands. As shown in Fig. 2.8, a connection requesting a higher transmission

rate is assigned with an increased number of subcarriers. This flexibility also

presents a potential for enhanced spectral efficiency in provisioning the time-varying

connection whose requested data rate dynamically changes over time [43, 44]. Rather

than be allocated a fixed amount of spectrum corresponding to the peak requested

rate, time-varying traffic may be supported by changing the number of subcarriers
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used for the connection according to its requested rate. When the requested rate is

high, the connection is assigned a large number of subcarriers, and when the rate

drops, some of the allocated subcarriers may be released. The spectral bandwidth

occupancy in the fibers changes according to the adjustment of the spectrum in

the transponder allocated to the connection since the connection occupies the same

amount of spectrum in the links along its transmission path. When the BVT reduces

the launched subcarriers, the connection occupies less bandwidth in the traversed

links. The released bandwidth in the BVT can be used by other connections. In this

way, better spectral utilization can be anticipated.

EONs can also achieve increased spectral efficiency by differentiating the MSs

used for the assigned spectral bandwidth for varied transmission distances, whereas

in the WDM network, all wavelength bands are constrained to use the same MS

which is selected for the worst case, e.g., the longest distance among the lightpaths.

For instance, it is spectrally efficient to assign a higher-order MS, e.g., 64-QAM,

to a shorter lightpath, while a lightpath of a longer distance should be assigned a

less efficient MS, e.g., QPSK or even Binary Phase-Shit Keying (BPSK), due to

the physical layer impairments. In this regard, the BVT enables distance-adaptive

spectrum allocation by changing the MS and the amount of bandwidth.

The BVT has a high capacity, usually of the order of several hundreds of Gb/s

to Tb/s, and is much more expensive than fixed-rate transponders. Therefore, it is a

waste when a BVT is dedicated to a connection that requests a rate lower than the

capacity of the BVT. Although the capacity utilization can be improved by traffic

grooming which aggregates multiple flows to form a high-speed flow [45, 46], it

involves operations in higher layers and eliminates some of the gains of the EON [47].

To overcome capacity waste of the BVT, an SBVT architecture has been investi-

gated in [48, 49]. This type of architecture can be viewed as multiple virtual BVTs

operating at relatively low rates. It presents increased flexibility that allows these

virtual BVTs assigned to one or multiple flows that may aim for different destina-
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Fig. 2.9 Functionalities of (a) BVT; (b) SBVT [4].
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tions. This adds another dimension of flexibility and gives rise to the technology

of optical grooming where multiple flows are aggregated in the optical domain to

form an optical tunnel [50, 51]. Optical grooming improves cost-effectiveness by

allowing multiple flows sharing the capacity of the same SBVT. Figure 2.9 gives

the functionalities of BVT and SBVT. In the figure, BVT only generates a single

flow to a destination while SBVT generates three optical flows destined for different

nodes. The flows are added to the network via a Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop

Multiplexer (ROADM). ROADMs are used to add a signal to or drop a signal from

the network in an economic way while signals to other destinations pass through it

requiring no OEO conversion. In summary, the sliceability of the SBVT provides a

desirable feature to improve utilization of the costly transponder.

2.3.2 BV-OXC

Different from the lightpath with a fixed spectral bandwidth in WDM optical net-

works, the spectral bandwidth of the lightpaths vary in the EON. To support lightpaths

with variable spectral bandwidth, BV-OXCs should be able to cross connect the

input of optical signals with differentiated amounts of spectral bandwidth to out-

puts. This requires the BV-OXC to be capable of flexibly configuring the spectrum

switching window suitable for the optical signal. An example implementation of the

BV-OXC [2] is shown in Fig. 2.10. The N×N BV-OXC presented in the figure is

based on a broadcast-and-select architecture. An input optical signal goes through

the light splitter which splits the signal into N +1 identical copies. Each of the N

output ports is fed with one copy, and the other one copy is for possible drop to the

local station. Also, local signals that need to be transmitted to other nodes of the

network are added and broadcast to the output ports also by a light splitter. To support

the add-and-drop function for signals, BV-WSSs are utilized. BV-WSSs, also called

Spectrum Selective Switch (SSS) in the literature [52], provide grooming and routing
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Fig. 2.11 BV-WSS Functionality.

functions for transit signals. The BV-WSS in the EON has the same functions of the

Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS) for the fixed spectral bandwidth in traditional

WDM networks however supports a flexible configuration of the spectral bandwidth.

Generally speaking, WSSs make use of integrated spatial optics to provide functions,

e.g., wavelength multiplexing/demultiplexing and switching. An input light is demul-

tiplexed into its constituent spectral components by a dispersive element. Inversely,

the multiplexing function is implemented by focusing the spatially separated spectral

bandwidths on a one-dimensional mirror array and redirecting them to the designated

output fiber. Diverse spectral bandwidth functionality of BV-WSSs can easily be

incorporated by adopting the liquid crystal on silicon or micro-electro-mechanical

systems technologies [53, 54]. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the input signals with diverse

spectral bandwidths are routed to the outputs.

2.3.3 Node Architectures

There are several node architectures proposed for EONs.
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1) Broadcast-and-Select

The broadcast-and-select has been investigated in [2, 55] for EONs where SSSs have

been incorporated. Figure 2.12 shows an N×N architecture of the broadcast-and-

select. Input signals going through the light splitters generate N + 1 replications.

The N replications are then sent to the SSSs of the N outputs for demultiplex-

ing/multiplexing and routing purposes, respectively, while the remaining replication

is sent to the add/drop terminals and is dropped if it contains signals that are destined

for the present node. Also, a local signal can be added and sent to SSSs for grooming

and routing operations. The add/drop terminals may be equipped with the features of

colorlessness, directionlessness, and contentionlessness for better performance [56].
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This type of node architecture inherently provides optical multicasting. Indeed an

incoming signal from any input of the node can produce identical copies via the

light splitter, each of the SSSs at all outputs and the add/drop network being fed one

copy. These copies can be handled individually, and thus can be switched to one

or more outputs and/or the drop port. Because of the light splitting for the various

ports, the copies only have a fraction of the power of the original signal, and with the

increase of the node degree, the power of a copy decreases. To achieve long distance

transmission, amplifiers may be required to power up the signals.
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2) Spectrum Routing

To deal with the drawbacks of the broadcast-and-select architecture, spectrum rout-

ing is introduced where SSSs are utilized to replace the splitters at the inputs as

shown in Fig. 2.13. Instead of splitting a signal, the SSS performs filtering and

switching functions. The SSS filters the light from an input fiber into separate

spectral components and routes them to their designated ports. Without splitting

the signal into multiple identical copies, the loss of a signal going through the node

does not depend on the node degree. However, this type of architecture is more

costly than the broadcast-and-select architecture since it requires a larger number

of expensive SSSs. Moreover, no dynamic functionalities are supported such as

spectrum defragmentation [57].

3) Switch and Select with Dynamic Functionality

In order to provide dynamic functions such as spectrum defragmentation and re-

generation which the previous two architectures, namely, broadcast-and-select and

spectrum routing, cannot offer, the architecture of switch and select with dynamic

functionality has been introduced. In this architecture, the signal at an input port

is first sent to a light splitter to generate multiple copies. These copies together

with the possible local signals then go through an optical switch, and are directed

either to the SSSs or functionality modules that provide dynamic functions or to the

local drop port. Signals that are accepted by the modules will then feed to the SSS

for filtering and multiplexing to its corresponding output. Figure 2.14 presents an

N×N architecture of switch and select with dynamic functionality. The signal from

an input port is split into N +P, (P ≥ 1), copies, where N copies directly feed to

the SSSs of the N output fibers, one to the local drop, and the other P− 1 copies

are fed to the modules for possible requirements of dynamic functions. Choices of

functionality include regeneration, time multiplexing and spectrum defragmentation,
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etc. This type of architecture is costly since an optical switch with a large number of

ports, i.e., N× (N +P) inputs/outputs, is required. The input/output port count can

be reduced to N×P when each SSS is directly fed by a signal copy from each of the

N splitters and a locally added signal without going through a switch.

2.4 RSA in EONs

Previously, we have introduced the EON and node architectures. In this section, we

introduce one of the key functionalities in EONs, RSA that are based on the archi-

tectures. The RSA problem is similar to the Routing and Wavelength Assignment

(RWA) in WDM-based optical networks [58], where the requested connection is

established by finding an appropriate path from the source to the destination and

assigning to it a proper wavelength in the links along the path. Due to the elas-

tic characteristics provided by the EON, the additional degrees of flexibility make

RSA more complicated than the RWA in WDM networks. For example, a flexible

amount of spectral bandwidth in EONs is allocated to a connection rather than a

fixed wavelength in WDM networks.

2.4.1 RSA Problems

The research on the RSA problem can be divided into two categories, namely, static

and dynamic routing and spectrum assignments. For the static case, assumptions

are as follows. A network topology is given and a set of long-live demands is

also given a priori together with their source and destination information and the

requirements of specific data rates or spectrum resources. The objective of the static

problem is typically to minimize the maximum spectrum resources in the network

links such that all the demands are accommodated. For the dynamic RSA case, a

capacitated network with limited resources, e.g., spectrum, is given and demands
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arrive sequentially and randomly. The demands may be either admitted or blocked in

the network. A demand is said to be admitted when the residual network resources at

the moment are sufficient and specific resources are occupied for the establishment

of a connection; otherwise, it is blocked and no network resources are allocated. A

connection then holds for a certain period after its establishment and departs after the

completion of its service. If a connection departs, the occupied network resources are

released accordingly. The establishments and departures of connections dynamically

change the residual resources in the network, thereby affecting the admission and

blocking of demands that arrive afterwards. The objective of this dynamic problem

is typically to minimize the blocking probability, which is defined as the ratio of the

total number of blocked demands to that of total arrived demands.

Like the RWA problem in WDM optical networks, the RSA problem in EONs

can also be divided into two subproblems, namely, routing and spectrum allocation.

In the following, we will introduce the two subproblems.

2.4.2 Routing

To set up a communication connection between two nodes in a network, a routing

path from a source to a destination is essential to transmit the data. There are several

routing algorithms that search for proper routes for connections. We introduce three

major algorithms as follows.

1) Fixed Routing

Fixed routing is the simplest and most straightforward algorithm where a fixed path

is provided for a given Source-Destination (SD) pair. In fixed routing, the fixed paths

for all SD pairs are calculated offline. The most commonly used algorithms are

shortest path algorithms, e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm, where for each SD pair, the path

calculated is shortest among all possible paths. When a lightpath demand arrives,
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Fig. 2.15 Fixed routing from node 2 to node 4.

the network attempts to accommodate it by allocating the required spectrum in each

link of the pre-calculated path. The fixed routing algorithm is simple and requires

no timely calculation of paths in the control plane. However, it brings potential

disadvantages that it may lead to a high requirement of spectrum resources for the

static RSA, or a high blocking probability in the dynamic case. Moreover, it cannot

handle network failures, e.g., a link failure. To provide survivability, the network

should either be equipped with alternate paths or have the capability of routing

dynamically. Fig. 2.15 shows fixed routing using the shortest path algorithm. The

routing path from node 2 to node 4 is 2→ 4. If link (2,4) gets cut, connections

whose paths traverse this link will be lost.

2) Fixed Alternate Routing

Instead of one path for each SD pair in the fixed routing, fixed alternative routing

provides multiple paths. In fixed alternative routing, each network node maintains

for each of the other nodes a routing table where the multiple paths are usually

organized in increasing order of cost. As in the fixed routing, these paths are also
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Fig. 2.16 Fixed alternative routing from node 2 to node 4.

precalculated. As an example shown in Fig. 2.16, the routing table from node 2 to

node 4 contains two paths, namely, 2→ 4 and 2→ 3→ 4.

For the dynamic problem, when a demand arrives, the source attempts to establish

a connection by trying the sequenced paths in the routing table until a path is selected

if the spectrum requirements are met. Then, a spectrum allocation method is adopted

to accommodate the demand. If no path meets the resource requirements, the

demand is blocked. For the static problem, a proper path may be selected to establish

a connection so that the requirements of spectrum resources in the network links are

balanced.

The disadvantages of fixed alternative routing are that it has higher complexity

than fixed routing, and may not use the optimal paths. However, it provides sig-

nificantly lower blocking probabilities than fixed routing. Also, having multiple

paths for each SD pair provides, to some extent, fault tolerance of link failures to the

connections. For example, in Fig. 2.16, when link (2,4) fails, path 2→ 3→ 4 could

be used to set up a connection from node 2 to node 4.
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3) Adaptive Routing

In adaptive routing, the computation of the path from a source node to a destination

node is performed in real time based on the network state. The network state is

determined by the connections that currently exist in the network, and dynamically

changes after a new connection is established or an existing connection departs.

In fixed routing and fixed alternative routing, in order to establish the connection

for a given SD pair, a path is selected from the routing table, which has a limited

number of paths and is fixed once given, while in adaptive routing, the paths are

computed dynamically and may vary if the network state changes. Thus adaptive

routing has the potential to find any possible path for a given SD pair. The commonly

used adaptive routing in optical networks with wavelength conversion capability is

adaptive shortest path routing [20], where a cost is assigned to each network link.

The cost is set with regard to the availability of required spectrum resources. The

cost of a link is set to one if the required spectrum resources are available for use;

otherwise is set to ∞. Figure 2.17 shows an example network with link costs. When

a demand arrives, the shortest path algorithm attempts to find the shortest path for

the SD pair. The demand is blocked if a path that satisfies the spectrum requirements

is not found by the algorithm. If there are more than one path with the same cost,

one is picked at random among them.

Adaptive routing achieves a lower blocking probability compared to fixed routing

and fixed alternative routing due to its potential of finding any possible path. As

shown in Fig. 2.17, if links (2,4) and (3,4) do not meet the spectrum requirements,

a path, i.e., 2→ 3→ 5→ 4, is found and can be used to establish a connection from

node 2 to node 4 by adaptive routing, while no connection established would be

under either of the previous two routing algorithms. However, in adaptive routing,

the path computation is performed in a dynamic manner based on the real-time
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Fig. 2.17 Adaptive routing from node 2 to node 4.

network state, and this requires extensive support, e.g., rapid update of the link state

information, from the control and management protocols.

2.4.3 Spectrum Allocation

To establish a connection between a given SD pair, spectrum resources should be allo-

cated to carry the traffic. For the spectrum allocation, there are three major constraints

that should be satisfied in EONs, namely, spectrum continuity, spectrum contigu-

ity and spectrum non-overlapping. The spectrum continuity and spectrum non-

overlapping constraints are similar to the wavelength continuity and non-overlapping

constraints in WDM optical networks, while the spectrum contiguity constraint is

new and unique to EONs. In fixed-grid WDM optical networks, a single wavelength

is allocated to a connection, while EONs may allocate diverse amounts of spectrum

to connections requiring various data rates. The spectrum contiguity constraint forces

the FSs in a link allocated to a connection to be contiguous. The spectrum contiguity

constraint is also called spectrum consecutiveness constraint in the literature. As

shown in Fig. 2.5, lightpath 2 from node B to node C traverses link (B,C), three FSs,
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i.e., f1, f2 and f3, that are consecutive in link (B,C) are allocated to the lightpath. If

the network nodes are incapable of spectrum conversion, the spectrum continuity

constraint should be guaranteed for those lightpaths that traverse multiple links. The

spectrum continuity ensures that a connection uses the same spectrum resources in

all the links of its path. The spectrum continuity constraint can be relaxed when

spectrum converters are available. For example, in Fig. 2.5, lightpath 1 traverses

links (A,B) and (B,C), and uses the same two FSs, i.e., f8 and f9, in both links.

However, if node B supports full spectrum conversion, lightpath 1 can use any two

free contiguous FSs, e.g., f5 and f6, in link (B,C) that are different from the FSs

allocated in link (A,B). The spectrum non-overlapping constraint guarantees that

any spectral bandwidth in a link will not be allocated to two distinct connections.

This constraint should be present when the paths of two connections share one or

more common links. In Fig. 2.5, the FSs, i.e., f8 and f9 in link (B,C), are dedicated

to lightpath 1, no other connections can use the FSs in the link. This is the same for

f1, f2 and f3 in link (B,C) to lightpath 2. In other words, both lightpaths traverse

link (B,C), but they use different FSs in this common link.

There are several methods to assign spectrum resources to connections. We

introduce three common methods.

Random Fit: In random fit, to allocate spectrum for the establishment of a con-

nection, the entire spectrum space is reached for all the spectral bands of the required

amount that meet the spectrum requirements, e.g., the above three constraints. After

the spectrum bands are found, randomly select one of them to establish the connec-

tion. For example, assume that a demand requests two FSs, and the path used to set

up the connection traverses links (A,B) and (B,C). Given also that the network does

not support spectrum conversion, where the spectrum continuity constraint should be

guaranteed. Figure 2.18a shows the FS utilization of the two links. In Fig. 2.18b, all

the possible allocations of spectrum bands that meet the requirements are indicated

by rounded rectangles. One of these spectral bands is randomly selected, e.g., a
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Fig. 2.18 Example accommodations of a connection that requests two FSs and
traverses links (A,B) and (B,C) using the three scheme: (a) FS utilization in links
(A,B) and (B,C); (b) all possible allocations by random fit; (c) first fit; (d) exact fit.
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rounded rectangle covering FSs 13 and 14, for accommodating the connection in

random fit scheme.

First-Fit: In first-fit scheme, the FSs are indexed by consecutive numbers, and

the FSs with lowest indices that meet the spectrum requirements of a given demand

are selected for the allocation. This scheme searches for the required spectrum

resources indexed from low to high. Once the scheme finds spectrum that meets

the requirements, it stops searching and allocates the spectrum to the connection.

The main idea is to use the spectrum in one end (or head) of the entire spectrum

leaving a large amount of unused contiguous spectrum towards the other end (or tail).

The unused and contiguous spectrum can lead to a higher probability of successful

accommodations of future connection demands because the large and contiguous

spectrum is more probable in satisfying the three constraints. Moreover, as this

scheme does not search all the possible solutions of the entire spectrum space, its

computation complexity is low. For these reasons the first-fit scheme is preferred in

practice. As shown in Fig. 2.18c, to accommodate the same demand as in random fit,

the first fit scheme searches the spectrum space until the first spectral band and stops

after the spectral band of FSs 3 and 4 is found in the two traversed links. The two

FSs in the links are allocated to set up the connection.

Exact Fit [59]: To accommodate a demand, exact fit searches for the free spectrum

block whose bandwidth is exactly the required size. This spectral block is then

allocated to the connection. Here, the free spectrum block is defined as a band

of contiguous spectra, where the entire spectra are free for usage and the spectra

adjacent to both ends of the band are occupied. If a free spectral block matching the

exactly-required size is not available, the first largest free spectrum block is allocated

to the connection [59]. Exact fit is a unique spectrum allocation policy in EONs

as WDM channels occupy a fixed spectral bandwidth. In Fig. 2.18d, the spectrum

block of FSs 8 and 9 is allocated to the same connection that requires two FSs and

traverses the two links.
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Distance-Adaptive Spectrum Allocation

In traditional WDM optical networks, all the connections are allocated with the same

amount of spectral bandwidth without considering the physical layer impairments

such as dispersion and nonlinear effects, which leads to low spectrum utilization [60].

To overcome this drawback, distance-adaptive spectrum allocation has been intro-

duced in EONs. In distance-adaptive spectrum allocation, connection demands are

accommodated with minimum spectral bandwidth and various MSs are adaptively

applied to the signals such that the requirements of OSNRs are met [14, 40]. In

general, a signal can be modulated by a higher level scheme, when it has a shorter

distance to travel, requiring a narrower spectral bandwidth since a higher-level MS

carries more bits per symbol. For example, two connections require the same bit rate,

i.e., 100 Gb/s. One connection has a distance of 4,000 km, the signal is modulated

by BPSK and requires 100 GHz spectrum. The other connection over a distance

of 2,000 km may be modulated by a higher level scheme, QPSK, and thus requires

only 50 GHz since QPSK carries twice the number of bits per symbol than BPSK.

This distance-adaptive spectrum allocation provides a way to enhance spectrum

efficiency by using higher level modulation schemes to shorter distance connections
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for allocating reduced spectrum. Figure 2.19 shows the relationship between modu-

lation schemes that apply to an optical signal and transparent reaches (or maximum

distance that the optical signal can reach) under certain requirements, e.g., OSNR.

An optical signal modulated by a higher level scheme has a shorter transparent reach.

Signals modulated by QPSK has a transparent reach of L2, while those modulated by

a lower level modulation scheme, BPSK, can be transmitted maximally to a distance

of L1, where L2 < L1.

Brief Survey on RSA

The flexible features of EONs have attracted extensive attention on the topic of RSA

problems. We classify the studies into static and dynamic RSA problems.

For the static RSA, Wang et al. [61–63] developed an Integer Linear Program-

ming (ILP) model based on the node-arc formulation [64] and two heuristic algo-

rithms were proposed to minimize the number of required FSs. Christodoulopoulos

et al. [3, 5] considered k-shortest paths between each pair of nodes and developed an

arc-path ILP model [64] to minimize the required number of FSs. They first derived

an ILP formulation using a one-step approach where the routing and the spectrum

allocation are jointly considered. To reduce the problem size of the joint ILP model,

they divided the problem into two sequential sub-problems, namely the routing

and the spectrum allocation. Heuristic algorithms were also proposed. Velasco et

al. [65] provided two ILP formulations to solve the capacitated RSA problem. One

is arc-path, and the other is node-arc; to shorten model-solving times, two relaxed

ILP models were also evaluated. Cai et al. [66] also developed a node-arc ILP

formulation with fewer variables and constraints, and proposed a one-step heuris-

tic algorithm where the routing and the spectrum allocation are considered jointly.

Numerical results show that the running time for solving the ILP is significantly

shorter than the previous ones and the proposed algorithm requires reduced spectral
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bandwidth. For the same RSA problem, Klinkowski et al. [67] provided an arc-path

ILP formulation using binary variables, and proposed a heuristic algorithm.

For the dynamic RSA case, Wan et al. [68] proposed two one-step algorithms to

achieve efficient spectrum resource utilization and low lightpath blocking. The work

in [69] considered multiple constraints, namely, the spectrum continuity, transmission

distance limitation, and the relationship between bitrate and signal bandwidth. Liu et

al. [70] proposed a grid-based spectrum-scan routing scheme, which is similar to

the traditional waveplane approach [71] for WDM networks. It is shown to achieve

better blocking performance compared to the existing RSA methods. An upgraded

version, discrete spectrum-scan routing algorithm, was also proposed in [72], and is

capable of supporting a gridless optical network.

2.5 Survivability

Occurrence of failures in optical networks poses great challenges to network op-

erators. As EONs achieve a high network throughput where each fiber can carry

10–100 Tb/s, any failure in the network, e.g., fiber cut or node failure, can disconnect

connections leading to millions of users being isolated. This significant impact

on the network could cause huge revenue loss. For instance, network failures that

occurred in 2004 resulted in $500 million loss of the Gartner research group [73].

To protect the network, one method is to use strong cables with high quality ducts in

the physical layer. However, this does not guarantee 0% failure. Even with the most

advanced physical layer protection, the cable can still become damaged in some

sense. Also, laying better cables introduces significant consumption in time and

labor.

To enable networks to continue operation under failures, survivability has been

incorporated in optical networks [64, 74]. As we quote from [75], network surviv-

ability is defined as “the set of capabilities that allows a network to restore affected
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traffic in the event of a failure.” A network is survivable if the network is able to

continue providing service in the presence of failure [76]. Compared to protection

in the physical layer and other layers, survivability in the optical layer seems more

appealing and beneficial in many aspects, e.g., faster recovery speed, effective use of

spare capacity, and simpler operations than that in higher layers [74].

Like in WDM optical networks, there are generally two types of the survivability

mechanisms in EONs, namely, protection [77] and restoration [78]. When a failure

occurs, the protection scheme switches optical signals carried via primary paths

to backup paths. The backup paths are preplanned, and the spectrum resources

along the backup paths are also reserved. The resources reserved along the backup

paths are used to hand over the connections from the affected primary paths. For

the restoration, backup paths could be preplanned but the spectrum resources are

usually not reserved for connections prior to failure occurrence. The computation of

spectrum resources for recovery is invoked after failures occur, and is adaptive to

the dynamically changing network state. The protection scheme usually provides

a faster recovery than the restoration scheme since all the required resources are

preplanned, while the restoration can achieve a higher spectrum efficiency since it

uses residual resources in the network for recovery [76]. In this thesis, we focus on

the investigation of networks with protection schemes, since restoration schemes can

be derived accordingly but in the dynamical manner.

In optical networks, a connection between two nodes usually traverses multiple

nodes and links, and any of the elements along its path may fail. In general, the

failures can be divided into two categories, node and link failures [76]. When a node

fails, the entire node is down and the links connecting to it also fail. For a link failure,

only the link fails while its two end nodes maintain operation. To survive from the

failure of a given node in the primary path, the connection requires that the backup

path does not traverse the node. Similarly, to survive from the failure of a given link
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in the primary path, the connection requires that a backup path does not traverse the

link.

There are several protection schemes to enable the connections to continue

operating after a failure occurs. As single link failures are dominant in failure

scenarios, in this thesis, we focus on the protection for any link failure.

2.5.1 Path, Link, and Subpath Protection

Considering different rerouting schemes, the protection scheme can be divided into

path-based protection, link-based protection and subpath-based protection. In path-

based protection, a connection is secured from failures on the basis of the path [8].

To survive from any link failure, a backup path that shares no common link with

the primary path is utilized. The primary and backup paths are called link-disjoint

from each other. In link-based protection, signals are rerouted around the failed link.

Link-based protection enables a faster recovery than its path-based counterpart as

it handles failures at the two end nodes of the failed link, but at the cost of higher

spectrum usage [79]. For link-based protection, there are several schemes, e.g., ring

cover [79], and p-cycle [64]. In ring cover technique, a ring rather than a path is used

to protect the links on the ring. When a link on the ring fails, ring cover provides

fast recovery by rerouting the traffic via a path obtained by excluding the failed

link from the ring. Extending ring cover that aims for the failure of a link on the

ring, p-cycle also protects straddling links which are not on the ring but their two

end nodes are. The p-cycle provides a comparable recovery speed to ring cover

as the resources are preconfigured [80]. Trading off between recovery time and

resource utilization, subpath-based protection, proposed in [81], lies between the

link-based and path-based protection schemes. It partitions a primary path into

multiple subpaths and protects each of the subpaths separately.
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2.5.2 Dedicated and Shared Protection

Regarding the resources utilized as backup, protection can be dedicated or shared.

For the dedicated protection, backup resources reserved are dedicated to a connection

in case of a failure and cannot be utilized for other connections. When a failure

occurs, signals are rerouted using the reserved backup resources. Based on dedicated

protection, 1+1 protection transmits two copies of the signal via two disjoint paths

simultaneously, respectively. This capability is enabled by the dedicated backup

resources which no other connection can use. Backup resources can also be shared

to protect multiple connections as long as the backup resources are not invoked

to restore multiple connections simultaneously. Shared protection achieves better

spectrum efficiency than dedicated protection. However it requires a longer recovery

time than the dedicated protection since backup resources are shared and need to

be configured along preplanned paths after a failure occurs while the resources are

preconfigured beforehand in dedicated protection.

Figure 2.20 shows the comparison between DPP and SBPP. Both are path-based

protection schemes, but with different resource reservation. DPP uses dedicated

protection while SBPP is based on shared protection. As shown in Fig. 2.20a, two

lightpaths require two and three FSs, respectively, and are protected on the basis of

the whole path. For example, the primary path 1→ 2→ 4 of lightpath 1 is protected

by a link-disjoint backup path, i.e.,1→ 3→ 4, with a reservation of three FSs in

each of the traversed link. The two backup paths share a common link (3,4) but

use different spectrum resources to protect their primary connections, leading to a

requirement of five FSs in link (3,4). Figure 2.20b shows an example of the two

lightpaths protected by SBPP. Their backup paths can share the FSs in link (3,4),

and only three FSs are required to protect both lightpaths. This is because their

primary paths do not share any common link, and thus will not fail simultaneously in

the event of any link failure. And the three FSs reserved in link (3,4) are sufficient
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Fig. 2.20 Comparison between two protection schemes: (a) DPP; (b) SBPP.

to recover either of the two lightpaths. Compared to the requirement of five FSs in

link (3,4) in DPP, SBPP is more spectrally efficient.

Extensive studies have been conducted on the survivability of optical networks.

SBPP in EONs is more complicated than that in fixed grid WDM optical networks,
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since the backup resources of one connection can be shared as a whole by other

connections, and in part by multiple connections with different bandwidth [82]. To

minimize the required spectrum resources, Shen et al. [83, 84] provided ILP formu-

lations for both SBPP and 1+1 dedicated protection. In [85], different spectrum

conversion capabilities, namely, no conversion, partial conversion, and full conver-

sion, are considered in designing EONs with link protection technique. DPP [86–88],

SBPP [8], ring cover [89], p-cycle [90, 91] and link-based [92] protection schemes

were also investigated in EONs.

2.6 Grooming

Traffic grooming has been extensively studied in WDM-based optical networks

where a number of low-speed connections are packed together to share a high-speed

wavelength channel [93, 94]. A wavelength channel is generally too large for a

single low speed connection and it is wasteful to use an entire wavelength bandwidth

for each low speed connection. By aggregating low-speed electronic signals onto a

wavelength, traffic grooming can improve spectrum utilization.

Although in EONs, a demand is accommodated by allocating a just-enough

spectral bandwidth to the connection, traffic grooming can still be utilized for

enhanced resource utilization for the following reasons [45, 46, 95, 96]. From the

perspective of improved capacity utilization in transponders, BVTs in EONs are

designed to have large capacities, say to support superchannels, and are usually

very expensive. From the perspective of high spectrum efficiency in fiber links,

traffic grooming reduces the usage of guard bands between channels because it

decreases the number of channels by aggregating multiple data streams into an entity

transmitted via a single channel instead of one channel per data stream.

The data streams that are aggregated onto a large optical channel may aim

for different destinations. In other words, an end-to-end transmission may span
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multiple lightpaths. Thus, it may go through OEO conversion. To reduce the

electronic processing bottleneck and to provide better flexibility, optical grooming

has been introduced where multiple flows are groomed in the optical domain. Based

on optical grooming, source grooming has been investigated in [50, 51] where

multiple optical flows that have the same sources are groomed in the optical domain.

This technique can be supported by SBVT as mentioned earlier. Similarly, optical

grooming improves the utilization of both transponders and of the fiber spectrum.

2.7 Spectrum Defragmentation

In EONs, demands of various data-rate requirements are flexibly allocated with

diverse spectral bandwidths. In dynamic scenarios, connections undergo a birth-

and-death process, that is, demands arrive sequentially and randomly for possible

connection establishments, the established connections are then held for certain

periods, and finally depart. This dynamic pattern and flexible spectrum allocation

together with the enforcement of the three constraints lead to the spectrum being

fragmented into small-size blocks. For example, when a connection occupying a

spectral bandwidth completes its service, the spectrum bandwidth is then released

for future demands. Connections requiring smaller bandwidths can be established by

utilizing parts of the released spectrum leaving the remaining parts of the spectrum

unused. The left spectrum parts are usually small-size and may not be utilized for

future connection setups, which are called spectrum fragments [27]. Due to the fact

that the small-size spectrum fragments can hardly be used, the fragmentation leads

to low spectrum utilization and increased blocking probabilities. To address this

problem, spectrum defragmentation techniques were investigated that makes room

for future demands by rearranging the existing connections.

Defragmentation mechanisms can be divided into two directions, reactive and

proactive. For the reactive mechanism, defragmentation is invoked when a demand
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cannot be admitted for the spectrum usage of the network status. In the proactive

mechanisms, defragmentation is invoked periodically or triggered to fulfill a certain

requirement to prepare resources for future demands.

To address the defragmentation problem, a reoptimization approach was pro-

posed in [97] that can be implemented as reactive and proactive mechanisms. In

reoptimization techniques, existing connections are allowed to be reconfigured by

changing their paths and/or allocating different spectral bandwidth. The authors

formulated the spectrum defragmentation problem to first maximally consolidate the

available spectral bandwidth and then minimize the number of interrupted connec-

tions. Two heuristic algorithms were proposed for the problem. This reoptimization

technique indeed improves spectrum utilization. However it introduces interrup-

tions to the connections, and is thus time-inefficient. To alleviate the impact on

connection disruptions and for better time-efficiency, the authors in [57] presented a

make-before-break technique based on the reactive mechanism for the spectrum de-

fragmentation problem considering distance-adaptive spectrum allocation. For each

demand that cannot be admitted by the network, this technique tries to reroute the

existing connections that conflict with the accommodation of the demand. For each

of the conflicting connection, the replacement is achieved by relocating an alternative

route and/or assigning different spectral bandwidth in the make-before-break manner.

The bandwidth and/or the alternative route are reserved, then switch the transmission

to the lightpath using the reserved route and/or the reserved bandwidth and release

the resources of the original connection. The make-before-break provides a faster

defragmentation process and minimizes the impact on connection disruption, but

it requires extra transmitters. Push-pull and hop tuning techniques that alter only

the spectrum of conflicting lightpaths were investigated in [98] and [99], respec-

tively. Both techniques perform defragmentation in a hitless manner without traffic

disruption, and shift only the central frequency by exploiting the tuneability of the

lasers in transponders. Based on the hitless technique, the authors in [100] proposed
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heuristic algorithms for the defragmentation problem for both reactive and proactive

mechanisms.

In another direction, fragmentation-aware algorithms were also investigated that

keep existing connections intact but allocate spectrum resources in a cautious way

with reduced creation of fragments. The authors in [101] proposed fragmentation-

aware algorithms that select one of the candidate paths which creates fewest spectrum

fragments. Compared to the existing algorithms, the fragmentation-aware algorithms

achieve enhanced blocking performance. Sub-band virtual concatenation has been

introduced to CO-OFDM-based EONs, which improves blocking performance for

the dynamic RSA problem [102, 103]. It breaks a CO-OFDM channel into multiple

sub-bands, and transmits these sub-bands separately to the destination. Similarly,

multipath routing was introduced to deal with the spectrum defragmentation problem

in [104] where the sub-bands are transmitted via multiple paths with bounded delay

difference. Enhanced blocking performance is also achieved when a proper number

of paths are considered.
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Chapter 3

Optimization for a Multicast Demand

In the previous chapter, we introduced EONs focusing on the accommodation of

unicast (one-to-one) demands. Instead of the one-to-one connection, in this thesis,

we aim to address RSA problems for one-to-many multicast demands. One-to-

many multicast involves a source and multiple destinations rather than a single

destination for unicast. A multicast connection involves transmitting a signal from

the source to multiple destinations. In this thesis, we denote a multicast session by

⟨s;{d1,d2, . . . ,dn}⟩ where s is the source node, and {d1,d2, . . . ,dn} are the set of

n destination nodes. A multicast demand mentioned in this thesis is a request for

multicast service. The request includes a set of attributes, which are the source and

destination nodes, the bit-rate and the holding time. Such one-to-many multicast

have many applications, e.g., synchronization of databases among geographically

distributed datacenters and ultra-high-definition TV delivery. Here, the source

and destinations may not be exactly the end users, but are routers. And the traffic

generated at the source may not be from a single user but aggregated from many users.

We denote a multicast demand r by ⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, requesting a data transmission from

the source sr to the set of destinations Fr at the requested bit rate tr. In the network

design problem that we solve, we make the simplifying assumption that the holding

times are unlimited. However, in Section 5.5.2, we apply the proposed approach also
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to the dynamic case with limited holding times and show good performance also in

the dynamic case.

There are generally three structures, namely, lightpath, light-trail, and light-

tree, to provision a multicast demand depending on the multicasting capabilities of

network nodes. When the node architecture only supports unicast capability, e.g.,

the spectrum routing architecture mentioned in the previous chapter, the lightpath

scheme is used to accommodate the multicast demand. For this structure, a multicast

demand is considered as a set of unicast demands, each requiring a transmission of

the data from the source to a destination. When the node architecture is Multicast-

Capable (MC), the multicast demand can be provisioned using the light-tree structure

by a single light-tree or multiple light-trees. An example is based on the broadcast-

and-select architecture mentioned in the previous chapter, while the discussion on

non-blocking architectures with multicasting capability in the context of WDM

networks was presented in [105]. Here, a light-tree is an optical channel from a

source to multiple destinations which is an extension of the concept of lightpath [106].

For a light-tree, the signal is transmitted in the optical domain along a tree structure

that connects the source to the destinations. The optical signal is split into multiple

copies at a splitting node of the tree and each of the copies feeds an egress link at

the node. In particular, a lightpath can be considered a special case of a light-tree

that has only one destination. Thus, for the MC architecture, to accommodate a

multicast, we can use a single light-tree, or a combination of light-tree(s) and/or

lightpaths. The third structure is the light-trail [107, 108], where the nodes between

the two end nodes of the trail can also receive the signal by tapping a small portion

of the power, while switching the remainder to the output. The light-trail structure

requires the network node to be Multicast-Incapable (MI) with Tap-and-Continue

(TaC) functionality [109]. Similar to the light-tree, the light-trail can also support

optical multicasting by allowing multiple nodes along the trail to receive the signal.

Also, the lightpath is a special case of the light-trail where only the end node of the
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trail receives the signal. Therefore, for the TaC-based node architecture, a multicast

may be provisioned by a single light-trail or a combination of light-trail(s) and/or

lightpath(s).

Similar to lightpath-based RSA in EONs, the light-tree-based and light-trail-

based RSA that do not consider spectrum conversion capability are also required

to satisfy the three constraints of spectrum continuity, spectrum contiguity, and

spectrum non-overlap. The spectrum continuity constraint ensures that the same FSs

should be utilized in all fiber links that are included in a light-tree/light-trail. The

spectrum contiguity constraint ensures that the FSs in each fiber link assigned to a

light-tree/light-trail are contiguous. Then, the spectrum non-overlapping constraint

prevents any FS in a fiber link from being allocated to two or more connections.

Distance-adaptive spectrum allocation is an important feature that improves

spectrum efficiency [14, 40]. Distance-adaptive transmission entails the choice of

MS for a signal that is adaptive to the transmission distance of the optical path. Thus,

the RSA problem is extended into a more flexible and complex problem involving

Routing, Modulation, and Spectrum Assignment (RMSA) [5, 8, 110]. Similarly, the

light-tree-based MC-RSA/light-trail-based MI-RSA are extended to be MC- and

MI-RMSA, respectively.

3.1 Related Work

Extensive studies on provisioning multicast services have been reported for optical

networks in the literature. The authors in [16] presented a tutorial on multicast

routing algorithms and related protocols for packet-switched networks. The authors

in [111] formulated analytical models to compare the lightpath scheme, the light-

tree scheme, and a hybrid approach of the lightpath and light-tree with and without

wavelength conversion capability in the context of traditional WDM optical networks.

Benefits of employing multicasting capability in the provision of multicast services
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were also examined in [112]. The author in [17] discussed the fundamental principles

and enabling components for multicasting in the optical layer. Moreover, the authors

in [18, 113] surveyed various aspects of provisioning multicast services in WDM

optical networks.

Solutions based on the light-trail have also been proposed for provisioning

multicast demands [114–118]. The authors in [118] provided an ILP formulation to

provision a single multicast by light-trails in the context of WDM networks. The

authors in [115, 117] studied the problem of minimizing the number of required light-

trails for a given multicast demand. Also, light-trail-based solutions were investigated

for the traffic grooming of sub-wavelength connections in WDM networks [116].

Moreover, for WDM sparse-splitting networks with a mix of MC and MI nodes,

algorithms were proposed [119, 120]. The light-trail has been also studied in the

context of EONs however for unicast demands [121].

The study on provisioning multicast demands attracts attentions for EONs. The

authors in [122] considered provisioning multicast demands in an overlay network

where the multicast in the application layer is accommodated by lightpaths in the

optical layer. Recent studies focus on provisioning multicast connections in EONs

using light-tree based on the assumption that the network nodes are MC. Experiments

of light-trees with and without conversion capabilities have been demonstrated

in [123] for EONs. The authors in [124] investigated benefits of multicasting in

EONs over WDM networks. Yu et al. [125] considered a network with modulation-

enabled nodes, where the MSs of the input and output signals can be different.

Their simulation results show that with one modulation-enabled node, the blocking

probability drops significantly. Ruiz and Velasco [126] considered a similar problem

to the one we presented in this chapter. They evaluated the three schemes for

multicast demands, namely, path, tree, and subtree. However, they omitted the

distance-adaptive spectrum allocation, which is an important feature for improving

spectrum efficiency in EONs and could bring the lightpath scheme spectrum savings
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over the light-tree scheme as we will show in this chapter. Also, they did not compare

with schemes using the light-trail technology for the multicast demands, which we

do in this chapter. The authors of [127] formulated ILP models for distance-adaptive

resource allocation in EONs using light-tree technology on an SD pair basis, where

a tree is constructed by multiple paths, each of which starts from the source and

ends at a destination. They also developed heuristic algorithms for both the static

and dynamic cases. In [128], the authors formulated a flow multicast model for a

similar problem. Due to the high computation complexity, they also formulated a

candidate tree model and proposed a heuristic algorithm, both based on pre-calculated

candidate trees. As the performance of the algorithm is highly affected by the pre-

calculated trees, the authors in [129] further discussed the selection metrics on the

candidate trees. Moreover, the impact of the degree limitation of a multicast tree

node was investigated in [130], and has been demonstrated to be relatively small in

terms of spectrum consumption. In the same paper, the authors also considered the

transmission reach reduction due to optical signal splitting in EONs with distance-

adaptive resource allocation. Such reduction requires more regenerators, while the

spectrum usage remains almost unchanged. Following that, with similar constraints

in the physical layer, a light-forest that consists of multiple light-trees rather than a

single light-tree is utilized to provision a multicast demand in EONs [131]. While

these studies are aimed mainly at the optical layer, the authors in [132] investigated

the impact of the number of MC nodes and the multicast degree on the network

design problem of minimizing the spectrum requirement in links. The authors

in [133] considered using the multi-light-tree scheme for provisioning multicast

demands and applied network coding in the design. The authors in [134] proposed

an efficient algorithm using the multi-light-tree scheme for the provision of multicast

services in a dynamic environment. The authors in [135] also provided an arc-path

ILP formulation for the static MC-RMSA problem and compared the performance of

using multiple light-trees to that of using a single light-tree for a multicast. However,
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they did not compare to the schemes using lightpaths or light-trails which we do

in this chapter. Ruiz and Velasco [136] considered serving multicast demands in

multiple layers.

In this chapter, we focus on comparing various schemes using lightpath, light-

tree and light-trail to provision multicast services in the context of EONs. In the

following, we introduce preliminaries in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 elaborates the

schemes that are compared in this chapter. We state the problem in Section 3.4,

and in Section 3.5 we provide the MILP formulations for the schemes. Section 3.6

presents the numerical results and finally we summarize this chapter in Section 3.7.

3.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present the network model we use in this thesis and the distance-

adaptive transmission we consider for the network.

3.2.1 Network Model

The EON is represented by a directed graph G = (V,L) where V is the set of

nodes and L is the set of directed links. Every two adjacent nodes i and j are

connected by two directed links in opposite directions, each of which corresponds to

a unidirectional fiber link, denoted by (i, j) for the one from node i to node j and

( j, i) for the one from node j to node i. Let ℓi j denote the weight of fiber link (i, j)

representing its physical length. We assume ℓi j = ℓ ji for all (i, j) ∈ L without loss

of generality. Let G denote the bandwidth of an FS in units of GHz. The set of

MSs considered is M. For m ∈M, we denote by τr
m the transparent reach of a given

multicast demand r modulated by MS m, and by Cm the capacity per FS modulated

by MS m. Let g denote an integer number of FS that are used as the guard band

placed between two neighboring channels to avoid interference.
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3.2.2 Distance-Adaptive Transmission

To efficiently utilize the spectrum resources, we consider distance-adaptive spectrum

resource allocation in EONs, where minimum spectrum resources are adaptively

allocated to an all-optical channel according to its physical condition [137–139]. As

in [8, 137, 140], the condition of a lightpath is measured by its physical transmission

distance. In this context, a more spectrally efficient (or higher-order) MS implies

less spectrum for serving a demand but is associated with a shorter transparent reach.

As an example, Table 3.1 provides the transparent reach and the capacity per FS of

three MSs, namely, BPSK, QPSK and 8-QAM. These values are used in [8] based

on [137].

If the transmission distance of a connection is longer than the transparent reach

of the assigned MS, regenerators are required to regenerate the signal. This indicates

a fundamental tradeoff between the cost of the transparent reach and the spectrum

usage in choosing an MS. Accordingly, in distance-adaptive spectrum allocation,

among the available MSs whose transparent reaches are longer than the transmission

distance of the connection, the highest-order one is chosen. If no MS is available,

regenerators are required in the network. In this form of distance-adaptive transmis-

sion [141], the number of regenerators required in the network can be minimized,

while the spectrum usage is kept at a reasonable level.

For a regenerator-free optical network, the transmission distance of a lightpath

cannot exceed the transparent reach of the assigned MS as no regeneration is applied

to the signal. As a lightpath is a one-to-one connection, only the path distance is used

to determine the MS assignment. However, different from a lightpath, a light-tree

transmits a signal to multiple destinations and has multiple paths from the source to

the destinations along the tree. A light-tree can only be assigned one MS as it is a

single optical entity. To determine the MS assignment, the longest distance among

the paths is usually used [127, 128, 132, 135, 142]. Similarly, a light-trail is also a
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Table 3.1 Transparent Reach and Capacity per FS for Each MS [8]

MS Transparent Reach [km] Capacity per FS [Gb/s]

BPSK 4000 12.5

QPSK 2000 25

8QAM 1000 37.5

single entity and the signal is transmitted via the light-trail from a source to multiple

destinations. Likewise, the distance from the start node to the end node of the trail

can be utilized to determine the MS.

3.3 Schemes for Multicast Demands

In this section, we describe five schemes, namely, lightpath, light-tree, multi-light-

tree, light-trail, and multi-light-trail, to provision a given multicast demand r =

⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩ where Fr = {d1,d2, . . . ,dn}.

3.3.1 The Lightpath Scheme

The lightpath method is firstly to treat the multicast demand as multiple unicast

demands ri = ⟨sr;{di}; tr⟩, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, each from the source to one of the desti-

nations requiring the same data rate as the original multicast demand. Then, the

multicast demand is accommodated when separate lightpaths are established for the

unicast demands. The accommodation of a multicast demand is transformed into the

accommodation of the several end-to-end lightpaths. Thus the RMSA for a multicast

demand is changed into RMSA for the multiple lightpaths. This lightpath scheme

occupies n transmitters at the source node and one receiver at each destination node,

in total n receivers in the accommodation of the multicast demand.

Figure 3.1 shows the lightpath approach that is used to provision an exam-

ple multicast demand, ⟨A;{B,C,D};30 Gb/s⟩. The multicast demand is consid-
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Fig. 3.1 The lightpath scheme for a multicast demand ⟨A;{B,C,D};30 Gb/s⟩.

ered as three unicast demands, namely, ⟨A;{B};30 Gb/s⟩, ⟨A;{C};30 Gb/s⟩, and

⟨A;{D};30 Gb/s⟩. These unicast demands are provisioned by three separate light-

paths. In the figure, we note that the three lightpaths aim for the same capacity,

but occupy different numbers of FSs. This is because lightpaths are accommodated

based on distance-adaptive spectrum allocation, where a shorter path implies that

less spectrum is required. Thus we assume that lightpath 2 requires three FSs since

it has a longer path while the other two lightpaths require only one FS. The multicast

demand is accommodated using the lightpath scheme by a total of eight FSs and

three transmitters.

3.3.2 The Light-Tree Scheme

For the light-tree method, the multicast demand is considered as a whole and is

accommodated by a single light-tree. This light-tree technology requires the network

nodes to be MC with optical multicasting capability. An example Optical Cross-

Connect (OXC) node is the splitter-and-delivery switch [143]. The accommodation

of multicast demands by the light-tree scheme requires only one transmitter at the
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source node and one receiver at each of the n destinations which entails transmitter

savings over the lightpath scheme.

A single light-tree is spectrum efficient in EONs with a fixed modulation. Assume

that all the light-trees are using the same modulation scheme, and thus occupy the

same amount of bandwidth in each traversed link for a given data rate. A light-

tree is considered more spectrum efficient to provision a multicast than multiple

lightpaths [106] as the lightpaths traverse more links in total and therefore occupy

more spectral bandwidth than the light-tree. This high spectrum efficiency of a light-

tree for multicast is achieved by allowing spectrum sharing among the transmissions

from the source to the destinations.

However, a single light-tree for a multicast may not be that efficient in EONs

with distance-adaptive spectrum allocation. When choices on MS are available to

connections, which breaks the limitation of the uniform modulation usage, a single

light-tree may not be a very good choice. It may even be worse than the lightpath

scheme in some cases as we will show in the following example and the numerical

results. This is due to the fact that a light-tree is required to use a single scheme to

modulate a signal so that the quality of transmission is guaranteed for the worst case,

e.g., the farthest destination from the source. And the utilized modulation scheme

is usually of a low level (i.e., spectrum inefficient) as it is subject to the longest

distance of paths to the destinations, which raises the spectrum requirement in links

traversed. This introduces excessive spectrum consumption because the transmission

of a shorter distance to a destination, if provisioned separately, could use a more

spectrum-efficient modulation with less spectrum consumption. The problem of

excessive spectrum consumption can be solved by the multi-light-tree scheme at

the cost of a higher transmitter usage where multiple light-trees can be utilized for

multicast as we will show later.

In Fig. 3.2, we provide an example of using the light-tree approach to accom-

modate the same multicast demand as mentioned in the lightpath scheme. Here the
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Fig. 3.2 The light-tree scheme for a multicast demand ⟨A;{B,C,D};30 Gb/s⟩.

network nodes are assumed to be MC. The multicast demand is accommodated as a

single entity by a light-tree that connects the source node to all its destination nodes.

The signal is split into two copies at node A, one copy transmitted via link (A,D)

and dropped at node D, the other via link (A,B). When the signal arrives at node B,

it again is split into two copies, one dropped at node B, the other transmitted via

link (B,C) and dropped at node C. The accommodation of the multicast demand

using the light-tree scheme requires a total of nine FSs and one transmitter. Com-

pared to the lightpath scheme, the light-tree scheme saves two transmitters but uses

one additional FS. Note that if the signal is modulated by the same MS for the

lightpaths and the light-tree, it is intuitive that the total amount of spectrum utilized

by the light-tree scheme is less than or equal to that used by the lightpath scheme

as discussed previously. However, when distance-adaptive spectrum allocation is

applied, the light-tree scheme does not necessarily provide spectrum savings over

the lightpath scheme as we show in this case.
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3.3.3 The Multi-Light-Tree Scheme

The multi-light-tree approach is to separate the set of destinations of the given

multicast demand into m, 1 ≤ m ≤ n, subsets of destinations F̄r
j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m,

which are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, i.e., F̄r
x∩ F̄r

y
= /0, where

x ̸= y,x,y = 1,2, . . . ,m, and ∪m
j=1F̄r

j
= Fr. Then, the multicast demand can be

considered as multiple sub-demands, ⟨sr; F̄r
j; tr⟩, 1≤ j ≤ m, which have the same

source and requires the same data rate as the original demand, but aimed at different

subsets of the destinations. Each of the sub-demands is implemented by a single

entity, i.e., either a single light-tree if it has multiple destinations or a lightpath if it

has only one destination. Thus, the multi-light-tree scheme provisions a multicast

demand by a combination of lightpath(s) and/or light-tree(s). Solutions provided

by the multi-light-tree scheme can be classified to be pure lightpaths each to one

destination as provided by the lightpath scheme, a single light-tree covering all

destinations as by the light-tree scheme, multiple light-trees each covering different

sets of destinations, and a mixed of lightpath(s) and light-tree(s). The solutions

provided by the lightpath and light-tree methods can be considered as special cases

of the multi-light-tree scheme, i.e., when m = n and m = 1, respectively. Thus the

multi-light-tree method is flexible in provisioning multicast demands and can be

considered a generalization of the lightpath and light-tree methods. The multi-light-

tree approach requires m, 1≤m≤ n, transmitters at the source node and one receiver

at each destination node.

In the same MC network as used for the single light-tree approach, for the

multi-light-tree scheme, the multicast demand is partitioned into two sub-demands,

namely, a smaller-size multicast demand ⟨A;{B,C};30 Gb/s⟩ and a unicast de-

mand ⟨A;{D};30 Gb/s⟩. The smaller-size multicast demand is served by a light-tree

and the unicast demand by a lightpath as shown in Fig. 3.3. The multi-light-tree

scheme uses two transmitters and seven FSs in total achieving the least spectrum
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Fig. 3.3 The multi-light-tree scheme for a multicast demand ⟨A;{B,C,D};30 Gb/s⟩.

consumption with a moderate usage of transmitters compared to the previous two

approaches.

3.3.4 The Light-Trail Scheme

The light-trail technology was proposed in [107] to allow multiple nodes to share

its spectral bandwidth. Similar to a lightpath, a light-trail is a unidirectional optical

circuit. However, for the light-trail, signals are transmitted via a physical trail where

the intermediate nodes can also receive the data. Here, a trail is an extension of a path

by allowing repeated visits of nodes but not directed links in a directed graph. Thus, a

lightpath can be also considered as a special case of a light-trail. If network nodes are

equipped with TaC functionality [109], a light-trail can be used as a means to support

optical multicasting by traversing all the destination nodes. The TaC functionality

enables the node to tap a small portion of an input signal for local usage that causes

negligible degradation to the signal and to switch the remainder to one output port.

In this way, all the destination nodes can receive the signal via a single light-trail.

Also, the TaC-based node architecture is more cost-effective than the architecture

for light-tree technology as it does not require the massive use of light-splitters and
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amplifiers. However, finding a trail with the optimum cost that starts from the source

and covers all the destinations is proven to be NP-complete [144]. Moreover, a

light-trail that covers all the destinations entails a long transmission distance. Due

to power budget limitations, such a light-trail for a multicast demand may not meet

the quality of transmission requirements, for which a set of light-trails may be used.

Similar to a light-tree, a light-trail requires only one transmitter at the source and

one receiver at each covered destination.

A light-trail also provides spectrum sharing among the transmissions to multiple

destinations as the destinations receive the signal at different points of the trail.

However, for the sake of covering the destinations, a light-trail may repeatedly visit

some nodes that form cycles leading to excessive spectrum consumption. This makes

the light-trail scheme not as spectrum-efficient as the light-tree and possibly worse

than the lightpath method. This is because for a light-trail associated with a multicast

connection in a TaC-based multicast-incapable network, there is an equivalent light-

tree in the corresponding MC network assuming that both the light-tree and light-trail

require the same amount of spectral bandwidth in each traversed link. For a light-trail

with cycles, a light-tree can be derived by removing some of the links that cause the

cycles, while an equivalent light-trail solution without cycles is a light-tree using the

same links. Also, the transmission distance of a light-trail is longer than or equal

to that of an equivalent light-tree. Thus, if distance-adaptive resource allocation is

present, the light-trails may use less spectrum-efficient modulations due to the longer

transmission distances and therefore consume more spectrum in each traversed

link than the light-trees and possibly the lightpath method as well. These entail

solutions of multiple light-trails for a multicast in multicast-incapable networks like

the multi-light-tree scheme in MC networks.

For the same multicast demand, Fig. 3.4 shows the light-trail scheme in a

multicast-incapable network. The signal is transmitted via a trail A→ D→ A→

B→ C. The trail changes its direction at node D leading to a revisit at node A.
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Fig. 3.4 The light-trail scheme for a multicast demand ⟨A;{B,C,D};30 Gb/s⟩.

Destination nodes D and B tap the signal from the light-trail for local usage. Assume

that the light-trail occupies three FSs in each traversed link. The light-trail in total

uses 12 FSs to provision the demand and one transmitter at node A.

3.3.5 The Multi-Light-Trail Scheme

Similar to the multi-light-tree scheme, the multi-light-trail scheme uses multiple

light-trails to provision a multicast. It also splits the multicast demand into multiple,

say h (1≤ h≤ n), sub-demands, each with the same source and bit rate but mutually

exclusive and collectively exhaustive sets of destinations. Each sub-demand is

provisioned by a single light-trail. With h varying from 1 to n, the multi-light-trail

scheme can also be classified as (i) pure lightpaths each to one destination (h = n)

as provided by the lightpath scheme, (ii) a single light-trail (h = 1) as provided by

the light-trail scheme, and (iii) a mixture of light-trails and/or lightpaths (1 < h < n).

The multi-light-trail method requires h, 1≤ h≤ n, transmitters at the source node

and a total of n receivers each at a destination node.

For the same multicast demand, Fig. 3.5 shows the multi-light-trail scheme in the

same multicast-incapable network as used in the light-trail scheme. Like the multi-
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Fig. 3.5 The multi-light-trail scheme for a multicast demand ⟨A;{B,C,D};30 Gb/s⟩.

light-tree scheme, the multi-light-trail accommodates the multicast demand by a light-

trail and a lightpath for the same two sub-demands as shown in Fig. 3.5. In particular,

destination node B receives the signal by tapping the light-trail via A→ B→C. The

multi-light-trail method consumes also seven FSs and two transmitters as the multi-

light-tree scheme does. It achieves spectrum reduction by employing an additional

transmitter compared to the light-trail scheme.

3.4 Problem Statement

In this chapter, we focus on the RMSA problem for a single multicast demand

denoted by ⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, requesting a data transmission from the source sr to the set

of destinations Fr at the bit rate tr. Let ωr
m denote the number of FSs to be assigned

to serve the multicast demand r for the required bit rate given that MS m is utilized.

By definition, we have ωr
m = ⌈tr/Cm⌉ as presented in [8], where ⌈x⌉ is the smallest

integer that is greater than or equal to x. For instance, based on the values of MSs

in Table 3.1, an FS modulated by QPSK has a capacity CQPSK = 25 Gb/s and a

transparent reach τQPSK = 2,000 km. We can observe from Table 3.1 that, for an
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example multicast connection requesting tr = 45 Gb/s and a transmission distance

of 1,800 km, the number of required FSs given that QPSK is utilized is two, i.e.,

ωr
QPSK = 2. Here, the highest-order MS that can be assigned to this particular

connection is QPSK since τQPSK > 1,800 km but τ8QAM < 1,800 km.

Based on the network model described above, we further make the following

assumptions. We assume that the EON does not support spectrum conversion. Thus,

the spectrum continuity constraint must be satisfied. To support distance-adaptive

spectrum resource allocation, all transponders are central frequency tunable and also

MS tunable. For simplicity, in this thesis we do not consider the use of regenerators.

We assume that every SD pair has at least one path, of which the transmission

distance is within the transparent reach of the lowest-order MS considered, e.g.,

4,000 km for BPSK as in Table 3.1.

In this chapter, we aim to compare the performances of the five provision schemes,

namely, lightpath, light-tree, multi-light-tree, light-trail, and multi-light-trail, for

a single multicast demand by investigating their resource usage. Given the above-

mentioned network model and the multicast demand, the objective is to minimize

the total amount of consumed spectrum, i.e., the sum of the spectrum in all the links

allocated to a demand, in the context of EONs. We also consider both network cases

with and without the consideration of the distance-adaptive transmission where the

benefit of distance-adaptive spectrum allocation is evaluated.

3.5 MILP Formulations

We evaluate the five schemes by comparing the total spectrum usage in provisioning

the demand. We provide three MILP formulations for the lightpath, multi-light-tree,

and multi-light-trail provisioning schemes, aiming to minimize the total number

of utilized spectrum in terms of FSs. In particular, for the multi-light-tree and

multi-light-trail cases, the problem is formulated as a multi-objective problem to
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also find the minimized number of used transmitters after the total spectrum usage is

optimized. Note that the formulations for the multi-light-tree, and multi-light-trail

methods can also be applied to the light-tree and light-trail approaches by varying

the inputs, respectively.

In the following, we present the formulations for a set of multicast demands, i.e.,

R. However, the formulation is applicable to the single demand case where the set

contains only one element.

3.5.1 Lightpath-Based MILP

Variables

Pr
d,i j Binary; equals one if the path to destination d, d ∈ Fr, of multicast de-

mand r, traverses fiber link (i, j), (i, j) ∈ L; zero, otherwise.

Dr
d Real; denotes the distance of the path from source sr to destination d of

multicast demand r.

Kr
d,m Binary; equals one if MS m,m ∈M, is assigned to the lightpath from

source sr to destination d of multicast demand r; zero, otherwise.

Br,d
i j,m Binary; equals one if MS m,m ∈M, is assigned to the lightpath from

source sr to destination d of multicast demand r and this lightpath traverses

link i j; zero, otherwise, i.e., Br,d
i j,m =Pr

d,i j ·Kr
d,m. This is a nonlinear equation

but is linearized as we show later.

Nr
i j denotes the number of FSs in link i j required by multicast demand r,

Nr
i j ≥ 0.

W r
d Integer; denotes the number of FSs required by the lightpath from source sr

to destination d of multicast demand r. Note that the FSs include the
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spectral bandwidth used to carry the data and a guard band following the

bandwidth in order to avoid interference with possible signals that follow.

Sr
d Integer; denotes the start index of the FSs required by the lightpath from

source sr to destination d of multicast demand r, Sr
d ≥ 1.

Er
d Integer; denotes the end index of the FSs required by the lightpath from

source sr to destination d of multicast demand r, Er
d ≥ 1.

Ar
d,i j Integer; denotes a lower bound of the number of FSs in link (i, j) used

by the lightpath from source sr to destination d of multicast demand r,

Ar
d,i j ≥ 0.

X r1,d1
r2,d2

Binary; equals to one if the path from source sr1 to destination d1 of

multicast demand r1 and the path from source sr2 to destination d2 of

multicast demand r2 share common link(s).

Or1,d1
r2,d2

Binary; equals to zero if the indices of the FSs assigned to the lightpath

from source sr1 to destination d1 of multicast demand r1 is greater than the

indices of the FSs assigned to the lightpath from source sr2 to destination d2

of multicast demand r2 when the two lightpaths share common link(s), i.e.,

X r1,d1
r2,d2

= 1.

Objective

min ∑
r∈R

∑
(i, j)∈L

Nr
i j (3.1)

Objective (3.1) is to minimize the total number of FSs that are used to accommo-

date the given multicast demand.
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Constraints

We divide the constraints into four groups, namely, path computation, modulation

determination, FS usage in links, and spectrum allocation. The first group of

constraints guarantees flow conservation where a path is found for each SD pair of a

multicast demand. The second group ensures that an MS is assigned to the lightpath

of each SD pair so that the distance of the lightpath does not exceed the maximum

reach of the signal using the MS. The third constraint group ensures that the sum of

the numbers of FSs used by all lightpaths is calculated. The fourth group ensures that

the three constraints, namely, spectrum continuity, contiguity, and non-overlapping,

are met.

1) Path Computation

∑
(i, j)∈L

Pr
d,i j =


1, i = sr or j = d,

0, j = sr or i = d,
∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (3.2)

∑
(i,x)∈L

Pr
d,ix = ∑

(x, j)∈L
Pr

d,x j, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr,x ∈ V\{sr,d}. (3.3)

Constraints (3.2) and (3.3) ensures flow conservation, where there are one egress

link and one ingress link at the source node and the destination node, respectively,

while for each intermediate node, the number of egress links equals to the number

of ingress links. In this way, a path can be found for each SD pair of a multicast

demand.

2) Modulation Determination

Dr
d = ∑

(i, j)∈L
ℓi j ·Pr

d,i j, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (3.4)

∑
m∈M

Kr
d,m = 1, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (3.5)
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τ
r
m−Dr

d ≥ ∆ ·
(
Kr

d,m−1
)
, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr,m ∈M. (3.6)

Constraint (3.4) guarantees that the distance of a path is the sum of the length

of the links traversed by the path. Constraint (3.5) ensures that one of the MSs

considered is assigned to the lightpath. Constraint (3.6) guarantees that the transmis-

sion distance of the lightpath of each SD pair is within the transparent reach of the

assigned MS.

3) FS Usage in Links

Nr
i j = ∑

d∈Fr

∑
m∈M

Br,d
i j,m · (ω

r
m +g) , ∀r ∈ R,(i, j) ∈ L (3.7)

Br,d
i j,m ≤ Pr

d,i j, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr,(i, j) ∈ L,m ∈M (3.8)

Br,d
i j,m ≤ Kr

d,m, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr,(i, j) ∈ L,m ∈M (3.9)

Br,d
i j,m ≥ Pr

d,i j +Kr
d,m−1, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr,(i, j) ∈ L,m ∈M. (3.10)

Constraint (3.7) guarantees that the number of FS used in a link is the sum of the

numbers of FS required by the lightpaths of all SD pairs that traverse the link. The

calculation procedure of equation (3.7) is provided as follows.

Nr
i j = ∑

d∈Fr

Pr
d,i j · ∑

m∈M
Kr

d,m · (ωr
m +g)

= ∑
d∈Fr

∑
m∈M

Pr
d,i j ·Kr

d,m · (ωr
m +g)

= ∑
d∈Fr

∑
m∈M

Br,d
i j,m · (ω

r
m +g) , ∀r ∈ R,(i, j) ∈ L
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where Br,d
i j,m = Pr

d,i j ·Kr
d,m is derived and is a non-linear equation involving only an

multiplication of two binary variables. We replace this non-linear equation by the

three linear constraints (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10).

4) Spectrum Allocation

W r
d = ∑

m∈M
Kr

d,m · (ωr
m +g) , ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (3.11)

Er
d = Sr

d +W r
d −1, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (3.12)

X r2,d2
r1,d1

+X r1,d1
r2,d2
≥ 2 ·

(
Pr1

d1,i j +Pr2
d2,i j−1

)
,

∀r1,r2 ∈ R,d1 ∈ Fr1 ,d2 ∈ Fr2,(i, j) ∈ L : r1 ̸= r2 or d1 ̸= d2

(3.13)

Or1,d1
r2,d2

+Or2,d2
r1,d1

= 1,

∀r1,r2 ∈ R,d1 ∈ Fr1,d2 ∈ Fr2 : r1 ̸= r2 or d1 ̸= d2

(3.14)

Er2
d2
−Sr1

d1
≤ ∆ ·

(
Or1,d1

r2,d2
+1−X r1,d1

r2,d2

)
−1,

∀r1,r2 ∈ R,d1 ∈ Fr1 ,d2 ∈ Fr2 : r1 ̸= r2 or d1 ̸= d2.

(3.15)

Constraint (3.11) ensures that the number of required FSs with regard to the

assigned MS is allocated to the lightpath of each SD pair. Constraint (3.12) ensures

that the end FS index is equal to the start FS index plus the number of required FSs

minus one. These two constraints guarantee spectrum continuity where the lightpath

occupies the FSs from the start index to the end index in all the traversed links. Since

the occupied FSs are contiguous, the spectrum contiguity constraint is also satisfied.
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Constraints (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) ensure the spectrum non-overlapping constraint

where if two lightpaths share common link(s), the start FS index of one lightpath

should be greater than the end FS index of the other. Here, the two lightpaths may

be for the same multicast demand or different ones.

3.5.2 Light-Tree-Based MILP

Different from the lightpath scheme, the multi-light-tree scheme establishes a variable

number of light-trees (a lightpath is a special case of a light-tree) for the optimal

accommodation of a multicast demand. We introduce two new notations as follows.

Notations

Tr A set of transmitters that are available for multicast demand r.

α A weighting factor.

If Tr contains only one element, this light-tree-based MILP is for the light-tree

scheme which uses only one light-tree for a multicast. When the input of Tr contains

more elements, multiple light-trees can be used for a multicast, and this MILP applies

to the multi-light-tree scheme.

Variables

Gr
k,d Binary; equals one if destination d, d ∈ Fr, is covered by the light-tree

using transmitter k of multicast demand r; zero, otherwise.

Ur
k Binary; equals one if transmitter k is used to support multicast demand r.

Hr
k Real; denotes a distance that is longer than or equal to the longest distance

among all the paths included in the light-tree using transmitter k of multicast

demand r.
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Kr
k,m Binary; equals one if MS m, m ∈M, is assigned to the light-tree using

transmitter k of multicast demand r; zero, otherwise.

Lr
k,i j Binary; equals one if link i j, i j ∈ L, is assigned to the light-tree using

transmitter k of multicast demand r; zero, otherwise.

Br,k
i j,m Binary; equals one if MS m, m ∈M, is assigned to the light-tree sourcing

from transmitter k of multicast demand r and this light-tree covers link i j;

zero, otherwise.

Wr
k Integer; denotes the number of FSs required by the light-tree using trans-

mitter k of multicast demand r, Wr
k ≥ 0.

Sr
k Integer; denotes the start index of the FSs required by the light-tree using

transmitter k of multicast demand r, Sr
k ≥ 1.

Er
k Integer; denotes the end index of the FSs required by the light-tree using

transmitter k of multicast demand r; Er
k ≥ 1.

Xr1,k1
r2,k2

Binary; equals to one if the light-tree using transmitter k1 of multicast

demand r1 and the light-tree using transmitter k2 of multicast demand r2

share common link(s).

Or1,k1
r2,k2

Binary; equals to zero if the indices of the FSs assigned to the light-tree

using transmitter k1 of multicast demand r1 is greater than the indices of the

FSs assigned to the light-tree using transmitter k2 of multicast demand r2

when the two light-trees share common link(s), i.e., Xr1,k1
r2,k2

= 1.

Objective

min ∑
r∈R

∑
(i, j)∈L

Nr
i j +α ·∑

r∈R
∑

k∈Tr
Ur

k (3.16)

In the light-tree-based MILP, we consider a multi-objective formulation where

the total number of used FSs and the number of used transmitters is minimized. The
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minimization of the used FSs takes a higher priority to make a fair comparison with

the previous scheme by setting α to be a small fraction.

Constraints

Similar to the lightpath scheme, we also divide the constraints into five groups,

namely, tree grouping, tree construction, modulation determination, FS usage in

links, spectrum allocation. The first group ensures that for a given multicast, a

destination receives the signal from only one tree. The second group is to guarantee

that a tree structure for a multicast demand is constructed. The third group is to ensure

that an MS is assigned to the light-tree to meet the requirement that the maximum

distance from the source to the destinations does not exceed the transparent reach of

the signal with the MS. The fourth group is to ensure that the number of FSs used in

a link is the sum of the FSs used by all light-trees. The fifth group is to guarantee the

three constraints in spectrum allocation.

1) Tree Grouping

∑
k∈Tr

Gr
k,d = 1, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (3.17)

Ur
k ≥Gr

k,d, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,d ∈ Fr (3.18)

Ur
k ≤ ∑

d∈Fr

Gr
k,d, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr. (3.19)

Constraint (3.17) ensures that a destination node receives the signal from the light-

tree of one transmitter at the source node for a multicast demand. Constraints (3.18)

and (3.19) ensure that the transmitter is used if there is a destination receiving signals

from its light-tree.
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2) Tree Construction

Lr
k,i j ≥ Pr

d,i j +Gr
k,d−1, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,d ∈ Fr,(i, j) ∈ L (3.20)

∑
i∈V:(i, j)∈L

Lr
k,i j ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr, j ∈ V. (3.21)

We reuse constraints (3.2) and (3.3) in the lightpath scheme to compute a

path for each SD pair. Constraint (3.20) guarantees that every link of a path to a

destination which receives signals from a transmitter is included in the light-tree.

Constraint (3.21) ensures that a tree structure is formed by the paths by forcing a

node in a tree to have only one parent node.

3) Modulation Determination

∑
m∈M

Kr
k,m = Ur

k, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,d ∈ Fr (3.22)

Hr
k +∆≥ Dr

d +∆ ·Gr
k,d, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,d ∈ Fr (3.23)

τ
r
m−Hr

k ≥ ∆ ·
(
Kr

k,m−1
)
, ∀r ∈ R,m ∈M,k ∈ Tr. (3.24)

Constraint (3.22) ensures that one MS is assigned to a light-tree if the associated

transmitter is utilized. Constraint (3.4) in the lightpath method and constraints (3.23)

and (3.24) ensure that the longest distance among the paths from the source to the

destinations of a light-tree does not exceed the maximum reach of the assigned MS.

4) FS Usage in Links

Nr
i j = ∑

k∈Tr
∑

m∈M
Br,k

i j,m · (ω
r
m +g) , ∀r ∈ R,(i, j) ∈ L (3.25)
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Br,k
i j,m ≤ Lr

k,i j, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,(i, j) ∈ L,m ∈M (3.26)

Br,k
i j,m ≤Kr

k,m, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,(i, j) ∈ L,m ∈M (3.27)

Br,k
i j,m ≥Kr

k,m +Lr
k,i j−1, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,(i, j) ∈ L,m ∈M. (3.28)

Constraint (3.25) ensures that the FSs in a link used by a multicast demand is the

sum of the FSs used in the light-trees that include the link. We present the calculation

procedure as follows.

Nr
i j = ∑

k∈Tr
Lr

k,i j · ∑
m∈M

Kr
d,m · (ωr

m +g)

= ∑
k∈Tr

∑
m∈M

Lr
k,i j ·Kr

d,m · (ωr
m +g)

= ∑
k∈Tr

∑
m∈M

Br,k
i j,m · (ω

r
m +g) , ∀r ∈ R,(i, j) ∈ L

where Br,k
i j,m = Lr

k,i j ·Kr
k,m, which is a non-linear equation. Similar to the previous

MILP, we also linearize this equation by constraints (3.26), (3.27), and (3.28).

5) Spectrum Allocation

Wr
k = ∑

m∈M
Kr

k,m · (ωr
m +g) , ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr (3.29)

Er
k = Sr

k +Wr
k−1, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr (3.30)

Xr2,k2
r1,k1

+Xr1,k1
r2,k2
≥ 2 ·

(
Lr1

k1,i j +Lr2
k2,i j−1

)
,

∀r1,r2 ∈ R,k1 ∈ Tr1 ,k2 ∈ Tr2,(i, j) ∈ L : r1 ̸= r2 or k1 ̸= k2

(3.31)
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Or1,k1
r2,k2

+Or2,k2
r1,k1

= 1,

∀r1,r2 ∈ R,k1 ∈ Tr1,k2 ∈ Tr2 : r1 ̸= r2 or k1 ̸= k2

(3.32)

Er2
k2
−Sr1

k1
≤ ∆ ·

(
Or1,k1

r2,k2
+3−Ur1

k1
−Ur2

k2
−Xr1,k1

r2,k2

)
−1,

∀r1,r2 ∈ R,k1 ∈ Tr1,k2 ∈ Tr2 : r1 ̸= r2 or k1 ̸= k2.

(3.33)

Constraint (3.29) ensures that the number of FSs corresponding to the assigned

MS is allocated to a light-tree. Constraint (3.30) ensures that the end FS index is

equal to the start FS index plus the number of the allocated FSs minus one. Similar

to the lightpath scheme, constraints (3.29) and (3.30) ensure the spectrum continuity

and the spectrum contiguity. Constraints (3.31), (3.32), and (3.33) guarantee that the

spectrum non-overlapping constraint is satisfied. If two light-trees share common

link(s), the start index of the FSs used by one light-tree is greater than the end index

of FSs used by the other. This applies to both cases where the two light-trees are for

the same multicast demand and different ones.

3.5.3 Light-Trail-Based MILP

We reuse some variables and constraints in the light-tree-based MILP by replacing

“light-tree” by “light-trail” in the definitions of the notations and variables, and

the descriptions of the constraints. The MILP presented here applies to both the

light-trail and multi-light-trail schemes by adjust the input of Tr in the same way as

discussed in the previous MILP. Also, two new variables and some new constraints

are introduced as follows.
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Variables

Fr
k,i j Integer; denotes the number of flows of light-trail k via link i j, i j ∈ L, of

multicast demand r; 0≤ Fr
k,i j ≤ |Fr|. In other words, it equals the number

of destinations receiving the signal of light-trail k transmitted via link i j.

Dr
k Real; denotes the length of light-trail k of multicast r; Dr

k ≥ 0.

Objective

The objective is the same as the one presented for the light-tree-based scheme, i.e.,

objective (3.16).

Constraints

The constraints can also be divided into six groups, namely, flow conservation,

trail construction, modulation determination, trail grouping, FS usage in links,

and spectrum allocation. The first group ensures flow conservation for a multicast.

The second group ensures a trail structure for routing the flows. The modulation

determination group guarantees that the distance of a light-trail does not exceed the

transparent reach of the assigned modulation. For the fourth group, we reuse the

constraints (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19) to ensure that each destination of a multicast is

covered by a light-trail. The fifth group ensures that for each link, the FS usage is the

sum of the FSs assigned to the light-trail(s), where we reuse the constraints (3.25),

(3.26), (3.27), and (3.28). Finally, the sixth group ensures the spectrum continuity,

contiguity, and non-overlapping constraints for light-trails in the spectrum allocation,

where we utilize the constraints (3.29), (3.30), (3.31), (3.32), and (3.33).

1) Flow Conservation

∑
k∈Tr

(
∑

(sr, j)∈L
Fr

k,sr j− ∑
(i,sr)∈L

Fr
k,isr

)
= |Fr|, ∀r ∈ R (3.34)
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∑
(sr, j)∈L

Fr
k,sr j− ∑

(i,sr)∈L
Fr

k,isr
= ∑

d∈Fr

Gr
k,d, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr (3.35)

∑
(x, j)∈L

Fr
k,x j = ∑

(i,x)∈L
Fr

k,ix, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,x ∈ V\Fr : x ̸= sr (3.36)

Gr
k,x + ∑

(x, j)∈L
Fr

k,x j = ∑
(i,x)∈L

Fr
k,ix, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,x ∈ Fr. (3.37)

Constraints (3.34), (3.35), (3.36), and (3.37) guarantees commodity flow con-

servation of a multicast. Constraint (3.34) ensures that the number of egress flows

via all transmitters at the source equals to the number of destinations of a multicast.

Constraints (3.35) ensures that for each light-trail, the number of egress flows at

the source equals to the number of ingress flows plus the number of destinations

receiving the signal. Constraint (3.36) guarantees that for each light-trail, the number

of ingress flows at an intermediate node, i.e., neither the source or a destination,

is equal to the number of egress flows. Constraint (3.37) ensures that for every

light-trail, the number of ingress flows at a destination is equal to the number of

egress flows plus one, if the destination receives the signal of the light-trail, otherwise

the two numbers are equal.

2) Trail Construction

|Fr| ·Lr
k,i j ≥ Fr

k,i j, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,(i, j) ∈ L (3.38)

Lr
k,i j ≤ Fr

k,i j, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,(i, j) ∈ L (3.39)

∑
(sr, j)∈L

Lr
k,sr j = Ur

k + ∑
(i,sr)∈L

Lr
k,isr

, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr (3.40)
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∑
(x, j)∈L

Lr
k,x j = ∑

(i,x)∈L
Lr

k,ix, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,x ∈ V\Fr : x ̸= sr (3.41)

∑
(d, j)∈L

Lr
k,d j ≤ ∑

(i,d)∈L
Lr

k,id, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,d ∈ Fr (3.42)

Ur
k + ∑

d∈Fr

∑
(d, j)∈L

Lr
k,d j = ∑

d∈Fr

∑
(i,d)∈L

Lr
k,id, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,d ∈ Fr. (3.43)

Constraints (3.38), (3.39), (3.40), (3.41), (3.42), and (3.43) guarantee that a trail

is constructed. Constraints (3.38) and (3.39) ensure that a link belongs to a light-trail

if the link is used to carry the signal. Constraint (3.40) ensures that if a light-trail is

active or utilized, the number of egress links at the source equals to the number of

ingress links plus one, otherwise, the two numbers are the same. Constraint (3.41)

guarantees that the numbers of ingress and egress links are equal at an intermediate

node. Constraint (3.42) ensures that the number of ingress links at a destination is

greater than or equal to the number of egress links. Constraint (3.43) guarantees that

if a light-tree is active, the trail ends at one of the destinations where the number of

ingress links equals to the number of egress link plus one.

3) Modulation Determination

Dr
k = ∑

(i, j)∈L

(
ℓi j ·Lr

k,i j

)
, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr (3.44)

τ
r
m−Dr

k ≥ ∆ ·
(
Kr

k,m−1
)
, ∀r ∈ R,m ∈M,k ∈ Tr. (3.45)

Constraints (3.44), (3.22), and (3.45) guarantees that an MS is assigned to an

active light-trail with a transmission distance bounded by the transparent reach.

Constraint (3.44) guarantees that the distance of a trail is the sum of the lengths of

the links that belong to the trail. We reuse the constraint (3.22) to guarantee that an
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Table 3.2 MILP Problem Sizes

Number of Variables Number of Constraints

Lightpath-Based O
(
|R||F̄||L||M|
+|R|2|F̄|2

)
O
(
|R||F̄||L||M|
+|R|2|F̄|2|L|

)
Light-Tree-Based O

(
|R||L|(|F̄|+ |T̄||M|)

+|R|2|T̄|2
)

O
(
|R||T̄||L|

(
|M|+ |F̄|

)
+|R|2|T̄|2|L|

)
Light-Trail-Based O

(
|R||L|(|F̄|+ |T̄||M|)

+|R|2|T̄|2
)

O
(
|R||T̄||L||M|
+|R|2|T̄|2|L|

)

MS is assigned to a light-trail if it is active. Constraint (3.45) ensures that the trail

distance cannot exceed the transparent reach of the assigned MS.

3.5.4 MILP Problem Sizes

We present the problem sizes of the three MILP formulations in terms of dominant

numbers of variables and constraints as shown in Table 3.2. The notations used in

the table, namely, |R|, |L|, |M|, |F̄|, and |T̄|, are the numbers of demands, network

links, considered MSs, and the average numbers of destinations and transmitters

available per demand, respectively.

3.6 Numerical Results

We have presented the MILP formulations for the five provisioning schemes, namely,

lightpath, light-tree, multi-light-tree, light-trail, and multi-light-trail. We aim to

compare the schemes by the total spectrum usage for provisioning a single multicast

demand, although the presented MILPs can be applied for the case of multiple

demands. Since we examine the minimum total spectrum consumption, we consider

networks with unlimited capacity, the spectrum continuity and contiguity constraints

are relaxed in this chapter as they do not affect the optimal results. However these

constraints will be utilized in the following chapter.
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Fig. 3.6 Six-node networks: (a) N6S6; (b) N6S9; (c) N6S15.

Table 3.3 Link Lengths of the Six-Node Networks

Link Length [km] Link Length [km] Link Length [km]
(1,2) 780 (5,6) 780 (3,6) 1450
(2,1) 780 (6,5) 780 (6,3) 1450
(1,3) 780 (1,4) 1450 (4,5) 1450
(3,1) 780 (4,1) 1450 (5,4) 1450
(2,4) 780 (1,5) 1450 (6,1) 2050
(4,2) 780 (5,1) 1450 (1,6) 2050
(3,5) 780 (2,3) 1450 (2,5) 2050
(5,3) 780 (3,2) 1450 (5,2) 2050
(6,4) 780 (2,6) 1450 (3,4) 2050
(4,6) 780 (6,2) 1450 (4,3) 2050

3.6.1 Test Conditions

We consider the three six-node networks as shown in Fig. 3.6, namely, six-link

(N6S6) network, nine-link (N6S9) network, 15-link (N6S15) network. The link

lengths of the six-node networks can be found in Table 3.3. We also consider

two realistic networks that are used in many publications, namely, 11-node 26-link

COST239 network [6] and 24-node 43-link USNET [7] as shown in Fig. 3.7. The

numbers beside the links in the figure are the link lengths in kilometers. We consider

a single multicast demand. Without loss of generality, the source and destinations of

a demand are selected randomly. We investigate the impact of different multicast

session sizes, i.e., numbers of destinations on the performance comparison. For each

size, 100 experiments are conducted for randomly generated demands. We obtain a
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Fig. 3.7 Real-size networks: (a) COST239 [6]; (b) USNET [7].

value for each experiment and take the average of the values as the result. Assume

that all the demands request a bit rate of 100 Gb/s. For the case of distance-adaptive

resource allocation, we consider three MSs, and as shown in Table 3.4 each demand

has spectrum requirements of eight, four, and three FSs with transparent reaches of

4,000 km, 2,000 km, 1,000 km when it is modulated by BPSK, QPSK, and 8QAM,
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Table 3.4 The Requirements of FSs and Transparent Reach for a 100-Gb/s Signal
Using Different MSs

Bit Rate
Modulation

Level MS
Number of

Required FSs
Transparent
Reach [km]

100 Gb/s
1 BPSK 8 4,000
2 QPSK 4 2,000
3 8QAM 3 1,000

respectively. We also consider a case with no distance-adaptive spectrum allocation

which means that demands requesting for the same data rate require the same amount

of spectrum. For this case, only one modulation is available for the demands, i.e.,

BPSK, for all the considered networks. Also, to guarantee the quality of transmission,

the distances of the connections are limited by 4,000 km due to the modulation used.

The optimal results are provided by a commercial solver, i.e., Gurobi [145], solving

the MILPs.

3.6.2 Network Cases with Distance-Adaptive Transmission

The N6S6 Network

The performances of the five provisioning schemes are compared for the N6S6

network as shown in Fig. 3.8. We compare their spectrum usage, transmitter usage,

and utilized modulation levels.

Figure 3.8a shows the comparison of total spectrum usage among the five

schemes. We can see in the figure, with the increase of the multicast session size,

i.e., the number of destinations, the total spectrum usage goes up for all cases. On

average, the light-trail and lightpath schemes present the highest spectrum usage, the

light-tree follows, and the multi-light-trail and multi-light-tree approaches use the

least spectrum. Compared to the lightpath scheme, the light-trail uses 6.2% more

spectrum while the light-tree achieves about 16% spectrum savings. By employing

additional transmitters, the multi-light-trail and multi-light-tree schemes reduce the
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Fig. 3.8 Resource usage of the five schemes for the N6S6 network in terms of: (a)
used FSs; (b) used transmitters.

spectrum consumption by around 28% and 9.4% compared to the light-trail and

light-tree schemes, respectively. Moreover, when the multicast session grows bigger,

the multi-light-tree scheme achieves increased percentage of reduction of consumed

spectrum compared to the light-tree, while the multi-light-trail scheme shows a

decrease of percentage of reduction compared to the light-trail method. This is be-

cause for the light-tree, the level of used MS decreases as covering more destination

extends the transmission distance, while the light-trail has a higher possibility that it

contains cycles for the case of small multicast session sizes due to the ring topology

of the network.
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For the lightpath and light-trail methods, when the multicast session size is small,

the former outperforms the latter, while for the case of broadcast, the latter is better

than the former in terms of spectrum usage. This is because when the multicast

size is large, the lightpath scheme suffers from extensive overlap among the paths

leading to considerable spectrum usage, while for small multicast sizes, a single

light-trail covering all the destinations usually contains cycles leading to additional

spectrum allocation and also extended distance and therefore excessive spectrum

usage as discussed in Section 3.3.4. However, this is not the case for a light-tree. In

a light-tree, the signal copies are distributed to multiple egress links without cycles,

and also the bandwidth of the tree trunk is shared by destinations presenting benefits

over the light-trail.

Both the multi-light-tree and multi-light-trail schemes use the same amount

of spectrum achieving a 24% reduction over the lightpath scheme. There are two

reasons to explain this. One is that as discussed in Section 3.3.4, for any light-trail

associated with a multicast connection in a network that contains multicast-incapable

nodes, there is an equivalent light-tree in the corresponding MC network so that a

multi-light-trail solution does not consume less spectrum than the corresponding

multi-light-tree scheme. The other reason is that omitting the transmitter usage, for

any light-tree in a multi-light-tree solution in an MC network of this ring topology,

there is an equivalent light-trail-based solution with possibly multiple light-trails

in the corresponding multicast-incapable network of the same topology. In the

ring network, a light-tree has two cases. One case is to traverse its nodes via a

clockwise/counterclockwise path where the intermediate node, if it is a destination,

performs light splitting to drop a signal copy; the other case is to split its signal at

the source into two copies transmitted via the clockwise and counterclockwise paths,

respectively. For the former case, the light-trail using the same path can also be used

to support the transmission, while the intermediate destination nodes, if existed, tap

the signal for local use. For the latter case, two light-trails along the two paths are
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Table 3.5 Average Level of Used Modulation by the Five Schemes in the N6S6
Network

Multicast
Session Size Lightpath

Multi-
Light-Trail

Multi-
Light-Tree Light-Tree Light-Trail

2 2.175 1.74 1.74 1.64 1.23
3 2.216667 1.855 1.855 1.45 1
4 2.2125 1.68 1.68 1.17 1
5 2.2 1.5 1.5 1 1

used to support the transmission. These also make the light-trail especially suitable

for ring networks [146]. In this regard, the multi-light-trail method will achieve the

same spectrum consumption as the multi-light-tree at the cost of employing more

transmitters.

As shown in Fig. 3.8b, for transmitter usage, the light-trail and light-tree methods

use only one transmitter, while the lightpath scheme uses the most transmitters,

which equal to the number of destinations of a multicast. The multi-light-tree and

multi-light-trail approaches have a moderate usage of transmitters, with the latter

having a slightly higher usage than the former. This is because in this ring network,

the multi-light-tree scheme may use a single light-tree that splits signal at the source

and transmit the signal copies via two directions, clockwise and counterclockwise

while the multi-light-trail scheme will need two light-trails for this case.

Table 3.5 also presents the average level of modulation used by the schemes. The

lightpath scheme uses the highest level modulations, the multi-light-trail and multi-

light-tree rank second, and then the light-tree scheme, while the light-trail using the

lowest-level modulation.This can be explained by the fact that the lightpaths use short

paths to reach their destinations, while a light-trail transmits the signal via a trail to

cover all the destinations resulting in a long distance, hence low-level modulation

usage. Compared to the light-trail, the light-tree has a shorter transmission distance.

Also, the multi-light-trail and multi-light-tree schemes use multiple transmitters as

denoted in Fig. 3.8b and each covers part of the destinations with a short distance.
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Fig. 3.9 Resource usage of the five schemes for the N6S9 network in terms of: (a)
used FSs; (b) used transmitters.

The N6S9 Network

Figure 3.9 shows the comparison of the five provisioning schemes for the N6S9

network. As shown in Fig. 3.9a, on average, the light-trail approach has the highest

spectrum usage, the light-tree and lightpath schemes follow, while the multi-light-trail

and multi-light-tree approaches use the least spectrum. Compared to the lightpath

scheme, the light-trail scheme consumes about 24% more spectrum, while the

light-tree scheme consumed 2.3% more spectrum. This is because the modulation

used in the light-trail and light-tree schemes is low, resulting in excessive spectrum
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Table 3.6 Average Level of Used Modulation by the Five Schemes in the N6S9
Network

Multicast
Session Size Lightpath

Multi-
Light-Trail

Multi-
Light-Tree Light-Tree Light-Trail

2 2.175 1.875 1.875 1.64 1.23
3 2.216667 1.94 1.925 1.45 1
4 2.2125 1.940833 1.895 1.17 1
5 2.2 1.825 1.825 1 1

usage. Furthermore, the lightpaths can reach their destinations in fewer hops for

the N6S9 network which is denser than the N6S6. Compared to the light-trail and

light-tree schemes, the multi-light-trail and multi-light-tree schemes achieve 33%

and 18% reductions of spectrum consumption at the cost of higher transmitter usage,

respectively, resulting in about a 17% reduction as compared to the lightpath method.

Different from the N6S6 network, the percentage reduction achieved by the multi-

light-trail scheme over the light-trail is more stable over the multicast session size in

the N6S9 network, since the present network is denser than the N6S6 network and

the possibility of light-trails containing cycles decreases.

The N6S9 network has similar observations of transmitter usages as shown in

Fig. 3.9b to the N6S6 network. Compared to the N6S6 network, the multi-light-trail

and multi-light-tree schemes use more transmitters in the N6S9 network because

of its higher network density. The modulation usage is shown in Table 3.6. The

multi-light-trail scheme uses a higher modulation level than the multi-light-tree as it

uses more transmitters in this denser network.

The N6S15 Network

We also show the comparison of the five provisioning schemes for the fully-mesh

N6S15 network in Fig. 3.10. We can see in Fig. 3.10a that the light-trail scheme

shows the highest spectrum consumption, and then the light-tree, while the light-

path, multi-light-trail and multi-light-tree approaches have the least spectrum usage.
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Fig. 3.10 Resource usage of the five schemes for the N6S15 network in terms of: (a)
used FSs; (b) used transmitters.

Compared to the lightpath scheme, on average, the light-trail and light-tree schemes

utilize 77% and 54% more spectrum, respectively, while the multi-light-trail and

multi-light-tree methods have the same spectrum usage as the lightpath scheme. This

is due to the completeness of the network, the lightpaths reach the destinations by

only one hop.

For the transmitter usage as shown in Fig. 3.10b, we can see that the multi-light-

trail scheme uses the same number of transmitters as the lightpath scheme. This

means that the multi-light-trail method provides solutions which are a special case

containing only lightpaths from the source to their destinations. However, the multi-
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Table 3.7 Average Level of Used Modulation by the Five Schemes in the N6S15
Network

Multicast
Session Size Lightpath

Multi-
Light-Trail

Multi-
Light-Tree Light-Tree Light-Trail

2 2.175 2.175 2.175 1.64 1.23
3 2.216667 2.216667 2.185 1.45 1
4 2.2125 2.2125 2.085 1.17 1
5 2.2 2.2 2 1 1

light-tree approach still has a moderate transmitter usage thanks to the multicasting

capability. Table 3.7 shows the comparison of the modulation used, the N6S15

network showing observations similar to the one found for the N6S9 network. The

difference is that for the present N6S15 network, the multi-light-trail scheme has the

same modulation usage as the lightpath scheme as both schemes provide the same

solution.

The COST239 Network

Figure 3.11 compares the resource usage of the five provisioning schemes for the

COST239 network. The comparison of the total spectrum usage is as shown in

Fig. 3.11a. Note that we do not present the results for some cases because of their

long running times due to the high computation complexity of the MILP or because of

the infeasibility that their transmission distances exceed the reaches of the MSs. The

light-trail scheme consumes the most spectrum, followed by the lightpath scheme,

then the light-tree and multi-light-trail schemes, while the multi-light-tree approach

achieves the least spectrum usage. Compared to the lightpath scheme, the light-

trail scheme consumes 33% more spectrum averaged over the multicast sizes two,

four, and six due to significant low level of modulation used as shown in Table 3.8,

while the light-tree scheme achieves 24% reduction of spectrum consumption. The

percentage of spectrum savings of the multi-light-tree scheme is small, i.e., 7.8%,

over the light-tree scheme as the multi-light-tree has low transmitter usage as shown
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Fig. 3.11 Resource usage of the five schemes for the COST239 network in terms of:
(a) used FSs; (b) used transmitters.

in Fig. 3.11b. This is because most of the paths to the destinations use the same

modulation and these paths are supported by only one transmitter. Compared to the

light-trail scheme, the multi-light-trail scheme saves 40% spectrum averaged over

the three cases of the multicast session sizes. This is achieved by employing more

transmitters and the usage of a relatively high level MS as shown in Fig. 3.11b and

Table 3.8, respectively.
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Table 3.8 Average Level of Used Modulation by the Five Schemes in the COST239
Network

Multicast
Session Size Lightpath

Multi-
Light-Trail

Multi-
Light-Tree Light-Tree Light-Trail

2 2.59 2.55 2.47 2.38 2.09
4 2.6425 2.398333 2.48 2.2 1.27
6 2.615 2.443 2.495 2.09 1
8 2.62 2.438 2.49 2.03 infeasible
10 2.618 - 2.5 2 infeasible

The USNET Network

For the USNET network, we also compare the approaches as shown in Fig. 3.12.

We provide results of the light-trail scheme only for multicast session sizes up to

five since the distance exceeds the transparent reaches of the MSs considered. Also,

we do not present some of the results of the multi-light-trail and multi-light-tree

schemes as these experiments required over 10 hours of computation. As shown in

Fig. 3.12a, the light-trail scheme has the highest spectrum consumption, then the

lightpath, and the multi-light-trail, light-tree and multi-light-tree schemes use the

least spectrum. Compared to the lightpath scheme, the light-tree scheme achieves

on average 47% reduction of spectrum consumption. Also, we see in the figure that

the light-tree scheme performs better than the multi-light-trail scheme, and achieves

performance close to that of the multi-light-tree scheme. This can be explained by the

fact that a light-tree for a multicast provides considerable spectrum sharing among

the transmissions to the destinations in sparse networks like the USNET network.

The transmitter usage and level of modulation used are presented in Fig. 3.12b and

Table 3.9, respectively.

Running Time

We also provide the running times of the MILP algorithms as shown in Tables 3.10

and 3.11 for the COST239 and USNET networks, respectively. Here the running
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Fig. 3.12 Resource usage of the five schemes for the USNET network in terms of:
(a) used FSs; (b) used transmitters.

time returned by the parameter “_solve_time” in [147] includes both system and

user CPU seconds. For the lightpath, light-tree and light-trail schemes, the MILP is

solved in seconds. Please note that for the light-trail scheme, some of the running

time values are not shown due to the infeasibility where the transmission distance

of a single light-trail covering all the destinations exceeds the transparent reaches

of all considered MSs. Compared to the former three methods, the multi-light-trail

and multi-light-tree schemes require significantly more time due to the increased

computational complexity by allowing variable transmitter usage.
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Table 3.9 Average Level of Used Modulation by the Five Schemes in the USNET
network

Multicast
Session Size Lightpath

Multi-
Light-Trail

Multi-
Light-Tree Light-Tree Light-Trail

2 2.565 2.43 2.415 2.32 1.95
5 2.568 2.361667 2.325 2.02 1.04
8 2.5925 - 2.365 1.97 infeasible

11 2.59 - 2.375 1.92 infeasible
14 2.585 - - 1.91 infeasible
17 2.582352941 - - 1.87 infeasible
20 2.594 - - 1.9 infeasible
23 2.580869565 - - 1.88 infeasible

Table 3.10 Comparison of Running Times in Units of Seconds by the Five Schemes
in the COST239 Network

Multicast
Session Size Lightpath

Multi-
Light-Trail

Multi-
Light-Tree Light-Tree Light-Trail

2 0.10 1.61 2.34 0.07 0.24
4 0.17 10.03 15.65 0.15 0.69
6 0.22 74.44 72.19 0.19 0.65
8 0.24 233.13 598.78 0.15 -
10 0.29 - 3990.84 0.15 -

Table 3.11 Comparison of Running Times in Units of Seconds by the Five Schemes
in the USNET Network

Multicast
Session Size Lightpath

Multi-
Light-Trail

Multi-
Light-Tree Light-Tree Light-Trail

2 0.26 3.60 2.39 0.52 0.60
5 0.23 493.09 53.80 0.51 1.20
8 0.34 - 1070.21 0.61 -
11 0.56 - 7208.87 0.69 -
14 0.73 - - 0.58 -
17 0.96 - - 0.57 -
20 1.30 - - 0.56 -
23 1.49 - - 0.61 -
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Table 3.12 Comparison of the Five Schemes for Provisioning a Multicast Demand

Transmitter
Usage

Modulation
Level Usage Spectrum Usage

Lightpath High High
Medium (dense network)/

High (sparse network)

Light-Tree Low Low
High (dense network)/

Medium (sparse network)
Multi-Light-Tree Medium Medium Lowest
Light-Trail Low Low Highest
Multi-Light-Trail Medium Medium Low

We summarize the comparison of the five schemes for the provision of a single

multicast demand in EONs considering distance-adaptive spectrum allocation as

shown in Table 3.12. For the transmitter usage, the lightpath scheme always has the

highest usage, the light-tree and light-trail schemes use only one transmitter achieving

the least usage, and the multi-light-trail and multi-light-tree schemes have a medium

transmitter usage. For the modulation usage, the lightpath scheme uses modulation

of the highest-level, the multi-light-tree and multi-light-trail methods follow, and

the light-tree method uses the lowest-level modulation. Moreover, for the spectrum

usage, the multi-light-tree scheme always achieves the lowest spectrum consumption

for all the considered network cases, while the multi-light-trail method uses slightly

more spectrum. Compared to the light-tree scheme, the lightpath approach achieves

reduced spectrum consumption when the network is densely connected, however,

for sparse networks, the light-tree scheme outperforms the lightpath. Moreover, the

light-trail scheme consumes the most spectrum due to the utilization of low-level

modulation for a long trail covering all destinations.

3.6.3 Network Cases without Distance-Adaptive Transmission

We also compare the five schemes when no distance-adaptive spectrum allocation is

used. We assume that all network cases use a fixed MS, i.e., BPSK, for all connections

with a limitation of 4,000 km on the transmission distances. Fig. 3.13, 3.14, 3.15,
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Fig. 3.13 Resource usage of the five schemes for the N6S6 network without distance-
adaptive transmission in terms of: (a) used FSs; (b) used transmitters.

and 3.16 show the spectrum and transmitter usages of the five schemes for the various

network cases except the USNET network as the problem size is too large.

For the spectrum usage, the lightpath scheme has the highest spectrum consump-

tion, while the light-tree and multi-light-tree schemes use the least spectrum, and

are slightly better than the light-trail and multi-light-trail schemes. For all network

cases, the multi-light-tree scheme actually uses a single light-tree for a multicast

as the light-tree scheme does since it consumes only one transmitter. However,

for the spectrum usage, the multi-light-trail scheme performs marginally worse

than the multi-light-tree scheme and has a slightly higher transmitter usage. Also,

for all network cases, the lightpath scheme consumes significantly more spectrum

than all the other schemes, which is different from the network cases considering

distance-adaptive transmission.

For the transmitter usage, the light-tree, multi-light-tree and light-trail methods

use only one transmitter, the multi-light-trail scheme has a slightly higher transmitter

usage, while the lightpath scheme consumes the most transmitters, the number of

which is equal to the number of destinations of the provisioned multicast.
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Fig. 3.14 Resource usage of the five schemes for the N6S9 network without distance-
adaptive transmission in terms of: (a) used FSs; (b) used transmitters.
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Fig. 3.15 Resource usage of the five schemes for the N6S15 network without distance-
adaptive transmission in terms of: (a) used FSs; (b) used transmitters.
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Fig. 3.16 Resource usage of the five schemes for the COST239 network without
distance-adaptive transmission in terms of: (a) used FSs; (b) used transmitters.
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Table 3.13 Spectrum Savings of Distance-Adaptive Spectrum Allocation for a
Multicast Demand†

N6S6 N6S9 N6S15 COST239

Lightpath 36.1% 39.9% 45.0% 55.8%

Light-Tree 14.6% 14.2% 15.2% 50.5%

Multi-Light-Tree 23.3% 30.7% 45.0% 54.4%

Light-Trail 1.9% 2.3% 2.9% -

Multi-Light-Trail 23.3% 30.7% 45.0% -

† Based on the optimum presented in the previous figures

3.6.4 Benefit of Distance-Adaptive Spectrum Allocation

We also evaluate the benefit of distance-adaptive spectrum allocation for multicast

demands. We summarize the spectrum savings of the network cases with distance-

adaptive spectrum allocation over those without it as shown in Table 3.13. Comparing

the three six-node networks, with the increase of network density, higher percentages

of spectrum savings by the distance-adaptive spectrum allocation are observed for

the lightpath, multi-light-tree, and multi-light-trail schemes than for the light-tree and

light-trail methods where the saving percentages do not change significantly. This is

due to the modulations used by the light-tree and light-trail methods are of low level

so as to cover all the destinations of a multicast. Furthermore, some of the SD pairs

with short distances still need to use the spectrum-inefficient modulation leading

to excessive spectrum usage. Moreover, the saving percentages of the light-tree

and light-trail approaches are significantly smaller than the other three since the

modulation used (as shown in the previous tables) is closer to the one used for the

case without distance-adaptive resource allocation. An exception is the COST239

network for the light-tree scheme which achieves significant spectrum savings. This
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3.7 Summary

is because we use BPSK for the case considering no distance-adaptive spectrum

allocation in order to allow comparison with the light-trail approach which entails

very long distances, but the light-tree can use more spectrally efficient modulation,

e.g., QPSK, for the multicast with a level greater than or equal to 2 as presented in

Table 3.8.

3.7 Summary

We compared the five schemes, namely, lightpath, light-tree, multi-light-tree, light-

trail, and multi-light-trail, to provision a single demand in the context of EONs

with and without considering distance-adaptive transmission. Spectrum savings

brought by the distance-adaptive spectrum allocation have been seen for all network

cases. In particular, the savings are significant for the lightpath, multi-light-tree, and

multi-light-trail schemes, and further go up as the network density increases.

When considering the distance-adaptive transmission, the multi-light-tree scheme

has the lowest spectrum usage, followed by the multi-light-trail approach, then the

lightpath and light-tree schemes, while the light-trail scheme consumes the most

spectrum. For the lightpath and the light-tree schemes, when the network is densely

connected, the light-tree scheme has a higher spectrum usage, while for sparse

network cases, the lightpath method consumes more spectrum. For the transmitter

usage, the lightpath scheme has the highest requirement, the light-tree and the light-

trail have the lowest usage. The multi-light-tree and multi-light-trail schemes have

both moderate usage of transmitters, the latter having a requirement slightly higher

than the former.
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Chapter 4

Light-Tree-Based EON Design

The previous chapter compared the optimal performances of existing approaches that

can be used to provision multicast services. MILP formulations were developed to

derive the optimal solutions. The light-tree-based solutions provide better spectrum

efficiency than the others. In this chapter, we focus on designing EONs for multicast

services by light-trees under the assumption that the network nodes are MC. The

previous chapter presented numerical results when minimizing the total spectrum

usage for a single demand. In this chapter, we adapt the MILP for the objective of

minimizing the spectrum requirement in the entire network for multiple demands.

Due to the intractability of MILP for large problems, we also propose an efficient

and scalable heuristic algorithm, and compare its performance to that of existing

algorithms. Numerical results show that our heuristic approach outperforms the

existing ones. The proposed methods have many applications. It not only applies to

backbone networks but also to other networks, e.g., inter-datacenter networks, where

the database synchronization requires significant multicast, copying massive data

in one datacenter to other datacenters. Also, since unicast and broadcast are two

special cases of multicast, the proposed methods can also be applied for the unicast

and broadcast traffic. A detailed problem statement is presented next.
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4.1 Problem Description

We consider the same network model as Chapter 3. We also assume that the network

nodes are MC and do not have spectrum conversion capability, which implies

that the requirement of spectrum continuity should be met. The distance-adaptive

transmission is also considered. Given a set of multicast demands, the objective is

to minimize the maximum spectrum requirement among the links such that all the

demands are accommodated.

4.2 MILP Formulation

We adapt the light-tree-based MILP presented in Chapter 3 to the new objective with

additional variables and constraints which are presented next.

Extra Variables

Ar
k,i j Integer; denotes a number that is greater than or equal to the number of

FSs in link (i, j) used by the light-tree using transmitter k of multicast

demand r; Ar
k,i j ≥ 0.

C Integer; denotes the maximum number of the FSs required in the entire

network.

Objective

min C (4.1)

The objective (4.1) is to minimize the maximum number of FSs required in

network links so as to accommodate the given multicast demand.
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4.3 Heuristic Algorithm

Constraints

C ≥ Er
k, ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr (4.2)

Ar
k,i j ≥Wr

k−∆ · (1−Lr
k,i j), ∀r ∈ R,k ∈ Tr,(i, j) ∈ L (4.3)

C ≥ ∑
r∈R

∑
k∈Tr

Ar
k,i j, ∀(i, j) ∈ L. (4.4)

Constraint (4.2) ensures that the maximum index of FSs required should be

greater than or equal to the end index of FSs assigned. Constraints (4.3) and (4.4)

are redundancy constraints for faster solutions.

The complete set of constraints for the problem investigated in this chapter are

the constraints (3.17), (3.18), (3.19), (3.2), (3.3), (3.20), (3.21), (3.22), (3.4), (3.23),

(3.24), (3.29), (3.30), (3.31), (3.32), (3.33), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4).

MILP Problem Size

We calculate the size of the MILP problem by the dominant numbers of variables and

constraints. The dominant number of variables is O
(
|R||L|(|F̄|+ |T̄||M|)+ |R|2|T̄|2

)
,

and the dominant number of constraints is O
(
|R||T̄||L|(|M|+ |F̄|+ |R||T̄|)

)
, where

|R|, |L|, |M|, |F̄|, and |T̄| are the numbers of demands, network links, MSs consid-

ered, and the average numbers of destinations and transmitters available per demand,

respectively.

4.3 Heuristic Algorithm

In principle, MILPs can be solved for small networks. However, solving MILPs is

known to be computationally prohibitive for real-size networks, therefore we provide

an efficient heuristic algorithm that is scalable to large instances. As in our MILP
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formulation, we also consider distance-adaptive spectrum allocation in the heuristic

approach. The main idea is to attempt assigning an MS as high-level as possible

so as to allocate few spectral resources to a demand and finding a tree with the

fewest links where the maximum distance from the source to destinations along the

tree does not exceed the transparent reach of the attempted MS. The reasons are as

follows. The higher-level MS is assigned to a connection, the fewer FSs are required

in each traversed link. Also, having a higher-level MS corresponds to having a

shorter transparent reach, which generally in turn limits the number of links in the

tree. In this way, the number of links in the tree is minimized, and the number of

FSs required in each of these links is minimized, hence each multicast demand is

accommodated with minimum spectrum resources.

We believe that the problem of finding a minimum-cost tree connecting a subset

of the nodes with a bound on the distances of the paths between the source to the

destinations is NP-complete since a special case of the problem with a bound set at

infinity is proven NP-complete [148]. Thus, in what follows we present a multicast

routing heuristic algorithm that finds a tree with near-optimal cost.

4.3.1 Multicast Routing Scheme

Our aim is to find a minimum-cost tree subject to the transparent reach constraint

where the longest distance from the source to the destinations along the tree is within

the transparent reach of the assigned MS. This is achieved in part by an algorithm

that we call distance-constrained minimum-cost anycast path algorithm that finds a

minimum-cost path from a source to one of the destinations within a given distance.

In this way, we can implement Minimum-cost Path Heuristic (MPH) [149] as shown

next in order to obtain a minimum-cost tree by repeatedly resetting to zero the cost of

the links traversed by paths that have already been found and finding a minimum-cost

path among the remaining destinations until a path is obtained for each SD pair.
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4.3 Heuristic Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Distance-Constrained Minimum-Cost Anycast Path

Input: A graph G = (V,L), a multicast session r = ⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, and a distance τ;
Output: null or a minimum-cost path from the source to one of the destinations,

where its distance does not exceed τ .
1: Create |V| sets of subgraphs, i.e., Gc, c = 0,1, . . . , |V|−1, where the subgraphs

in Gc have a cost of c;
2: Create a subgraph g with a node sr, reset its cost g.c to 0, and distance g.t to 0,

set its end node g.d to sr, and its set of traversed links g.Γ to /0, and add it in G0;
3: while Fr ̸= /0 and G ̸= /0, where G←

⋃|V|−1
c=0 Gc, do

4: Remove the first element g1 which has firstly a minimum cost and secondly a
minimum distance from G;

5: if the end node of g1, i.e., g1.d ∈ Fr, then
6: return g1;
7: end if
8: for all v in the neighboring node set of node g1.d, do
9: if v is not in g1, and link (g1.d,v), denoted by l̄, l̄ ∈ L, then

10: Create a subgraph g′ and set g′.Γ← g1.Γ∪{l̄};
11: Set g′.c← g1.c+ l̄.c, g′.t← g1.t + l̄.t, where l.c and l.t are the cost and

distance of link l, respectively;
12: Set g′.d← v, c′← g′.c;
13: if the distance of g′, g′.t ≤ τ , then
14: if there is already a subgraph gy terminated at v, gy.c = c′, and g′.t <

gy.t, then
15: Replace gy with g′;
16: Delete gy from Gc′ , and insert g′ into Gc′ in an increasing order of

the distance;
17: else if there is no subgraph of cost c′, then
18: Record g′ for v of cost c′ and insert g′ into Gc′ in an increasing order

of the distance;
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: end while
24: return null;

Moreover, such an algorithm can be applied to route anycast (one-to-one-of-many)

traffic in EONs with a bound on the path distance.

The distance-constrained minimum-cost anycast path algorithm is based on the

breadth-first search algorithm, and its pseudocode is provided by Algorithm 1. Since

in our case, the link cost is either zero or one, the cost of a path Pi from a given
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Algorithm 2 DCMCT

Input: A graph G = (V,L), a multicast session r = ⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, and a distance τ;
Output: null or a minimum-cost tree T connecting the source to the destinations,

where the path distances do not exceed τ .
1: Create a subgraph G;
2: for all link l in P, do
3: Set the cost of link l to 1, i.e., l.c← 1;
4: end for
5: while |Fr| ̸= 0, do
6: Call Algorithm 1 with inputs of G, ⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, and τ to obtain a path P;
7: if P ̸= null, then
8: Add P to G;
9: Remove the destination of P from Fr;

10: for all link l in P, do
11: l.c← 0;
12: end for
13: else
14: return null;
15: end if
16: end while
17: Run shortest path tree algorithm on the subgraph G to obtain a tree T that

connects the source to the destinations;

source, sr, to node i is the sum of the costs of the links traversed by Pi. Thus, the path

cost is a non-negative integer and is smaller than or equal to |V|−1, where |V| is the

number of the network nodes. For a given path cost, it is possible that no path with

that given cost can be found from sr to node i. It is also possible that there is at least

one shortest-distance path of that given cost, where we randomly select one of these

shortest paths for possible consideration. Thus, for a given cost value, out of |V|

possible cost values, each node has at most one selected shortest-distance path from

sr. Consequently, in total, each node has up to |V| selected shortest-distance paths.

Each of these paths is considered at most once (see Line 4 in Algorithm 1), and we

need to consider at most |V|2 paths until we find a minimum-cost path from sr to

one of the destinations within a given distance. In this case, the condition/expression

of the while loop in Line 3 is checked at most |V|2 times. Within the while loop,

once a shortest-distance path from sr to node n of a certain cost is considered, we
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scan the nodes adjacent to n for the for loop in Line 8, so the number of the adjacent

nodes is at most |V|−1, which implies at most |V|−1 potential paths. Then, within

the for loop, for each node v among the adjacent nodes, we compare its distance of

the newly found path, P′v, to the distance of the path, Pv (if there is one recorded at

node v), with the same cost, and delete Pv from a list of (up to |V|) paths with the

same cost if the list contains Pv and insert the path with the shorter distance into the

list in an increasing order of the distance. To sum up, the while loop exits within

|V|2 times. Within the while loop, the for loop exits within |V| times. Within the

for loop, the insertion of a path has a complexity of |V|. Thus, Algorithm 1 has a

complexity of O(|V|4).

Based on Algorithm 1, we obtain a near-optimal tree in a similar way that MPH

does. We present the pseudocode in Algorithm 2. Firstly, we initialize the cost of

the links in L to one. Secondly, we repeatedly call Algorithm 1 to find a path Pd

in G from the source to the destination d, and reset to zero the cost of the links

traversed by Pd , until a path is found for each SD pair. Then, to guarantee that a tree

is obtained by the found paths, we use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find a shortest-path

tree in the subgraph consisting of all links in the paths. In this case, the longest path

among the paths to all the destinations along the tree should have a distance no larger

than the longest path among the previously obtained paths for all SD pairs.

Algorithm 2 calls Dijkstra’s algorithm once and Algorithm 1 for a total of |Fr|

times, where |Fr| is the number of destinations of the multicast session. The former

can be achieved at a complexity of O(|V|2), and the latter has a complexity of

O(|V|4). Thus, Algorithm 2 has a complexity of O(|V|4|Fr|).

4.3.2 Heuristic Algorithm for Provisioning a Single Demand

To provision a multicast demand, we give a heuristic algorithm based on the usage

of SWP [66]. The reason is that compared to two-step algorithms, such SWP-based
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Fig. 4.1 Illustration for the concepts of SW and SWP: (a) an example network graph;
(b) FSs usage; (c) a graph on the first SWP for finding a tree for a demand requesting
for 3 FSs; (d) a graph of the third SWP for finding a tree for the same demand.

algorithms have been demonstrated to achieve better performance for joint routing

and the availability of spectrum resources [150]. Before presenting the algorithm,

we introduce the concepts of SW and SWP proposed in [66]. An SW in a fiber

link is a window of spectrum containing a certain number of contiguous FSs. The

availability of an SW is subject to the availability of the FSs contained in it. If any

FS within an SW cannot be used by other connections because of the limitation

of the spectrum non-overlapping constraint, the SW is unavailable; otherwise, it is

available. Then, an SWP is a plane of virtual graph corresponding to an SW. The

virtual graph contains all the nodes of the original graph and the links, in each of

which, the SW is available.
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Figure 4.1 illustrates the concepts of SW and SWP. The original graph and the

usage of FSs in each fiber link are shown in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b, respectively. Assume

that a demand, namely, D, arrives and requests three FSs. To accommodate it, an

SW should contain three FSs. In each fiber link, there are several possible such SWs,

e.g., the first SW, second SW, and third SW occupying FSs 1 to 3, 2 to 4, and 3 to 5,

respectively. The first SW corresponds to the first SWP. If the first SW in a link is

available, the link should be in the first SWP, and vice versa. In Figs. 4.1c and 4.1d,

we provide two graphs of the first and the third SWPs that can be used to find a tree

for such a demand.

Such an SWP scheme provides a simple, but efficient, way to satisfy the three

constraints in the spectrum assignment. Spectrum continuity is guaranteed since the

graph of an SWP contains links with the same available FSs. Spectrum contiguity is

met since each SW of the links of the SWP corresponds to a number of contiguous

FSs. We also ensure spectrum non-overlapping by removing links from the graph

of the SWP. The FSs in these links are utilized by other connections and cannot be

reused.

To reduce the number of SWPs to be considered for accommodating a demand,

we introduce the concept of an SWP starting-FS list, which is a list of start FS

indices of the SWPs considered for allocating future demands. Each time after a

multicast demand is served, the SWP starting at FS n+1 following the end FS n of

the latest served multicast connection is usually different from other SWPs. We store

the former FS index, i.e., n+1, in an increasing order in the SWP starting-FS list.

Initially, the list contains an FS index, i.e., 1. Any SWP starting at an FS between

the FSs of i-th and (i+1)-th elements of the SWP starting-FS list will have a subset

of links that are available in the SWP starting at the FS of i-th element given the SW

size, i.e., the number of FSs an SW contains. For the example of Fig. 4.1b, the SWP

starting-FS list includes only FSs 1, 3, and 6. If for example, we consider possible

demands requesting a number of contiguous FSs, a possible SWP starting at FS 2
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Algorithm 3 Provisioning a demand with DCMCT and First Fit Spectrum Allocation

Input: A network graph G = (V,L), a multicast demand r = ⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, a set Mr
of feasible MSs and their corresponding transparent reaches for r, the maximum
number Ω among the FS indexes in a link, and an SWP starting-FS list;

Output: MC-RMSA for accommodating r.
1: while r has not been accommodated, do
2: for all MS m in Mr from the highest to the lowest modulation level, do
3: Obtain the number, i.e., ωr

m, of required FSs for r and the transparent reach
τm assuming that MS m is utilized;

4: for all FS index α , α +ωr
m− 1 ≤ Ω, from lowest to highest in the SWP

starting-FS list, do
5: Obtain an SWP whose SW starts from this FS index α and ends at FSs

index ε , ε = α +ωr
m−1;

6: Obtain the graph, i.e., G′ = (V′,L′);
7: Call Alogrithm 2 with the inputs of the graph G′, a multicast session

⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, and a distance τm, to find a tree for r;
8: if such a tree is found, then
9: Accommodate r by allocating the FSs of the present SW in the links

of the found tree;
10: Insert FSs index ε +1 into the SWP starting-FS list in an increasing

order;
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end while

does not need to be considered, either because it is equivalent to the one starting at

FS 1, or because it contains a subset of links that are available in the SWP starting at

FS 1.

Assuming that a set of feasible MSs is given, for each multicast demand, we try

to assign the MSs from the highest to the lowest modulation level. For a given MS,

we calculate the number of required FSs. Then, for given FS usage in each fiber

link, we scan the SWPs to obtain a graph, denoted by G′. Next, we call a routing

scheme to find a tree to route the multicast connection. The details are presented

in Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 serves a single demand, thus can be easily applied for

the case of dynamic traffic where demands arrive sequentially at random, then hold

network resources for the required service durations, and finally depart.
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Since Algorithm 2 has a complexity of O(|V|4|Fr|), Algorithm 3 calls it at most

|M|Ω times, where |M| and Ω are the numbers of considered MSs and FSs in each

fiber link, respectively. Thus, Algorithm 3 has a complexity of O(|V|4|Fr||M|Ω).

4.3.3 Provisioning of Multiple Demands

Assume that we can find a tree for every multicast session, e.g., by running Dijkstra’s

algorithm for a shortest path tree, in the original graph. The distances of the paths to

all destinations are within the transparent reach of the lowest-level MS considered,

e.g., 4,000 km for BPSK.

Based on the assumption above and on the heuristic algorithm for provisioning

a multicast demand, we present a greedy algorithm that increases the spectrum

resources required in each fiber link in a greedy way when currently available

resources in the network are not sufficient to accommodate it. The greedy algorithm

includes three steps, namely, initialization, order-operation of the multicast demands,

and connection setup one by one. We also introduce a multi-iteration process [66] to

improve performance.

1) Initialization

To serve a multicast demand, given a set of MSs, we find the feasible MSs that

the multicast could utilize and a tree that includes the fewest links for the feasible

highest-level MS. Firstly, we obtain a shortest path tree T1 by running Dijkstra’s

algorithm for the multicast. Then, we can obtain the longest distance among all paths,

and therefore obtain the highest-level MS m that T1 can utilize. For the same MS m,

we also find a tree T2 by Algorithm 2. We select the tree T1 or T2 that involves fewer

links and record it as the candidate tree. Accordingly, we obtain a set of feasible

MSs that are not of higher-level than m.
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2) Order Operation of the Demands

The order in which the demands are served also affects the result. In this case, we

consider three ordering methods. The first one is to arrange the demands in the

decreasing order of a certain metric, e.g., the ordering method used in [128]. The

second and third ordering methods are the ones we demonstrated for unicast demands

in [66]. The second one is to randomly shuffle the demands to obtain a randomly

ordered demand sequence where the demands are accommodated following the

obtained sequence. Extending the second method, the third one prioritizes the

accommodations of the demands with the highest spectrum requirement by the

candidate tree. In other words, it groups the demands with the same spectrum

requirement by the candidate tree, while within each group, the demands are ordered

as in the obtained sequence. The demand groups are then accommodated in the

decreasing order of the spectrum requirements.

3) Connection Setup One by One

We first reset the number of FSs in each fiber link of the network to zero. If the

demand cannot be accommodated under the current network resources, we add one

FS in each fiber link, and run Algorithm 3 on the newly available SWPs. This

procedure is repeated until the demand is accommodated, or the number of added

FSs reaches the number n of FSs required by this multicast demand assuming that

the highest-level feasible MS is used. If the procedure stops because of the latter, we

do not use Algorithm 3, instead we accommodate the demand by allocating the n

newly added FSs in the links of the candidate tree obtained in the initialization step.

After all the demands are served, we can obtain the number of required FSs in

each link and thus the required spectrum in units of GHz.
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4) Multi-Iteration Process

Since the performance of the proposed greedy algorithm is dependent on the order in

which the demands are served, we adopt a multi-iteration process to further improve

the performance. A result can be obtained for each sequence of demands served via

the greedy algorithm. In multi-iteration process, we randomly shuffle a set of the

demands multiple times, obtain multiple demand sequences (thus multiple results),

and select the best one as the final result. In this way, the quality of the result

for the multi-iteration process is dependent on the number of distinct sequences of

the demands. The larger the number of demand sequences, a better result can be

achieved but at the cost of a longer computational time.

4.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present numerical results for the MC-RMSA problem in EONs.

We compare the performance of the proposed heuristic algorithm to the optimal

solution obtained by the MILP and other existing heuristic algorithms. We also look

into the influence of the multi-iteration process on the performance of the heuristic

algorithm.

4.4.1 Test Conditions

We consider the following three test networks: (1) a six-node nine-link (n6s9)

network as shown in Fig. 4.2, (2) the 11-node 26-link COST239 network, and (3) the

24-node 43-link USNET network. The latter two are shown in Fig. 3.7 of Chapter 3

and are widely used in literature. The proposed approach can also apply to larger

networks, e.g., with hundreds of nodes, considering its polynomial-time complexity.

The bandwidth of an FS in each fiber is 12.5 GHz. We consider three MSs, namely,

BPSK, QPSK, and 8QAM. The MSs and the corresponding transparent reaches are
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Fig. 4.2 A six-node nine-link (n6s9) network.

shown in Table 3.1. We consider 10 sets of multicast demands. Because of the known

computational limitations of the MILP formulation, we only consider 15 multicast

demands per set for the n6s9 network, and compare the performance of the algorithm

with the optimal MILP solution. For the other two larger networks, we consider

that each set contains 50 multicast demands, and compare the performance of the

proposed heuristic algorithm with the heuristic proposed in [128]. The multicast

sessions are obtained by randomly shuffling the set of network nodes. The bit rate

values of the demands follow a uniform distribution of range (100, 200) Gb/s. We use

up to 10,000 random sequences for each set of demands to investigate the impact of

the number of random sequences on the performance of the algorithm. We also look

into the relationship between the required spectrum and the number of destinations,

where we assume that the demands of each set have the same number of destinations.

We compare the existing heuristic algorithm proposed in [128] called AFA,

which is based on precalculated trees. We use the same procedure to obtain the

candidate trees as in [128]. We precalculate up to 20 shortest paths for each SD pair

and derive up to 10000 candidate trees using the paths for each demand. As the

selection of the candidate trees has a strong impact on the performance of AFA, we

also use the algorithm proposed in [129] and select the candidate trees with the best

choices demonstrated in the same paper. Specifically, among all the possible trees
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that are constructed by the paths, the trees are ranked in a non-decreasing order of the

highest-level modulations, fewest links, and shortest total lengths with the highest,

medium, and lowest priorities, respectively. The top-ranking trees are selected as

candidates.

For AFA, we consider the ordering method proposed in [128]. The ordering

method considered in this chapter contains three sequences in the decreasing orders

of the three metrics, namely, the bit rate, the number of FSs required by the first

candidate tree, and the multiplication of the former two. The minimum among the

values produced by the three sequences is selected as the result of this ordering

method. Since the demands we consider for each set have the same destination

count, the sequence in [128] involving the multiplication of the receiver number

and a metric is the same as the one we use in this chapter involving that metric.

Also, as AFA was proposed for its key ability that the accommodations of the

demands are adaptively ordered, we do not consider the random demand sequences

for AFA. For the proposed heuristic algorithms, we consider the aforementioned

three ordering methods. For the two cases of random ordering, to further improve

the solution quality, we use a multi-iteration process. For the multi-iteration process,

it is important to know the right number of demand sequences to be used. If this

number is too large, it adversely affects the running time, while if it is too small,

accuracy is compromised. It is therefore important to investigate the impact of this

number on the performance of the algorithm.

Henceforth, the following notations, names and abbreviations will be used. We

use “MILP” to stand for the MILP approach. For the proposed heuristic algorithm,

we use a prefix, i.e., “DCMCT,” to denote the algorithm that uses Algorithm 3 with

DCMCT as the routing scheme in the greedy algorithm. We also use the shortest

path tree algorithm to replace DCMCT in the greedy algorithm, and denote it by

“SPT.” We use several suffixes to denote the type of ordering of the demands used

in the algorithm. For instance, suffix “_DO” denotes that the Decreasing Order
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mentioned above is adopted. The remaining suffixes in this paper are used to denote

a multi-iteration process with a certain number of considered random sequences,

e.g., “_1k” for 1,000 randomly shuffled sequences. In this way, we can obtain the

short name of a greedy algorithm by combining the prefix and a suffix. For example,

“DCMCT_100” refers to a greedy algorithm that employs Algorithm 3 with DCMCT

under 100 random sequences for each set of demands. For the existing algorithm

presented in [128] based on candidate trees, we denote it by “AFA(p, t)_DO” where

p denotes the maximum number of paths considered for each pair of nodes and the

top-ranked t trees among those constructed by the paths are considered candidates

for each multicast demand.

The heuristic algorithms are implemented using the Java environment on Eclipse

4.6.3, while we use a commercial optimization software, i.e., AMPL/Gurobi 7.0 [145],

to solve the MILP problem. Our test platform is a Lenovo M900 running Microsoft

Windows 10 Enterprise (64-bit), which is equipped with 64-GB RAM and an Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU running at 3.4 GHz.

4.4.2 Performance Comparison

1) The Six-Node Network

We investigate the impact of the number of demand sequences on the performance

of the proposed heuristic algorithm for the n6s9 network. As the algorithms with

the multi-iteration process yield similar observations for the second and third or-

dering methods, we take the DCMCT algorithm with the second method as an

example shown in Fig. 4.3. As the network is of small size, we consider up to

10,000 demand sequences. As we can see in Fig. 4.3, when the number of demand

sequences increases, the proposed algorithm presents a better performance requiring

less spectrum, and approaching the optimum of MILP. In particular, DCMCT_10k

consumes 1.8% more spectrum than the optimum averaging over the five destination
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Fig. 4.3 Performance comparison in the n6s9 network.

cases. Moreover, the performance improvement is significant for 1,000 random

sequences, and a saturation is seen afterwards. We consider 1,000 random demand

sequences sufficient as we obtain a good performance, i.e., a 3% gap to the optimum,

and the running time is acceptable, i.e., around 1 second. We also compare the

multi-iteration process with decreasing order. We can see that the algorithm with

10 random sequences, i.e., DCMCT_10, outperforms the case with three decreas-

ing ordered sequences, i.e., DCMCT_DO. These demonstrate the benefit of the

multi-iteration process.

Figure 4.4 shows the performance comparison among the heuristic and optimal

algorithms in the n6s9 network. As the network is of small size, we consider up to 20

paths for each node pair and maximally 1,000 candidate trees for the AFA algorithm.

When the number of destinations increases, the spectrum requirement increases for

all algorithms. Among the heuristic algorithms, DCMCT_DO and AFA(20,1k)_DO

requires the most spectrum, DCMCT_1k_DO follows, and DCMCT_1k performs

the best. In particular, AFA(20,1k)_DO consumes 14% more spectrum compared

to the optimum given by MILP, and marginally outperforms DCMCT_DO by 0.7%

on average. Compared to DCMCT_DO, DCMCT_1k_DO and DCMCT_1k reduce
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Fig. 4.4 Comparison of spectrum requirements in the n6s9 network.

the spectrum consumption by over 5% and 10%, respectively. In particular, for

DCMCT_1k, the usage of 1,000 random demand sequences also brings it a suf-

ficiently good performance with a gap of about 3% to the MILP optimum. As

discussed previously, the performance can further be improved when more such

sequences are considered. These demonstrate the benefit of using the multi-iteration

process. Moreover, compared to DCMCT_1k_DO, DCMCT_1k presents a bet-

ter performance for the following three reasons. (i) The demand sequences with

near-optimal performance may not be ordered explicitly, for example, not likely in

the decreasing orders as used in DCMCT_1k_DO. (ii) DCMCT_1k has the ability

to explore possibly all demand sequences as it shuffle the whole set of demands

randomly. (iii) Last but not least, since both the n6s9 network and the number of

considered demands are small, 1,000 random demand sequences may contain those

that are able to provide the optimal or near-optimal performance.

2) The COST239 Network

We also investigate the impact of the number of candidate trees on the performance

of the AFA algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4.5, we consider up to 20 shortest paths
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Fig. 4.5 The impact of the number of candidate trees on the performance of the AFA
algorithm in the COST239 network.

for each node pair and 10,000 candidate trees for each multicast in the COST239

network. As we can see in the figure, with the increase of the number of considered

candidate trees, the performance of the algorithm improves at the beginning by

yielding a lower requirement of spectrum, and finally becomes stable with a small

fluctuation. This is because having more choices of candidate solutions for each

multicast helps reuse the network resources, but the accommodation of a demand

might adversely affect that of the future demand, making the algorithm performance

vary slightly. Moreover, multicast with a larger session size requires more candidate

trees to obtain sufficiently good performance. For instance, for multicast with no

more than six destinations, the performance is good enough within 100 candidate

trees, while for those with eight destinations, it requires 1,000 trees. This can be

explained as follows. When the multicast session size is large, the multicast tree

spans many links making it hard to reuse the spectrum. For desirable performance,

the accessibility to more trees is required.

Figure 4.6 shows the running times of the AFA algorithm in the COST239

network. Please note that the running time includes the times of the generation of
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Fig. 4.6 Running time of the AFA algorithm in the COST239 network.

k-shortest paths and the calculation of candidate trees. The x axis is the number

of candidate trees considered for the AFA algorithm. We can see that the running

times increase when the value x increases. Also, for every value of x, we see a

significant increase of the running time when the multicast session size increases.

The reasons are twofold. The number of possible trees constructed by the k-shortest

paths increases exponentially over the multicast session size, and the complexity

is O(KD), where K is the number of shortest paths between two nodes and D

is the number of destinations of the multicast. The other reason is that with the

increased number of destinations, it takes the AFA algorithm more time to search for

a qualified tree to accommodate the demand to meet the strengthening constraints,

e.g., spectrum continuity.

We also present the running times of the proposed heuristic algorithms. Since

these algorithms behave similarly in terms of their running times, we discuss one

of them as an example. In Table 4.1, we provide the running times of DCMCT_n,

where n is the number of considered random demand sequences. The running

time grows linearly with the increase in the number of random sequences. For

instance, when the multicast session size is 2, DCMCT_100 consumes 0.92 sec-
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Table 4.1 The Running Times of the Heuristic Algorithms in Units of Seconds

Multicast
Size

DCMCT_n
(n: Number of Considered Sequences) AFA(20,1k)_DO

1 100 1k 2k 6k 10k
2 0.01 0.92 8.58 16.98 50.39 83.72 2.21
4 0.01 1.47 14.65 29.19 87.42 145.64 26.90
6 0.02 1.97 19.78 39.53 118.41 196.98 46.09
8 0.03 2.47 24.78 49.60 148.72 247.88 72.87
10 0.03 2.87 28.55 57.12 171.25 285.43 175.85

ond, while DCMCT_10k with 100 times the number of sequences considered in

DCMCT_100 requires 83.72 seconds, which is approximate 100 times the running

time of DCMCT_100.

Next, we compare the spectrum requirements of the algorithms under the con-

dition that they have the well-matched running times. As shown in Table 4.1, we

provide the running times of AFA(20,1k)_DO. We use the spectrum requirement

obtained by AFA(20,1k)_DO, and take its running times as the upper bound of

the running times allowed for the DCMCT algorithm. As shown in the table, for

each case of the multicast size, the value in bold does not exceed the running time

of AFA(20,1k)_DO. By these values in bold, we can roughly obtain the number

of random demand sequences so that the running time does not exceed that of

AFA(20,1k)_DO. Then we check back the spectrum requirements of the DCMCT

algorithm with the obtained numbers. For example, when the multicast size is two,

the running time of AFA(20,1k)_DO is 2.21 seconds. According to the table, we

find that the DCMCT algorithm that does not exceed the running time is 100 and

we then take the spectrum requirement by DCMCT_100 to compare with that by

AFA(20,1k)_DO. We name the DCMCT algorithm under the second and third or-

dering methods with bounded running times by DCMCT_x and DCMCT_y_DO,

respectively.

Figure 4.7 shows the performance comparison of the spectrum requirements

among the algorithms with bounded running times for the COST239 network. We
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Fig. 4.7 Comparison of spectrum requirements in the COST239 network.

see that, for all the destination cases, DCMCT_y_DO always yields the best perfor-

mance. By averaging over all the five cases of considered session sizes, DCMCT_x

follows and then DCMCT_DO, while AFA(20,1k)_DO shows the worst performance.

Specifically, DCMCT_DO, DCMCT_x and DCMCT_y_DO achieve reductions of

the spectrum requirements by about 1.5%, 4.3%, and 9.5% when compared to

AFA(20,1k)_DO, respectively. Even DCMCT_DO, where only three demand se-

quences are considered, with an average running time of only tens of milliseconds

outperforms AFA(20,1k)_DO. This is attributed to the ability to possibly find any

tree that can be used to accommodate a demand by the DCMCT algorithm. Also,

we see the improvement brought by the multi-iteration process when comparing

DCMCT_x (or DCMCT_y_DO) to DCMCT_DO. Moreover, in the COST239 net-

work we observe that DCMCT_y_DO outperforms DCMCT_x, which is different

from what we observed in the n6s9 network. This can be explained as follows.

Since we consider sets containing more demands and a relatively large network, the

number of demand sequences considered is very limited compared to the number of

all possible sequences (given as the factorial of the number of demands). This makes
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Fig. 4.8 Comparison of spectrum requirements in the USNET network.

it hard to hit the sequences that yield the optimal or near-optimal results, so that the

ordering methods may help the multi-iteration process achieve better performance.

3) The USNET Network

Similarly, in Fig. 4.8 we compare the performance of the AFA and the proposed

DCMCT algorithms in the USNET network with limited running times. Due to the

rapid growth of the time used to calculate candidate trees for the AFA algorithm

over the multicast session size, without loss of generality, we consider 10 shortest

paths for each node pair and construct up to 1,000 candidate trees for each of the

given demands in the USNET network which is larger than the previous two. For the

DCMCT algorithm, we consider up to 10,000 random sequences for each experiment.

As we can see in the figure, DCMCT_y_DO has the lowest spectrum requirement,

DCMCT_x follows, and then DCMCT_DO, while AFA(10,1k) requires the most

spectrum. In particular, for every multicast session size, the DCMCT algorithm with

any of the three ordering methods outperforms AFA(10,1k). In particular, compared

to AFA(10,1k) that consumes several tens up to thousands of seconds, DCMCT_DO

with some hundreds of milliseconds still achieves 6% reduction of the spectrum
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Fig. 4.9 Performance comparison between DCMCT and SPT in the n6s9 network.

requirement. This can be attributed to the ability of the DCMCT algorithm to access

to additional tree solutions. Moreover, with the help of the multi-iteration process,

the spectrum requirement reductions achieved by DCMCT_x and DCMCT_y_DO

over AFA(10,1k) become more significant, i.e., by 10% and 14%, respectively.

4) Comparison Between DCMCT and SPT

We also consider the use of the SPT algorithm that finds the shortest path trees for

multicast sessions in Algorithm 3 to replace the proposed DCMCT that aims for the

minimum cost trees. We assume the same ordering methods, the same multi-iteration

process and the same number of random sequences, and compare their performance

in the three networks.

Figure 4.9 shows the comparison in the n6s9 network. The “DO,” i.e., the

first ordering scheme, provides the worst performance, while the “1k,” i.e., the

second ordering method, performs the best, and the “1k_DO,” i.e., the third ordering

approach, presents a moderate performance when compared to the previous two.

Also, for each of the three ordering methods, the DCMCT algorithm presents a

performance equal to or better than the SPT algorithm. This is because the DCMCT
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Fig. 4.10 Performance comparison between DCMCT and SPT in the COST239
network.

algorithm attempts to minimize the cost of the obtained tree directly while the

SPT tries to achieve the same goal via an indirect way by minimizing the shortest

distances between SD pairs. For the case of the “DO,” the DCMCT algorithm

requires 4.6% less spectrum than the SPT. Moreover, as for the DCMCT algorithm,

the multi-iteration process also helps improve the performance of the SPT algorithm

when we compare SPT_1k or SPT_1k_DO to SPT_DO.

In Fig. 4.10, we also compare the performance of the DCMCT and SPT algo-

rithms in the COST239 network. The COST239 network presents observations

similar to the n6s9 network. An exception is that in the COST239 network, both

algorithms with “10k_DO” perform the best and outperform the two with “10k”

while the two algorithms with the latter ordering method outperforms those with the

former in the n6s9 network.

The performance comparison between the DCMCT and SPT algorithms in

the USNET network is presented in Fig. 4.11. The observations in the USNET

network are consistent to that in the COST239 network. Specifically, DCMCT_DO,

DCMCT_10k, and DCMCT_10k_DO achieve reduction of the spectrum requirement
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Fig. 4.11 Performance comparison between DCMCT and SPT in the USNET net-
work.

by 9%, 4.8% and 7% over SPT_DO, SPT_10k, and SPT_10k_DO, respectively, with

even DCMCT_10k outperforming the best of the SPT approaches, i.e., SPT_10k_DO.

These demonstrate the benefit of DCMCT algorithm over the SPT.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the routing and spectrum assignment problem in

EONs. We provided a MILP formulation to solve small-size problems while for large

instances we proposed an efficient heuristic algorithm. We analyzed the complexity

of the proposed algorithm and proved that it is polynomial in time. To demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we compared it to the state-of-the-art

and the shortest-path tree algorithms. We also considered ordering methods that

affect the performance of the algorithms. Numerical results show that for various

cases, the proposed algorithm achieves a performance close to the optimum and

outperforms the other heuristic algorithms.
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Chapter 5

Provisioning Multicast in EONs with

Shared Protection

In the previous chapter, we presented and compared the five schemes for provisioning

multicast demands in EONs, and demonstrated the efficiency of light-tree-based

schemes. In this chapter, we present a shared protection scheme for light-trees

against any link failure in EONs.

5.1 Introduction

As surveyed in the previous chapters, extensive studies have focused on using light-

trees for the provision of multicast services in optical networks since multicasting in

the optical layer has been demonstrated to be more energy- and spectrum-efficient

than IP multicasting [106].

Protection is considered an important attribute of optical networks. The oc-

currence of a single link failure in optical networks could result in severe service

disruption. This is especially true when a trunk of the multicast tree fails, in which

case multiple destinations are affected and cannot receive data from the source.

Therefore, adequate protection should be preplanned in optical networks so that
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they can continue operating under failures. Also, protection in the optical layer is

beneficial in many aspects, e.g., simpler operations than that in higher layers and

therefore faster recovery speed [74].

5.1.1 Related Work

In the previous chapter, we have already presented related work on provisioning mul-

ticast demands using light-tree technology. Here we focus on reviewing protection

schemes proposed for optical networks.

Literature on multicast survivability in WDM optical networks can be classified

into five categories: (1) tree-based [151–154], (2) segment-based [148, 155–157], (3)

path-based [148, 158], (4) ring-based [159, 160], and (5) p-cycle-based [161–163]

protection.

In tree-based protection, a backup tree protects the primary tree that supports the

connection under normal operations. However, when a link in the primary tree fails,

a backup tree takes over and serves the connection. Médard et al. [151] proposed

algorithms to find two arc-disjoint trees. Singhal and Mukherjee [152] developed

ILP models to minimize the total cost of all multicast sessions, one model considers

wavelength continuity constraint; and the other model also considers the limited

splitting degree and the splitter-bank size. Long and Kamal [153] proposed to protect

each segment of the primary tree by a backup tree, i.e., for a given primary tree, there

is a set of backup trees, one of which is invoked to take over the connection when

a segment in the primary tree fails. This is different from the previous approach

where an arc-disjoint tree is used to protect the primary tree from any single-link

failure. Constantinou and Ellinas [154] proposed the Steiner Node Heuristic (SNH)

algorithm; it uses Minimum Path Heuristic (MPH) [149] to obtain a tree, and then

iteratively updates this subgraph by including one more node and related links, and

employs MPH to find a tree in the sub-graph until no tree can be found at a lower
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cost. To make connections survivable, the algorithm first utilizes the SNH to find

the primary tree, and then removes the links of the primary tree, again employing

SNH to find an arc-disjoint backup counterpart. The authors compared the proposed

algorithm with the pruned Prim’s heuristic [164] and MPH.

For segment-based protection, the concept of a segment is similar to that of a

path. A segment starts from a segment node and ends at a downstream one. However,

the definitions of a segment node, i.e., the end node of a segment, are not unified.

In [148], a segment node could be the source, a destination (leaf), or a splitting

node. Singhal et al. [148] proposed two heuristic algorithms for segment-disjoint

protection: One finds the primary tree first, then identifies the segments of the tree,

and finds disjoint counterparts as backup. The other, after identifying the segments,

abandons the segments of the primary tree, and finds a pair of link-disjoint paths for

two end nodes of each segment. Panayiotou et al. [155, 156] limited the definition

of a segment node so that only the source and destinations are segment nodes, and

proposed a level protection heuristic. It first finds the primary tree using Steiner tree

heuristic [165], and then hierarchically orders the level of segment nodes; it finds

a tree that starts from level i-th segment node spanning all (i+1)-th level segment

nodes for a segment of level (i, i+1) and does not traverse directed links used in

the primary segments that are closer to the source. Such protection can handle

multiple failures in segments at the same level. Constantinou et al. [157] proposed a

directed-graph multicast protection heuristic based on Suurballe’s algorithm [166] to

find the minimum sum cost of disjoint path-pair for each SD pair. Each time after a

path-pair is found for an SD pair, it adds again those SD pairs that were added before

the current SD pair.

For path-based protection, the primary multicast tree is protected on an SD pair

basis, i.e., a multicast session is considered as multiple SD pairs, and the primary

path for each SD pair is protected by a link-disjoint backup path. Singhal et al. [148]

proposed an ILP model for static traffic and a heuristic based on Suurballe’s algorithm.
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Simulation results demonstrate its good blocking performance. Furthermore, Singhal

and Mukherjee [158] considered cross-sharing and self-sharing protection schemes

that help reduce resource consumption. Network coding has been considered in

provisioning multicast connections with 1+1 dedicated protection [167].

For ring-based protection, Leelarusmee et al. [159] proposed two protection tech-

niques. One is one ring for all multicast sessions that allows the sharing of channel

capacity among multiple demands, while this is not allowed for the other technique,

i.e., one ring for one multicast session. Rahman and Ellinas [160] investigated the

1+1 dedicated ring-based protection of multicast connections.

Applications of the p-cycle protection scheme [64] to WDM optical networks

have also been extensively studied e.g., [161–163].

In addition to the work on WDM optical networks, there are few studies on

multicast protection or survivability in EONs [122, 168]. In [122], the authors used

multiple lightpaths to provision a multicast connection and proposed a dedicated

path protection scheme. Our approach in this chapter is based on shared protection

that is more spectrally efficient than dedicated protection [148]. The reference [168]

considered shared protection for multicast connections but did not consider distance-

adaptive spectrum resource allocation, which is our focus in the present chapter. The

preliminary work of this chapter was presented in [169].

5.1.2 Organization

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we provide a de-

tailed description of the problem considered in this chapter. The MILP formulation is

presented in Section 5.3, and the heuristic algorithm is presented in Section 5.4. Nu-

merical results and discussions are provided in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 summarizes

the chapter.
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5.2 MC-RMSA with Shared Protection

In this section, we present the shared protection scheme used for protecting multiple

multicast sessions in EONs. This is then followed by the statement of the MC-RMSA

problem with shared protection.

5.2.1 Shared Protection

A light-tree for a multicast session is a unidirectional connection where an optical

signal is transmitted from a given source to multiple destinations. Under normal

operations where no failure occurs, such a tree is called a primary tree, which can be

viewed as a set of primary paths between the source and each destination. A primary

link is a link in the primary tree. One protection scheme to protect a light-tree has

each of its primary paths protected via a link-disjoint backup path. The backup paths

for the corresponding SD pairs can share spectrum resources in their common link(s).

The advantages of such path-based protection have been recognized in [148].

To protect a light-tree, there are two mutually exclusive cases in the protection

scheme. One case is that the backup path of any SD pair shares no common link

with the primary tree. The other case is that at least one of the backup paths shares

common link(s) with the primary tree. However, any common link must be a link in

the primary paths of other SD pairs since, for each SD pair, the backup path and the

primary path are link-disjoint; this is known as self-sharing protection [158]. Thus,

a light-tree can be protected as long as for each SD pair of the multicast session (i)

a backup path is link-disjoint from its primary path, and (ii) we reserve spectrum

resources in the backup-only links that are not in the primary tree but in the backup

paths of all SD pairs. These reserved spectrum resources could be utilized when the

primary tree fails.
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When protecting multiple light-trees, the reserved spectrum resources in the

backup-only links can be shared as long as these light-trees do not fail simultaneously.

Such a shared protection among multiple light-trees is known as cross-sharing [158].

In this chapter, we consider four types of links that are included for serving

a multicast connection, namely, primary-only link, backup-only link, self-sharing

link, and cross-sharing link. For a multicast connection, a primary-only link is

a link included only in the primary tree. Similarly, a backup-only link is a link

included only as backup, while a self-sharing link is a link that is included in both

primary and backup paths of different SD pairs. Hence, primary-only, backup-only,

and self-sharing links are mutually exclusive. A cross-sharing link is a link that is

included in multiple multicast connections only as backup. Thus, a cross-sharing link

for multiple multicast connections is a backup-only link in each of these multicast

connections, while a backup-only link may not be a cross-sharing link.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the shared protection scheme that we consider in this chapter

based on these basic concepts. For the example network of Fig. 5.1a, Figs. 5.1b

and 5.1c show the routing case of two multicast sessions, i.e., M1 = ⟨A;{B,C}⟩

and M2 = ⟨B;{C,D}⟩, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.1b, the primary tree of M1

contains links (A,B) and (A,C). The backup path to destination node B and that to

destination node C are A→D→ B and A→D→C, respectively. These two backup

paths share a common link (A,D), but share no common link with the primary tree.

In this case, a link included is either a primary-only link or a backup-only link,

and there are no self-sharing links. For M2, as shown in Fig. 5.1c, the primary tree

contains links (B,C) and (B,D). To protect the primary path B→C from a single

link failure, a link-disjoint backup path B→ D→C is found, which uses the link

(B,D) in the primary path B→D. Similarly, a link-disjoint backup path B→C→D

is found for the primary path B→ D, which uses the link (B,C) in the primary

path B→C. In this case, both (B,C) and (B,D) are self-sharing links. Links (C,D)

and (D,C) are backup-only links, where the reserved spectrum resources could be
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Fig. 5.1 An example of the shared protection scheme: (a) a four-node fully-mesh
network; (b) routing for M1 = ⟨A;{B,C}⟩; (c) routing for M2 = ⟨B;{C,D}⟩; and (d)
sharing between M1 and M2.

used to protect other multicast connections by cross-sharing. In Fig. 5.1d, link (D,C)

is a backup-only link for both M1 and M2, so the reserved spectrum resources in the

link can be used to protect both multicast connections. This is because their primary

connections contain no common links and will not fail simultaneously in case of a

single link failure, and therefore there is no competition on utilizing the reserved

resources in the cross-sharing link for service restoration.

5.2.2 Problem Statement

In this chapter, we focus on the MC-RMSA problem with shared protection for

static traffic, where a set of multicast demands R is given. We consider the network

model and distance-adaptive transmission described in Chapter 3, under similar

assumptions as made in the same chapter. The network nodes are incapable of
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spectrum conversion, the transponders are central frequency and MS tunable, and

the network is free of regenerators. As we consider to provision multicast services

by light-trees, each node is assumed to be multicast-capable based on the splitter-

and-delivery switch [143]. An input signal going through such a multicast-capable

node can be dropped locally and/or switched to one, many, or all of its output ports.

We assume that the power loss of the signal due to the splitting is compensated

by amplifiers in the node. We also assume that every SD pair has at least one pair

of disjoint paths, where the transmission distance is within the transparent reach

of the lowest-level MS considered, e.g., 4,000 km for BPSK as in Table 3.1. This

assumption is made for simplicity, and extension to larger networks that involve

regenerators is left for future work.

In this case, to implement the shared protection scheme where spectrum resources

used in a link of the primary path between an SD pair can be utilized to protect

another SD pair within the same multicast session, we consider that the same

spectrum resources (modulated by the same MS) are allocated in each link of the

primary tree and are reserved in the backup-only links of the multicast connection.

Such a consideration also implies faster recovery and transponder savings. Thus,

for MS assignment, all primary and backup paths should be taken into account

in the transparent reach constraint. For example, for the multicast session M2 in

Fig. 5.1c, the backup paths of the primary paths B→C and B→ D are B→ D→C

and B→ C→ D, respectively. The longest transmission distance among all four

paths is 1,000 km, thus the MS assigned to the multicast connection of M2 should

have a transparent reach of no less than 1,000 km.

The objective of the MC-RMSA problem with shared protection is to minimize

the maximum spectrum required in the links subject to the condition that all the

given multicast demands are accommodated when considering distance-adaptive

spectrum allocation. The light-tree of each multicast session is protected on an SD

pair basis; the primary path of each SD pair of the multicast connection is protected
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by a link-disjoint backup path from any single link failure in both directions. This

means that the network can continue to operate when only one link fails at a time.

5.3 MILP Formulation

To solve the MC-RMSA problem with shared protection, we first provide a MILP

formulation. Let ∆ be a large number. We use a set, O, of operation indicator

as follows. To find a primary and a backup paths for each SD pair for protection

concern, we set O = {1,2}, where the variables with superscripts 1 and 2 are for

the primary and backup connection, respectively. We use the general term routing

subgraph to denote the primary tree and backup paths for all SD pairs used to serve a

protected multicast demand. Here for each SD pair, the primary path and the backup

path do not share any common link, not even a link in opposite directions.

5.3.1 Variables

Pr,o
d,i j Binary; equals one if a path to destination d, d ∈Fr, of multicast connection

r, r ∈ R, traverses fiber link (i, j), (i, j) ∈ L, for operation (primary or

backup) indicator o, o ∈O; zero, otherwise.

X r
i j Binary; equals one if fiber link (i, j), (i, j) ∈ L, is included to serve multi-

cast connection r, r ∈ R.

Y r
i j Binary; equals one if fiber link (i, j), (i, j)∈L, is a primary link of multicast

connection r, r ∈ R.

Dr Real; denotes a distance that is longer than or equal to the longest distance

among all the paths included in multicast connection r, r ∈ R.

Nr Integer; denotes the number of FSs in primary links allocated to multicast

connection r, r ∈ R; Nr ≥ 0.
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Kr
m Binary; equals one if MS m,m ∈M, is assigned to multicast connection r,

r ∈ R; zero, otherwise.

Sr Integer; denotes the starting FS index of multicast connection r, r ∈ R,

Sr ≥ 1.

Er Integer; denotes the ending FS index of multicast connection r, r ∈ R,

Er ≥ 1.

T r
i j Integer; denotes a number that is no smaller than the number of FSs in fiber

link (i, j), (i, j) ∈ L, assigned to multicast connection r, r ∈ R, T r
i j ≥ 0.

Hr1
r2 Binary; equals one if a fiber link included to serve multicast connection r1,

r1 ∈ R, is a primary link of another multicast connection r2, r2 ∈ R, where

r1 ̸= r2.

Zr1
r2 Binary; equals zero if the ending FS index Er2 of multicast connection

r2, r2 ∈ R, is smaller than the starting FS index Sr1 of another multicast

connection r1, r1 ∈ R, where r1 ̸= r2, i.e., Sr1 ≥ Er2 +1.

C Integer; maximum number among the numbers of required FSs in all fiber

links.

5.3.2 Objective

Minimize G ·C (5.1)

The objective is to minimize the maximum spectrum among the required spec-

trum in all fiber links in the entire network.

5.3.3 Constraints

The constraints can be classified into five groups. The first group of constraints is

called searching and constructing a routing subgraph, where the constraints ensure
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that a pair of link-disjoint paths is found for each SD pair of a multicast connection

and that a routing subgraph for the multicast connection is constructed by these paths

for all SD pairs. The second group is called modulation determination. It consists

of constraints ensuring that an MS is assigned to each multicast connection, and

the transparent reach constraint is met. The third is the spectrum assignment group,

where the constraints guarantee that a sufficient number of FSs are assigned to each

multicast connection, and that the three constraints, namely, spectrum continuity,

spectrum contiguity, and spectrum non-overlapping, are all met. The fourth is a

group of redundancy constraints for faster solutions. The last group provides a lower

bound on the number of FSs required in all links.

Searching and Constructing a Routing Subgraph

∑
(i, j)∈L

Pr,o
d,i j =


1, i = sr or j = d,

0, j = sr or i = d,
∀o ∈O,r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (5.2)

∑
(i,x)∈L

Pr,o
d,ix = ∑

(x, j)∈L
Pr,o

d,x j, ∀o ∈O,r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr,x ∈ V\{sr,d} (5.3)

∑
o∈O

(Pr,o
d,i j +Pr,o

d, ji)≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr,(i, j) ∈ L (5.4)

∆ ·Y r
i j ≥ ∑

d∈Fr

Pr,1
d,i j, ∀r ∈ R,(i, j) ∈ L (5.5)

∑
(i, j)∈L

Y r
i j ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, j ∈ V (5.6)

∆ ·X r
i j ≥ ∑

d∈Fr,o∈O
Pr,o

d,i j, ∀r ∈ R,(i, j) ∈ L. (5.7)
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Constraints (5.2) and (5.3) guarantee that the flow conservation requirement is

met. They are used to search routing paths for all SD pairs of a multicast connection.

Constraint (5.4) ensures that the primary and the backup paths for each SD pair of

a multicast connection do not share common link(s), not even a link in opposite

directions, i.e., they are link-disjoint. However, paths from different SD pairs

could share common link(s). Constraint (5.5) ensures that a fiber link included in a

primary path is a primary link included for the multicast connection. Constraint (5.6)

guarantees that a primary tree is constructed by the primary paths by ensuring that

each node in a tree has only one ingress fiber link. Constraint (5.7) ensures that a

fiber link included in any path is used to serve the multicast connection.

Modulation Determination

∑
m∈M

Kr
m = 1, ∀r ∈ R (5.8)

Dr ≥ ∑
(i, j)∈L

ℓi j ·Pr,o
d,i j, ∀o ∈O,r ∈ R,d ∈ Fr (5.9)

τm−Dr ≥ ∆ · (Kr
m−1), ∀r ∈ R,m ∈M. (5.10)

Constraint (5.8) ensures that one of the MSs is selected for each multicast con-

nection. Constraints (5.9) and (5.10) guarantee that the transparent reach constraint

is met. Constraint (5.9) ensures that a distance used to determine the MS assigned to

each multicast connection is no shorter than the longest distance among all paths in-

cluded in the multicast connection. Constraint (5.10) guarantees that the transparent

reach of the selected MS for the multicast connection is no shorter than the longest

distance among all paths.
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Spectrum Assignment

As the MS is determined from the constraints above, the corresponding number of

FSs for the multicast connection can be obtained. Further, spectrum assignment

subject to the three constraints is presented as follows.

Nr = ∑
m∈M

ω
r
m ·Kr

m, ∀r ∈ R (5.11)

Er = Sr +Nr−1, ∀r ∈ R (5.12)

Hr1
r2
≥ X r1

i j +Y r2
i j −1, ∀(i, j) ∈ L,r1,r2 ∈ R,r1 ̸= r2 (5.13)

Zr1
r2
+Zr2

r1
= 1, ∀r1,r2 ∈ R,r1 ̸= r2 (5.14)

Er2−Sr1 ≤ ∆ · (Zr1
r2
+1−Hr1

r2
)−1, ∀r1,r2 ∈ R,r1 ̸= r2 (5.15)

Er1−Sr2 ≤ ∆ · (Zr2
r1
+1−Hr1

r2
)−1, ∀r1,r2 ∈ R,r1 ̸= r2. (5.16)

Constraint (5.11) ensures that a number of FSs in accordance to the selected MS

are assigned to the multicast connection. Constraint (5.12) guarantees that spectrum

contiguity constraint is satisfied by assigning a number, calculated by (5.11), of

contiguous FSs, from the starting FS index to the ending FS index, to the multicast

connection. Constraint (5.13) ensures that two multicast connections are said to

share common link(s) if a link in the primary tree of one multicast connection is

included to serve the other multicast connection. Constraints (5.14), (5.15), and (5.16)

ensure spectrum continuity and spectrum non-overlapping between two multicast
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connections. For the former, the same FSs, from the starting FS index to the ending

FS index, in its primary links and backup-only links are allocated to and reserved for

the multicast connection, respectively. For the latter, if a primary link of a multicast

connection is also used (as either primary or backup link) to serve another multicast

connection, the indices of the FSs of one multicast connection should be smaller

than those of the FSs of the other multicast connection. This is because in shared

protection, only the FSs for the primary connection are exclusive, FSs on a backup-

only link are not exclusive for the multicast connection and can be cross-shared by

other connections also only as backup.

Lower Bound

C ≥ Er, ∀r ∈ R. (5.17)

Constraint (5.17) ensures that the maximum number among the numbers of FSs

required in all fiber links is greater than or equal to the maximum number among the

ending FS indexes of all multicast connections.

Redundancy Constraint

T r
i j ≥ ∆ · (Y r

i j−1)+Nr, ∀r ∈ R,(i, j) ∈ L (5.18)

C ≥ ∑
r∈R

T r
i j, ∀(i, j) ∈ L. (5.19)

Constraints (5.18) and (5.19) are used as redundancy to reduce the search region

for faster solutions. Constraint (5.18) ensures that the number of FSs required in

each fiber link is greater than or equal to that of the FSs assigned to the primary

connection of each multicast connection. Constraint (5.19) ensures that each fiber

link, included as a primary link of the multicast connections, should have at least the

sum of the number of FSs assigned to those multicast connections.
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5.4 Heuristic Algorithm

In principle, the mathematical formulation of the MC-RMSA problem with shared

protection presented in Section 5.3 can be used by a MILP solver to find optimal

solutions to the problem. However, MILP is computationally prohibitive for realisti-

cally sized networks. In this section, we develop an efficient heuristic algorithm to

obtain near optimal solutions.

As with the presentation of the algorithm in Chapter 4, we first describe a routing

algorithm that is dedicated to the MC-RMSA problem with shared protection. We

then provide an algorithm to serve a single multicast demand. Finally we present

another algorithm where multiple multicast demands are accommodated in a greedy

manner for a low requirement of spectrum.

5.4.1 Routing for a Protected Tree

Our aim is to find a protected tree that will provide a disjoint path pair for each

SD pair of a multicast session subject to the transparent reach constraint. For the

MC-RMSA problem with shared protection, based on Algorithm 1, we introduce

a routing scheme for survivable routing for the multicast session associated with a

multicast demand. The routing scheme, called APPF, finds All Primary Paths First

for all the SD pairs and then the corresponding link-disjoint ones as their backups.

The spectrum used in a primary link of a connection cannot be shared with other

connections. However, in shared protection, for better spectrum efficiency, the

spectrum used in a backup-only link can also be shared among multiple multicast

connections but only as backup. Thus, the graphs for finding the primary tree and

the backup paths that are link-disjoint from their corresponding primary paths could

be different; we denote them by Gp = (Vp,Lp) and Gb = (Vb,Lb), respectively.

In APPF, we start by initializing the cost of the links in Lp to one. Secondly, we

implement MPH by repeatedly calling Algorithm 1 for Gp to find a primary path Pd
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from the source to destination d, and resetting to zero the cost of the links traversed

by Pd , until a path is found for each SD pair. Then, to guarantee that a primary tree

is obtained by the primary paths discovered, we use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find a

shortest-path tree in a subgraph consisting of all links in the primary paths. In this

case, the longest path among the paths to all destinations along the primary tree

should have a distance no longer than the longest path among the primary paths

for all SD pairs. Thirdly, we arrange the destinations in an increasing order of the

number of links in their primary paths of the obtained primary tree. We then reset

the cost of each link in Lb \Lp to zero, and the cost of each link in the obtained

primary tree to zero, and the cost of the remaining links in Lb to one. In order to find

a backup path P′d that is link-disjoint from Pd for each destination d as ordered, we

call Algorithm 1 for G′b = (Vb,L′b), where L′b is obtained by removing from Lb the

links traversed by Pd and also the links in the reversed direction of Pd . Then we reset

the cost of the links traversed by P′d to zero. Finally, we obtain a primary tree with

a minimum number of links and the backup paths that are link-disjoint from their

corresponding primary paths for all SD pairs.

APPF calls Dijkstra’s algorithm once and Algorithm 1 for a total of 2|Fr| times,

where |Fr| is the number of destinations of the multicast session. The former can be

achieved at a complexity of O(|V|2), and the latter has complexity of O(|V|4). Thus,

APPF has complexity of O(|V|4|Fr|).

5.4.2 Heuristic Algorithm for Provisioning a Single Demand

The heuristic algorithm for provisioning a multicast demand with shared protection is

also based on the utilization of the SWP presented in Chapter 4. Figure 5.2 illustrates

the usage of SWP for provisioning multicast with protection. The original graph and

the usage of FSs in each fiber link are shown in Figs. 5.2a and 5.2b, respectively.

Assume that a new demand, namely, D3, requests three FSs. Then, to accommodate
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Fig. 5.2 Illustration for the concepts of SW and SWP: (a) an example network graph;
(b) FSs usage; (c) a graph Gp on the first SWP for finding a primary tree for a demand
requesting for 3 FSs; (d) a graph Gb of the first SWP for finding the backup paths for
a demand requesting for 3 FSs.

it, an SW should contain three FSs. In each fiber link, there are several possible such

SWs, e.g., the first SW, second SW, and third SW occupying FSs 1 to 3, 2 to 4, and

3 to 5, respectively. The first SW corresponds to the first SWP. If the first SW in a

link is available, the link should be in the first SWP. A primary tree provisioned for

a multicast connection cannot reuse the spectrum resources that are either allocated

to or reserved for other connections, while backup-only spectrum resources can be

shared among multiple connections but only as backup. In Figs. 5.2c and 5.2d, for the

first SWP we provide a graph used for finding a primary tree and a graph for finding
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Algorithm 4 Provisioning a demand with APPF

Input: A network graph G = (V,L), a multicast demand r = ⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, a set Mr
of feasible MSs and their corresponding transparent reaches for r, the maximum
number Ω among the FS indexes in a link, and an SWP starting-FS list;

Output: MC-RMSA for accommodating r.
1: while r has not been accommodated, do
2: for all MS m in Mr from the highest to the lowest modulation level, do
3: Obtain the number, i.e., ωr

m, of required FSs for r and the transparent reach
τm assuming that MS m is utilized;

4: for all FS index α , α +ωr
m− 1 ≤ Ω, from lowest to highest in the SWP

starting-FS list, do
5: Obtain an SWP whose SW starts from this FS index α and ends at FS

index ε , ε = α +ωr
m−1;

6: Obtain two graphs, namely, Gp = (Vp,Lp) and Gb = (Vb,Lb);
7: Call APPF with the inputs of the two graphs, a multicast session

⟨sr;Fr; tr⟩, and a distance τm, to find a routing subgraph for r;
8: if such a routing subgraph is found, then
9: Accommodate r by allocating and reserving the FSs of the present SW

in its primary links and backup-only links, respectively;
10: Insert FS index ε + 1 into the SWP starting-FS list in an increasing

order;
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end while

the backup paths, respectively. The latter graph contains two more backup-only links,

namely, links (X ,Z) and (Z,Y ), than the former graph.

Assuming that a set of feasible MSs is given, for each multicast demand, we try

to assign the MSs from the highest to the lowest modulation level. For a given MS,

we calculate the number of required FSs. Then, given FS usage in each fiber link,

we scan the SWPs to obtain two graphs, denoted by Gp and Gb, which are used to

find the primary tree and the backup paths, respectively. After that, we call a routing

scheme to find a pair of primary and backup paths for each SD pair of the multicast

connection. The details are presented in Algorithm 4.
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Since the complexity of APPF is O(|V|4|Fr|), Algorithm 4 calls it at most |M|Ω

times, where |M| and Ω are the numbers of considered MSs and FSs in each fiber

link. Thus, Algorithm 4 has a complexity of O(|V|4|Fr||M|Ω).

5.4.3 Provisioning of Multiple Demands

Firstly, we assume that we can find a routing subgraph for every multicast session.

This is done by running Dijkstra’s algorithm to first find a shortest path tree in the

original graph and then running Dijkstra’s algorithm again for each SD pair to find a

shortest path in a modified graph by removing the links traversed by the path in the

tree of both directions. The distances of the paths to all destinations are within the

transparent reach of the lowest-level MS considered, e.g., 4,000 km for BPSK.

Then, to serve a multicast demand, given a set of MSs, we find a set of feasible

MSs it can utilize and a routing subgraph that includes the fewest links for the feasible

highest-level MS. Firstly, we obtain a routing subgraph ℜ1 by running Dijkstra’s

algorithm to find a shortest path tree for the multicast, and for each SD pair a shortest

path that is link-disjoint from the path in the tree. Then, we can obtain the longest

distance among all paths, and therefore obtain the highest-level MS m1 that ℜ1 can

utilize. We also try the given MSs from the highest to the lowest level until a routing

subgraph ℜ2 can be found by APPF. Similarly, we can obtain the highest-level MS

m2 that ℜ2 can utilize. After that, we select the higher-level MS, denoted by m,

between m1 and m2, and record the corresponding routing subgraph as a candidate

routing subgraph. If m1 and m2 are the same, we set m = m1 and we record as a

candidate routing subgraph the routing subgraph that has fewer primary links (first

consideration) and fewer total links (secondary consideration). Accordingly, we

obtain a set of feasible MSs that are not of higher-level than m.

Thirdly, after the set of feasible MSs is found for a multicast demand, we call

Algorithm 4 that attempts to allocate the demand with the residual resources in the
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network. If the allocation is not successful, we repeatedly add one FS in each fiber

and attempt Algorithm 4 on the newly available SWPs. When the number of added

FSs is enough for the highest-level feasible MS, the demand is then accommodated

by its candidate routing subgraph obtained beforehand with the spectrum of the

added FSs.

As the order that the demands are served affects the result, we consider two

ordering methods. Similar to the traffic-volume-decreasing order in [66], one method

is to arrange the requested multicast connections in decreasing order of the number

of required FSs assuming that the highest-level feasible MS is assigned to each

demand. The other is to randomly shuffle the demands to obtain a random sequence

of demands. The requested multicast connections are sequentially served as follows.

For the latter one, we consider the multi-iteration process discussed in Chapter 4 to

further improve the performance of the algorithm as we observe in the same chapter.

5.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we present numerical results for the MC-RMSA problem with shared

protection. We compare the performance of the proposed heuristic algorithm with

the optimum obtained by solving the MILP formulation. We investigate the impact

of the number of demand sequences on the performance of the heuristic algorithms.

Moreover, we simulate a more straightforward approach where arriving demands are

served one by one.

5.5.1 Optimization for Static Multicast Traffic

1) Test Conditions

We consider the following three test networks: (1) the six-node n6s9 network as

shown in Fig. 4.2, (2) the 11-node COST239 network, and (3) the 24-node USNET
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network as shown in Figs. 3.7a and 3.7b, respectively. The bandwidth of an FS

in each fiber is 12.5 GHz. We consider three MSs, namely, BPSK, QPSK, and

8QAM. The MSs and the corresponding transparent reaches are set as shown in

Table 3.1. We consider 10 sets of multicast demands. Because of the known

computational limitations of the MILP formulation, we only assume that each set

contains 10 multicast demands for the n6s9 network, and compare the performance

of the algorithm with the optimal MILP solution. We use a commercial optimization

software, i.e., AMPL/Gurobi 6.5.1 [145], to solve the MILP problem. For the other

two larger networks, each set contains 50 multicast demands, and we compare the

performance of the proposed heuristic algorithm with different ordering methods.

The multicast sessions of the considered demands are obtained by randomly shuffling

the set of network nodes. The bit rate values of the demands follow a uniform

distribution of range (100, 200) Gb/s. We use up to 10,000 random sequences

for each set of demands, and investigate the number of random sequences on the

performance of the algorithm as in the previous chapter. We also look into the

relationship between the required spectrum and the number of destinations.

Henceforth, the following notations, names and abbreviations are used. We use

“MILP” to stand for the MILP approach. For the heuristic algorithm, we use a prefix,

i.e., “APPF_G,” to denote the algorithm that uses Algorithm 4 with APPF as the

routing scheme in the Greedy algorithm. We also use several suffixes to denote the

type of ordering of the demands used in the algorithm. For instance, the suffix “_DO”

is used when the set of demands is arranged in a Decreasing Order mentioned above.

The remaining suffixes in this paper are used to denote a multi-iteration process with

a certain number of considered random sequences, e.g., “_1000” for 1,000 randomly

shuffled sequences. In this way, we can obtain the short name of a greedy algorithm

by combining the prefix and a suffix. For example, “APPF_G_100” is the short name

of a greedy algorithm that employs Algorithm 4 with APPF considering 100 random

sequences for each set of demands.
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Fig. 5.3 Performance comparison for the n6s9 network (10 demands).

2) Numerical Results and Performance Comparison

For the n6s9 network, we compare the performance of the proposed heuristic algo-

rithm with the optimal MILP algorithm. As shown in Fig. 5.3, with the increase

of the number of destinations, the amount of required spectrum steadily increases.

The heuristic algorithm, APPF_G_DO, which is based on ordering the demands

in a decreasing order of their FS requirements, requires on average 11.8% more

spectrum than the optimum. For the multi-iteration methods, the one with one ran-

dom sequence performs the worst among all approaches. The one with 100 random

sequences, i.e., APPF_G_100, has a significant improvement over APPF_G_1, and

outperforms APPF_G_DO. Also, APPF_G_100 achieves performance close to MILP,

and consumes on average 4.4% more spectrum than the optimum. This demonstrates

the benefit of the multi-iteration process. Additional (but not so significant) improve-

ment is achieved by increasing the number of the random sequences to 1,000. Thus,

100 random sequences are considered sufficient to achieve near optimum for the

n6s9 network with 10 demands. For the broadcast case, the multi-iteration process

does not help much. The heuristic approaches achieve optimum and near optimum
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Fig. 5.4 Performance comparison for the COST239 network (50 demands).

since the average nodal degree, i.e., 3, is low, and the probability of accommodating

two or more multicast connections that cross-share backup spectrum resources is

therefore low.

For the COST239 network, the performance comparison is shown in Fig. 5.4.

Similarly, the required spectrum increases steadily as the number of destinations

increases. Since we have more demands than in the previous case, for multi-iteration

processes, we increase the number of considered random sequences to look into the

impact of the number of demand sequences on performance. The heuristic approach

with 4,000 random sequences, i.e., APPF_G_4000, saves on average around 9%

spectrum compared to the one with a single decreasingly ordered sequence, i.e.,

APPF_G_DO. We also observe when comparing APPF_G_10000 to APPF_G_4000,

only marginal improvement is obtained for two-and-one-half times the number

of random sequences considered. Thus, 4,000 random sequences are considered

sufficient for 50 demands. For the remaining USNET network, we also consider

4,000 random sequences for 50 demands. Moreover, for the case of broadcast, the

COST239 network achieves more benefits in this multi-iteration process than the

n6s9 network. The reason is that COST239 has a relatively high nodal degree,
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Fig. 5.5 Performance comparison for the USNET network (50 demands).

i.e., 4.7, than n6s9, and thus there is a higher possibility of finding a solution with

spectrum resource sharing.

We also consider 50 demands for the USNET network as shown in Fig. 5.5.

The number of destinations increases, the amount of required spectrum climbs.

Also, for the ordering methods of the demands, an approach considering 4000

random sequences, i.e., APPF_G_4000, saves on average 4.8% spectrum compared

to APPF_G_DO. Similar to the case in the n6s9 network, such a multi-iteration

process does not improve much when there are many destinations in a multicast

session, e.g., 18, as the average nodal degree of USNET is also low, i.e., 3.6.

5.5.2 Markov-Chain Simulation for Dynamic Multicast Traffic

with Limited Holding Times

In Section 5.5.1, we assumed that the holding times of the multicast traffic are

unlimited and proposed a heuristic approach to the problem. In this section, we adapt

this proposed approach to a scenario involving dynamic traffic with limited holding

times and show that the performance is good also for such a dynamic scenario.
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So far we have considered a static model to minimize the maximum spectrum

among the required spectrum in all links for accommodating a given set of unordered

demands. Here, we model the network as a dynamic system where multicast demands

are admitted and complete their service stochastically over time. In particular, we

consider a finite set of multicast demands, each of which can be either active or

inactive at any point in time. We use the term arrival to designate a multicast demand

attempting to obtain service in the network. An arrival can be either admitted or

blocked. If an arrival is admitted, the state of the multicast demand associated with

that arrival will change its state from inactive to active, and it will stay active for

a period of time (holding time) which is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ .

Then, it completes its service and becomes inactive again. A multicast demand will

stay inactive for an exponential amount of time with mean 1/λ until it attempts

to enter the system to generate an arrival. Our network has a capacity limitation

defined by a finite number of FSs. If a multicast demand arrives and there are no

sufficient FSs to accommodate the demand, this new arrival will be blocked. A

common performance measure for such a dynamic system is the blocking probability,

defined as the ratio of the number of blocked arrivals of multicast demands to the

total number of arrivals. Let ρ = λ/µ be a measure of traffic load in our dynamic

system.

1) Simulation Conditions

We use the USNET network as a test network, and consider a set of 50 randomly gen-

erated demands. The number of demand destinations follows a uniform distribution

from one (unicast) to 23 (broadcast). The bit rates also follow a uniform distribution

with range (100, 200) Gb/s. For these settings, a static optimization problem, consid-

ering that the demands are given unordered, is to minimize the maximum number

among the numbers of required FSs in all links under the condition that all multicast
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demands are accommodated. For such a static problem, we employ APPF_G_4000

to obtain the nearly optimal number F of FSs required in each link. Then, in the

dynamic case, simulated by a Markov chain simulation, we assume that there are F

FSs in each link for the network being considered. In such a network, the demands

can always be accommodated by the solution of APPF_G_4000, and multiple ar-

rivals of a demand are accommodated with exactly the same spectrum and routing

subgraph. Thus, we have no blocking for the approach based on APPF_G_4000 with

F FSs in each link. However, for a more straightforward method in dynamic systems,

where demands are served one by one, the blocking probability can be significant.

Accommodating a demand based on the available network resources upon the arrival

will generate different solutions for different returns of the demand. Under this

straightforward approach, we use Algorithm 4 with the APPF routing scheme to

attempt admitting each arrival of the demands. We consider a range of scenarios from

light to heavy traffic load. For each traffic load scenarios, we conduct 11 simulation

experiments, each considering one million arrivals for the given demands, and take

the average over the 11 results with a confidence interval of 95% as the final result.

2) Simulation Results

The blocking performance is shown in Fig. 5.6, where we provide the error bars

though the upper and lower bounds are quite close. As we can see, the straightforward

approach for dynamic systems, denoted as “Straightforward” in the figure, has losses.

The blocking probability increases with increasing ρ . Specifically, when the traffic

load is light ρ = 1, the blocking probability is low, 1.209× 10−4. However, it

rises dramatically to about 42% when ρ = 10, and a further increase of blocking

probability can be observed for a larger ρ , i.e., heavier traffic load. In contrast,

our approach, denoted as “APPF_G_4000” in the figure, does not have service

blocking at all for any ρ . This is because the APPF_G_4000 approach minimizes the
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Fig. 5.6 Blocking probability comparison between the straightforward and our
solutions versus ρ for the USNET network (50 demands).

maximum spectrum among the required spectrum in all links subject to the condition

that all the given demands are accommodated. For a network where each fiber link is

equipped with the minimized maximum required spectrum, each time a call arrives,

the demand can always be served using the solution based on APPF_G_4000, and

there will be no blocking.

5.6 Summary

We have considered multicast-capable routing, modulation and spectrum assignment

for an elastic all-optical network with shared protection. For such a network, we

have provided a MILP formulation, and developed a new polynomial time heuristic

algorithm for a range of cases. Because the serving order of the demands affects

the result, we have considered two cases: One is where the demands are arranged

in a sequence in decreasing order of their FSs requirements, and the other is to

randomly shuffle the demands and obtain a randomly ordered demand sequence.

Numerical results show that the heuristic algorithm achieves close performance to
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the optimal MILP solution. The heuristic algorithm based on shuffling the demands

outperforms the one with specifically ordered demands. We provided complexity

analysis to prove that the heuristic algorithm has polynomial time complexity. We

considered various cases to demonstrate the scalability of the heuristic algorithm,

and the improvement in the quality of the result that can be achieved by considering

more demand sequences at the cost of longer running time. In this way, we now

have a solution where a tradeoff exists between the performance and the running

time. The above-mentioned heuristic approach is based on the assumption that the

holding times of multicast traffic are unlimited. Then, we adapted this proposed

approach to dynamic traffic with limited holding times and compared it to a more

straightforward method using a Markov-chain simulation, where multicast demands

are admitted and complete their service stochastically over time. Results show the

good performance of the proposed approach also in the dynamic traffic where the

straightforward method leads to significant losses under heavy traffic load while our

heuristic approach has no losses.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, we considered the provision of multicast services in the context of

EONs involving distance-adaptive transmission. We first compared the existing

schemes to provision a single multicast demand, then we considered the network

design problem of accommodating multiple multicast demands, and finally we

introduced protection in the network design.

There are three technologies, namely, lightpath, light-tree, and light-trail, which

can be used to accommodate multicast demands. To investigate their effectiveness

in provisioning multicast services, we conducted a comparative study of the five

schemes, namely, lightpath, light-tree, multi-light-tree, light-trail, and multi-light-

trail. We considered distance-adaptive transmission in EONs. We compared their

spectrum and transmitter usage. From the perspective of spectrum usage, the multi-

light-tree has the lowest requirement among the five schemes. The light-tree scheme

is not an efficient solution for densely connected networks; neither the lightpath

approach nor the light-trail scheme is efficient for spare networks. From the aspect

of transmitter usage, the lightpath scheme always has the highest requirement of

transmitters while the light-trail and light-tree schemes have the lowest, while the

remaining two schemes lying in-between. We also evaluate the benefit of using

distance-adaptive transmission. For all the schemes, spectrum savings are observed.
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Moreover, with increased network density, the benefit become more significant.

In particular, considerable savings are seen for the lightpath, multi-light-tree and

multi-light-trail schemes.

We then focused on the light-tree scheme, where each multicast is provisioned

by a light-tree, and addressed the problem of accommodating multiple multicast

demands in EONs with distance-adaptive transmission. We provided an MILP

formulation and proposed an efficient heuristic algorithm for real-size problems. We

investigated the sequence in which the demands are accommodated as it affects the

performance of the heuristics, and proposed a couple of ordering strategies for good

solutions. Moreover, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we

compared it to the existing approaches.

Survivability is an import attribute of optical networks. To enable the network to

continue to operate under any single link failure, we further considered protecting

the light-trees that are used to provision multicast services in EONs. Between the

dedicated and shared protection strategies, in this thesis we focused on the latter

for its high spectral efficiency as the backup resources can be shared to protect

multiple demands under the condition that their primary connections do not fail

simultaneously. For a single multicast, in addition to the case that the backup path

from the source to a destination is link-disjoint from all the primary paths in the

light-tree, the protection scheme considered in this thesis allows the backup path

to share common links with the primary paths to other destinations. This increases

spectrum efficiency.

In the comparison made in this thesis we observed that the multi-light-tree

approach is more spectrally efficient than the light-tree scheme as the former is

more flexible in provisioning a multicast than the latter but at the cost of a few more

transceivers. This enhanced flexibility increases the complexity of the problem,

and makes protection for the multicast provisioned by the multi-light-tree scheme

even more challenging yet interesting for higher spectrum efficiency. The light-trail
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technology may also be applied in some specific situations such as EONs with a ring

structure, as it adapts to the network with a more cost-effective node architecture.

Survivability can be considered in the design; these have not yet been studied and

can be considered in future work.
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